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319

OR The Loaded "BEST"
Everything in our $1995 System plus:
 Two DS. DD 51/4" Disk Drives
 On -board 256K of RAM
 RS232 Port

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR IBM
 Lotus 1, 2, 3 $439
 Wordstar $399
 Multiplan $219
 dBASE II $479
 Flight Simulator $62.95
Great Selection of other software for your
IBM available.
IBM is a Trade Mark of IBM Canada Limited

Mail Order: Call for shipping costs. Rate will depend
on methods chosen and distance.
Call our TOLL -FREE number for more information.

1.800 268-3798
(Toronto area call 921-8941)

Call in and let us demonstrate the "BEST" to you at
319 College Street, Toronto. Store hours 9:30 to 6:00
Monday -Saturday: to 9:00 p.m. Thursday and Friday.

The "BEST"
IBM Compatible Microcomputer

See the Review
in March 1904

Computing Now! $11995
Not a kit - a complete system

This prices includes:
 64K of RAM with pre -

socketed provision
for 256K

 One disk drive.
SA455. Double Sided.
Double Density

 Colour Video Board
 Floppy controller

capable of handling
up to four DS. DD
51/4" disk drives and
socketed for op-
tional serial port
and real time clock
 Monitor not

included

Warranty:
Full 120 day
Warranty

Prices does NOT include
IBM (Microsoft) BASIC

OR 10 Meg Hard Disk Version
Everything in our $1995 system plus:
 10 Meg Hard Disk Drive &

Controller
 On -board 256K of RAM
 RS232 Port

PERIPHERALS FOR YOUR IBM
 Color Video Board $339
 Floppy Controller Board $299

Has provision optional RS232 port and real
time clock.

 Parallel and Game Port Card $149
Will also drive parallel printer

 256K Memory Expansion Card and real time
clock. Allows you to add a further 256K to your
IBM's existing 256K capacity for 1/2 Megabyte
of total memory.

With 64K RAM on board $289
With 128K RAM on board $369
With full 256K RAM on board $530

 EPROM Programmer $149
For 2732, 2769 and 27128.

 Disk Drive - SA4555
 IBM Compatible Case
 IBM Compatible Keyboard

29999

18
 Super Heavy Duty Power Supply

$$699

See our other ads for monitors, printers etc..

Circle No. 28 on Reader Service Card.
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April Specials
Others try to compete with the best - Exceltronix. But will
they be here tomorrow? Celebrate out 5th year in business.

PRINTERS
Star Gemini 10X $359
Gemini 15X $599
Delta 10 (160 cps) $739
Epson MX100 $995
Epson RX80 (Replaces MX80) $495
Epson FX80 (New) $798
Epson FX100 (New) $1069
TTX (Daisy Wheel) $649
Mictrotek $139

MONITORS
Zenith ZVM-122 Amber $165
Amdek Amber -300A $259
Zenith ZVM-123 Green $129
Amdek Colour 1 $445
Roll and DG $419

Apple Beni Package Includes: 80 x 24 Card, Multiflex
IPI, Z80 Card, Multif lex Disk Drive and Controller V1599

Apple IIeTM Package Includes: Apple l/e, ZVM 123
Monitor, Apple Drive & controller card & DOS soft-
ware, 80 x 24 Multif lex card, Apple manuals $2099

NEW Macintosh, based on 68000 with 3" Disk Drive
(smaller version of LisaTM), 3" Diskette Software now
available $3595

Memory Chips
4164-150nS (1x64K single +5V)
Motorola $9.95
T.I. $7.95
4116-200ns (1x16k) $1.74
4116-15Ons (1x16k) $1.99
2114L-200 ns (1kx4 static) $2.49
6116-150 ns (2kx8 static RAM) $8.94
(Pin compatible with 2716 uses negligible
amount of power)
2016-150 ns (2kx8 static) $8.74
2102L-200 ns (1kx1 static) $1.94
5101-CMOS RAM $3.84
2708-(1kx8 EPROM) $6.74
2716-(2kx8 EPROM single +5V) $5.50
2732-(4kx8 EPROM single + 5V) $8.95
2532-(4kx8 EPROM single 5V) $8.74
2764-(8kx8 EPROM single 5V) $12.95

HUGE STOCK OF LS

Diskettes
51/2" Diskettes. Boxes of 10

Maxell MD1 $34.00
Maxell MD2 $52.95
Verbatim $34.00
CDC $28.95
3M $32.95
Accutrak $26.95
2 Ectype Diskettes in a plastic
binder sheet $5.89
Flip N File 50 $44.95
Diskminder (75) $33.95
Dysan $39.00
BASF $34.00
BASF with case $35.00

APPLE CARDS

16K card  Multiflex $58.00
128K card $210.00
Proto Board $15.00
80 -Column Card $84.00
Z80 Card $59.00
EPROM Programmer from $69.00
(for 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, with soft-
ware) Para'llel Printer Card with
cable $69.00
Wizard Parallel Card $95.00

MODEMS
EPM 310 $99
Smart Modem
(300 Baud, IBM Comp) $359
Apple a la Modem (300 Baud) $215
Micromodem (Apple Comp) $475
Signalman (300 & 1200 Baud) $495
Smart Modem 1200 Baud $899

FAMOUS MULTIFEX Z80 STARTER KIT
SPECIAL $349.00
Ideal Learning Tool, with EPROM programmer

A&T $349.00
see page 18 of catalogue

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO/MULTIFLEX 6809
Board, great for learning about 6809 and com-
puting in general with A & T $499.00

Economy Terminal A&T $369.00
Package Deal A&T $849.00

Multiflex
IntelligentTerminal

(As Reviewed In Oct. ETI)
An excellent low cost
terminal kit horn $195

Assembled & Tested with
case and P/S

$350

Joysticks
Economodel $19.95
Wico Red Ball $42.95
Self -Centering with two adjustable controls
Super offer $64.00
Kraft Joystick (Apple, PC) $64.95
Kraft Paddles $48.95

TO Joystick
Deluxe Model $75.00
TG Paddles Deluxe Model $64.95
Hayes Mach III $58.95
Model Deluxe Table Top $59.00
Hayes Mach II $48.95

Multiflex
Super "Z" Package

Similar features to XeroxTM
computer for a fraction of the
price A&T $1,695.00

Inc'udes: Economy Video Board,
Floppy Disk Controller, capable of
handling up to four 51/4" or 8" Disk
Drives, one 51/4" SA 455 DS/DD Flop-
py Disk Drive, CPU card in attractive
packaging, which can accommo-
date up to two Disk Drives, and
powerful, high quality power supply.

Featuring the
Multiflex Apple -
Compatible Drive

Only
$249

Ts

w

PRICE POLICY
Remember that at Exceltronix all
prices are negotiable for quantity
purchases. If you cannot afford large
quantities on your own how about
starting a Co-op.

Package Deals:
Al Drive & Controller
02 Drives & Controller
Controller only
with software
VISTA DRVVE
QUENTIN DRIVE

1 year warranty

$310
$549

$69
$119
$299
$299

Controller
$89

With Appletm
Software

$119

Paper $10.45
For your printer

Control Data, 91/4" x 11" plain 500 sheets.
Other sizes available.
1500 Sheets of Paper In carrying case.

$29.00

New Ottawa Location
217 Bank Street
(613) 225.0029

Coming Soon:
COMMODORE
PERIPHERALS!

Multiflex Users Group
P.O. Box 4059 Station 'E'

Ottawa, Ont. K1C 5B1

MAIL ORDERS
Send a certified cheque or money order (do not send cash). Minimum
order is $10 plus S3 minimum for shipping. Ontario residents must
add 7% provincial sales tax. Visa Mastercard and American Ex-
press accepted: send card No.. signature. expiry date and name of
bank.

Head Office: 319 COLLEGE STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO. CANADA. M5T 1S2 (416) 921.8941
Circle No. 27 on Reader Service Card.
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we will not be unders

OUR FAMOUS
6502 BOARD
NOW NEW & IMPROVED VIDEO SECTION

This 6502 board is a vast improvement on others available:
 646 RAM (8.4164 chips)  Superb quality plastic case
 80 x 24 video included on board
 Floppy Disk Controller included

 Excellent keyboard including numeric
keypad

 FIVE additional slots  EPROMS (blank) included
 Z80 blank PCB included  Available preassembled by
 Powerful power supply (5V 5A, +12V 2 special order only.

up to 3A peak. -5V 0.5A, -12V 0.5A)  Ideal tor educational
 Hydro approved whereas many others applications. $689
are not,

Our prices are low due to our mass produc-
tion assembly, which makes it hard for
others to compete.

you receive a Z80 PC BOARD

FREE 128K RAM DISK PC BOARD when you order
the complete package (either Kit or A&T) (BLANK

Our boards are professionally made, flow soldering &
cleaned & use only high quality prime parts.

Peripheral Boards for your
IBMPC IBM, IBM PCIBakirecraengaisdtaerLetdd.trademarks

The following boards now available A&T
 Prototyping Card  Floppy controller card with serial port on board: $289.00  Col-
our Video Card: $299.00  256K Memory Board expandable to 1 Meg with real time
clock & serial ports: Call for prices  Case to house the above: $99.00 (Made in Canada)
 Parallel Card and Game Port Card: $149.00  Compatible keyboard: $189.00 Superb
quality  Our own 8088 Board, enhanced and compatible 64K RAM  Power supplies
from $69.00 to $250.00

8088 BOARD
Best Prices in Canada
COLOUR GRAPHICS 256K
RAM or 1 MEG. using new
256K RAM Chips.
 Floppy controller  I/O 
And much more Sold with
all parts including blank
EPROMS  Compatible with
??? Yes you guessed it. At a
price so low you won't believe
it. Please call for ordering &
pricing. Demand is overwhelm.
ing. Orders will be filled (On a
first come first served basis).
Systems are in stock now, but
due to the high demand,
delivery may be delayed
slightly.

I

Call for best prices
Complete A&T System,

Introductory Offer,

Now only

$1,989

SYSTEM INCLUDES: Case, superb keyboard, good power supply, fan, one SA 455, DS DD
DISK DRIVE, Colour Video Board (works as Black and White also). Main 8088 Board with
64K of memory, expandable to 256K by adding 4164 or you can expand to 1 meg. using
412561C's, floppy controller which can handle up to four 51/4" disk drives & has optionally
available serial port and real time clock. Note: We do not sell any proprietary software

old

Board
5502/8088

MI prices subject
to change

EPS Keyboard $399.00
Apple Compatible. IBM Module
available. Distributor for Ogivar

Apple Peripherals
Assembled and Tested

Z80 Card
80 x 24
16K RAM
Prototyping Board
Parallel Printer Card
... with cable & connector
128K Board (No IC's)
...with IC's & 64K RAM
...with IC's & 128K RAM
Crazy Card

$ 58.00
$ 84.00
$ 58.00
$ 14.50
$ 59.00
$ 69.00
$ 49.00
$129.00
$210.00
$ 58.00

Disk Drives
Apple Compatible $249.00
Controller $ 89.00

w/software $119.00

One year warranty

Monitors
ZVM-122 Amber $165.00
ZVM-123 Green $129.00
Roland Colour 1 $395.00

Printers
A. Gemini 10x $359.00
B. Special Multiflex parallel card with
cable. Shop and compare $ 69.00
Package price of A and B . . $415.00
Gemini 15x $598.00

5" Green Screen
Monitors. $59

Telex No.
065-24218

Huge variety of Surplus stock at low, low prices. New
shipments arriving. No reasonable offers refused.
Prices sublect to change without notices

Mail Orders add $5.00 minimum for shipping &
handling. Ontario residents add 7% P.S.T. Visa,
Mastercard and American Express cards ac-
cepted: send card number, expiry data, name of
bank and signature. Send certified cheque or
money order, do not send cash.

Surplustronics, 310 College Street, Toronto, Ontario, M5T 1S3

Circle No. 29 on Reader Service Card.
More lines to serve you better

(416) 960-1350
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Features
0 Directional Broadcast Towers

The story of a tower installation, by James Essex.

12Product Review:
Broder Logic Trainer

16 Computing Today:
C64 Sprite Editor

20 Nuclear Wastes
The ongoing research into safe disposal,
by Roger Allan.

3A Computer Review:
mi The Zorba: Reading multiple formats.

40 Zener Diode Primer
From A to Zener.

43 Steel Tubes and Water Droplets
Roger Allan tells how submarines phone home.

48 Designer's Notebook
Part 2 of Switching Power Supplies.

54 Designing Microsystems, Part 8
More on I/O ports.

Projects
14 The Lightsaver

The hole in the middle extends bulb life.

18 Drum Synthesiser
Hi -tech bongos.

27 Vector Graphics
Jazzling the ZX81 graphics.

So)
Zener Diode Tester

es. Sort out the junkbox.

Our Cover
Our Zener Diode articles are
represented by a modest joke;
photo by Bill Markwick. Spent fuel
rods highlight Nuclear Wastes, page
20; photo courtesy US Dept. of
Energy. The Zorba computer is
reviewed on page 34; photo by John
Rudzinski.

21
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34

43
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Active Components Sales Corp. 68

A.P. Products 72
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BCS Electronics 33

Brunelle Instruments Inc 19

B.T.W. Electronic Parts 56

Budgetron Inc 17
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Daetron 11

Electronic Control Systems 11

Electronic Packaging Systems 61
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Fujicomp Inc. 29

Kaientai Electronics Merchants 42
K.C.E. Wholesale & Distribution Ltd. 66
Kitron Components Inc. 51

Kitstronic International Ltd. 35

McGraw Hill 13

Met ermaster 71

Micro House 7

Oriln Electronics Supplies Inc 8, 9
Parts Galore Inc 36, 37
Perfect Electronics Inc. 51

Prodec Micro Systems Inc 32

Surplustronics 4

NEWSSTAND DISTRIBUTION:
Master Media, Oakville, Ontario

SUBSCRIPTIONS
$19.96 (one year), $34.95 (two years). For US add

$3.00 per year, other countries add $5.00 per year.
Please specify if subscription Is new or a renewal.
BINDERS
Binders made especially for ETI are available for
$9.25 Including postage and handling. Ontario
residents please add provincial sales tax.
BACK ISSUES AND PHOTOCOPIES
Previous issues of ETI Canada are available direct
from our offices for $4.00 each; please specify by
month, not by feature you require. See order card for
issues available.

We can supply photocopies of any article
published in ETI Canada; the charge is $2.00 per arti-
cle, regardless of length. Please specify both issue
and article,

COMPONENT NOTATION AND UNITS
We rormally specify components using an Interna-
tional standard. Many readers will be unfamiliar
with this but it's simple, less likely to lead to error
and will be widely used everywhere sooner or later.
ETI has opted for sooner!
Firstly decimal points are dropped and substituted
With the multiplier: thus 4.7uF is written 4u7.
Capacitors also use the multiplier nano (one
nanotarad is 1000pF). Thus 0.1uF Is 100nF, 5600pF
Is 5n6. Other examples are 5.6pF = 5p8 and 0.5pF
= Op5.

= Resistors are treated similarly: 1.8Mohms is 1M8,
56kohms Is the same, 4.7kohms Is 4k7, 100ohms Is
100R and 5.B0hma is 5R6.

PCB Suppliers
ETI magazine does NOT supply PCBs or kits but we
do issue manufacturing permits for companies to
manufacture boards and kits to our designs, Con-
tact he following companies when ordering boards.

' Please note we do not keep track of what is
available from who so please don't contact us for in-
formation on PCBs and kits. Similarly do not ask
PCB suppliers for help with projects.

K.S.K. Associates, P.O. Box 266, Milton, Ont. L9T
4N9.
B-c -D Electronics, P.O. Box 6326, Stn. F,
Hamilton, Ont., L9C 6L9.
Wen:worth Electronics, R.R.No.1, Waterdown,Ont.,
LOR 2H0.
Danocinths Inc., P.O. Box 261, Westland MI 48185,
USA
Arkon Electronics Ltd., 409 Queen Street W., Toron-
to, Ont., M5V 2A5.
Beyer & Martin Electronic Ltd., 2 Jodi Ave., Unit C,
Downsview, Ontario M3N 1H1.
Spectrum Electronics, 14 Knightswood Crescent,
Brartf ord. Ontario N3R 7E6.

POSTAL INFORMATION
Second Class Mall Registration No.3955. Mailing
address for subscription orders, undeliverable
copies and change of address notice is:
Electronics Today International, Suite 601,
25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, M414 1B1.



for you
New VCRs
The VHS Hi-Fi stereo system and a
unique all -in -one video recorder and
camera highlight the all -new video
cassette recorder (VCR) line from
Zenith. Zenith unveiled three low -
profile, front -loading VCR decks, a
compact portable/deck, a color
video camera and the Video Movie
system (a combination
VCR -camera).

Zenith's new video recorders
feature a precision -engineered four -
head tape scanning system for im-
proved picture performance. A new
dual -function infrared remote con-
trol transmitter operates the func-
tions of each of the new VCRs and
any Zenith remote control color TV
set built since 1981.

ETI Magazine is Published by:

Moorshead Publications
Editorial and Advertising Offices
Suite 601, 25 Overlea Boulevard,
Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1
Telephone (416) 423-3262

Editor. William Markwick
Editorial Assistant: Edward Zapletal
Director of
Production:
Creative Manager
Production:

Erik Blomkwist
Ann Rodrigues
Doug Goddard

Neville Williams
Naznin Sunderji

Circulation Manager Lisa Salvatori
Advertising: Omar Vogt

Rick May
Advertising (Que.): John McGowan

& Associates
(514) 735-5191

Publisher: H.W. Moorshead; Executive
Vice -President: V.K: Marskell; General
Manager. Senga Harrison; Controller:
Bernie Shankman; Accounts: Pirjo
Dunphy; Reader Services: Carolyn Wyatt,
Shannon Haladay, Megan Rimmer,
Heather Brooks, Ken Adams; Advertising
Services: Claire Zyvitski.

COPYRIGHT
All material is subject to worldwide
copyright protection. All PCB patterns
are copyright and no company can sell
boards to our design without our permis-
sion.

LIABILITY
While every effort has been made to en-
sure that all constructional projects refer-
red to in this magazine will operate as in-
dicated efficiently and properly and that
all necessary components are available,
no responsibility whatsoever is accepted
in respect of the failure for any reason at
all of the project to operate efficiently or
at all whether due to any fault in the
design or otherwise and no responsibility
is accepted for the failure to obtain com-
ponent parts In respect of any such pro-
ject. Further no responsibility is accepted
in respect of any inpry or damage caused
by any fault in design of any such project
as aforesaid.

Editorial Queries
Written queries can only be answered
when accompanied by a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. These must relate to
recent articles and not involve the staff In
any research. Mark such letters ETI-
Query. We cannot answer telephone
queries.

PCB SupportsSupports
Non-conductive, nylon printed cir-
cuit board supports, produced by
W.H. Brady Inc. are now available
in three different styles. New, self-
locking, releaseable style offers
secure assembly, and is not affected
by vibration or ambient tempera-
tures. Design permits easy removal
when necessary. The new supports
feature a molded guide to permit
sure centering on the circuit board
holes. The construction of the sup-
port shaft and locks assures the same
sturdy support and rigid mounting
found in the tension -retaining and
double -locking styles already in the
Brady line. Made of natural nylon,
the supports are available in 12 spac-
ing heights from 4.76 - 34.83mm.
For additional information, contact
John Standish, W.H. Brady Inc., 10
Marmar Drive, Rexdale, Ontario
M9W 1E6. (416) 675-2112.

LOOSE ENDS

In our January, 1984 issue we
published a project for a ZX81 A -to -
D converter using the 7581 chip. This
chip is made by Analog Devices and
Beckman, and is available from
Tracan Electronics Corporation,
Units 3 and 4, 1200 Aerowood
Drive, Mississauga, Ontario IAW
2S7 (416) 625-7752. The price turned
out to be much higher than we ex-
pected: about $30 in single quan-
tities.

The Designer's Notebook on
Optocouplers promised for this issue
had to be delayed due to space re-
strictions. It will appear in the May
issue.
The Miscellaneous section was miss-
ing from the Frequency Counter
project last month. It was:

XTAL1 5.000 MHz crystal -
Displays LEE 2678R or FND500 -
XERMR1 10 to 12 V 500 mA -
Bezel IEE 24036R - Cabinet Ham-
mond 9H CH BU. The bezel, dis-
plays, and 16 pin connectors are
available from the source listed in the
March parts list.

Apple Spectrum Analyzer
A wide range of biomedical, audio
and industrial analysis functions can
now be performed easily and econ-
omically with a new FFT Spectrum
Analyzer in conjunction with an Ap-
ple personal computer. The IQS
Series 401 analyzer is available in
Canada exclusively from the Test &
Measurement Division of Allan
Crawford Associates Ltd., located in
most major Canadian cities. The
IQS 401 provides all the hardware
and software required to acquire and
analyze arbitrary analog signals or
perform impulse testing of electro-
nic, electroacoustic, electromechani-
cal or mechanical systems. Typical
applications include performing
numerous biomedical measurement
and analysis functions, development

and production testing of high-
performance audio products, and
production and QC testing of pro-
ducts as varied as electronic circuits
or rocket components. The 401 can
even be used in systems to measure
microparticles in ultra -pure water
and to test the crispness of food pro-
ducts.

IQS Series 401 analyzers are
available as odd-ons to existing Ap-
ple computers, as part of turnkey
packages, and as systems which ad-
dress specific industrial, medical,
educational or audio requirements.
The 401 comes complete with signal
acquisition and processing hardware,
software on diskette and in firm-
ware, and user. manual. Canadian
prices are from $1275 for an Apple
add-on unit, FST extra.

6-APRIL-1984-ETI



for your igforrriatiog
New Buying Guide
Detailed listings on communications
cable are featured in a new catalog
and buying guide just announced by
Consolidated Electronic Wire &
Cable. This new 80 -page guide
features a greatly expanded product
line and has been custom designed
for ease of use. Divided into ten ma-
jor secions, the book covers more
than 7,000 standard wire types, with
full descriptions of their
characteristics. Products described
include a broad range of coaxial and
multi -conductor cables for broad -
case, CATV, satellite, two-way radio
as well as other commercial and
military communications systems.
Specialty coaxial cables include low -
loss large diameter types, CATV
drop cable, video camera cables and
hig temperature cables. Many cables
are 100% sweep tested. In addition
product listings, the guide also in-
cludes a number of handy cable
reference charts. Three separate
competitive cross reference sections
are also provided. To receive a free
copy of the new publication, write or
call Doug Pettifer, Lenbrook Elec-
tronics, I 1 1 Esna Park Drive, Unit 1,
Markham, Ontario. L3R 1H2 -
477-7722.

DATES ANNOUNCED FOR
CANADA'S LARGEST

MICROCOMPUTER SHOW

Toronto COMPUTER FAIR is
earlier this year. Hunter Nichols
Inc., producers of this enormously
successful microcomputer show have
announced the dates for the 1984
Show.

This year the 2nd Annual Com-
puter Fair will take place Thursday,
May 10th to Sunday, May 13th at
the International Centre on Airport
Road.

The first Computer Fair in 1983
had displays, exhibits, special fea-
tures, and a very popular seminar
programme. With attendance of
over 40,000 and more than 150 ex-

CORSOlklated
electronic wire & cable

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO
ELECTRONIC WIRE AND CABLE

hilbiting companies covering an area
of 1110,000 square feet, the 1983
Show proved to be the largest micro-
computer show in Canada.

Show Management promises an
eves more intriguing and educational
seminar programme with expert
guest speakers providing infonna-
tier in an entertaining and enlight-
ening fashion, for 1984 attendees,
and already the size of the Show has

been enlarged over last year.
Computer Fair, which is open

to the public will offer a "Special
Educational Package" this year For
advance student group bookkgs.
The special package with discounted
admission rates will encourage ii-
structors to inquire and make early
arrangements for student groups.
For information call (416) 439-414).

TORONTO - The Electrical and
Electronic Manufacturers Associa-
tion of Canada stated today that the
recently released budget does not
contain enough encouragement or
help for industry to provide much
needed jobs. Instead, it appears to be
an extension of the April 1983
budget in which substantial conces-
sions were made to industry.

David Armour, president and
chief operating officer of EEMAC
pointed out that the capital cost
allowance changes introduced in the
April 1982 budget should have been
recinded this year to further stimu-
late the industry. Armour also ex-
pressed further disappointment in
the failure by government to in-
troduce tax measures to promote in-
dustrial modernization despite
government's previous concern for
the development of technology.

Armour added that the Minister
of Finance should be commended
for his initiative in restraints towards
public sector wages but the promise
of government not to play 'catchup'
with private sector wages and salaries
is an easy commitment especially be-
cause government is already paying
about 20 per cent higher that the
private sector.

Among the budget measures
that were welcomed was a reference
to the amendment of the Competi-
tion Act which will open the way for
export consortia - a move which
would improve our export competi-
tiveness. The simplification of the
tax system 1,,r small business was
also welcomed by the association as
a positive step for industry.

EEMAC is an association of
200 Canadian manufacturers of elec-
trical and electronic components,
systems, apparatus and components.
The industry serves a domestic
market of $15 billion and an export
market of $3 billion and employs
135,000 Canadians in the manufac-
turing sector.

QUALITY MICRO PRODUCTS AT

72 STEELES AVE. W.,,IAT YONGEL SUITE 208, TORONTO, ONTARIO L4J 1A1, TEL: (416) 731.1058 (416) 731-4146

SYSTEM 48
A1AeX.E

usBE.- E
PIAIC

68$3

BOARD & ACCESSORIES
48K MOTHER BOARD (A + T)
*blank EPROM) $228

16K RAM $43
DISC CONTROLLER $43
SELF CENTERING JOYSTICK $29
128K RAM BOARD
(wino software, wi64K) $119
Z130 BOARD $48
COMPUTER CASE (numeric) 859
DISC DRIVES SCALL
FREE EPROM programming (max 6
EPROMS) with any purchases.

SPECIALS
HEAVY DUTY 5A $73POWER SUPPLY
This quality heavy duty power supply
can easily beat all other prices.
REG. $99

NUMERIC
KEYBOARD $89
this keyboard is packed with
features: numeric upper/lower case.
Quality built at low low price. REG
$109

48K ASSEMBLED & TESTED
MOTHER BOARD (W/BLANK
EPROM), HEAVY DUTY 5A
POWER SUPPLY, NUMERIC, UP-
PER & LOWER CASE KEY-
BOARD, CASE EXTRA.

IC
4164 $7,90

Parts for IBM Boards $CALL
2764 $CALl-

QUANTITY DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
DEALER ENQUIRY WELCOME

Price subject to change without notice.
Mail orders add 3% for shipping (min. $.3.
Ontario residents add 7% PST. Visa, MC ac-
cepted, send card no. expiry data, name of
bank and signature. Send certified cheque
or money order, do not send cash.

PACKAGE SPECIAL SYSTEM 48 & DISC CONTROLLER & DIISC DRIVE & RF
MODULATOR $838.00

Z80 COMPUTER BARGAIN!!! STD BUS, 48 PIO., RS232 (300.19-2 BAUD) UP TC 32K
EPROM OR RAM, 8 ND, 3 TIMER, BLANK BOARDS& DOCUMENTATION $29.00

DISKETTES
For Apple 10323

Circle No. 33 on Reader Service Card.
ETI-APRIL-1984-7
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WINNER: Ultra -modern!
Super -efficient!
Fully Apple compatible
Please note the distinct features
Winner offers:
*Dual microprocessors 6502 & Z -80A
*RS -232 built in
*Disk drive interface card built in
*40/80 column text display and auto change video
output port by soft switch

*76K RAM with 4 expansion slots
16K ROM
*DOS 3.2 & DOS 3.3 capability 'Upper/lower case
*Apple & CP/M compatible *Streamline case
*ASCII keyboard with function keys and a numeric *OS could be changed when desired without affecting
keypad other memory RAM

$995

"ADD VISION TO YOUR COMPUTER WITH THE MICRON EYE"
- solid state - programs included - hardware, software & optics

included, $380.00
Roland CB -141

COLOR B

$395.00
TTXTM 1014
RELIABLE DAISY Ai
WHEEL RO PRINTER

AA

1014 FEATURES
 SERIAL AND PARALLEL INTERFACE
 WORD STAR* COMPATIBLE
II QUIET OPERATION
III PROGRAMMABLE PITCH AND LINE SPACING
 COMPACT AND DURABLE
MI MICRO, MINI, MAINFRAME COMPATIBLE
 INTEGRAL PIN FEED GUIDE (ADJUSTABLE)
 RIBBON CARTRIDGES AND PRINTWHEELS READILY

AVAILABLE

Composite System Colour Display

 Composite system, 14 -inch
display.

 With its built-in amplifier and
speaker, it accommodates
games, video monitor, etc.

 Low cost but provides high
performance with sound circuit
& headphone jack.

 Protected from an erroneous
operation of a floppy disk drive
unit and dealt with a shield
treatment for a magnetic inter-
ruption against other electronic
units.

CP80 DOT MATRIX
PRINTER

7X8 DOT MATRIX
80 CPS, 640 dots/line per second
Bidirectional
80 Column normal
142 Compressed
Friction & Tracktor Feed
Standard Centronics Parallel
Same as EPSON 80

$495.00

Electrohome Monitors
& Accessories

EDM1226/B&W
12" Black & White Monitor
EDM1226/P31
12" P31 Green Monitor
ECM1302-1
13" Color RGB Monitor
ECM1302-2
13" Color RGB Monitor Hi Rez.
I-1302

$149.00

$159.00

$349.00

$450.00

$69.50
NTSC Interface for ECM1302 for Apple II Com-
puters (1 year warranty from Electrohome)
Zenith 12" Green $139.00
12" Amber
Roland Colour Monitor
MACKINTOSH 12" Amber
MACKINTOSH Colour & Green
GM 1201 Green 12"
GM 1201 Amber 12"

$169.00
$449.00
$169.00
$425.00
$149.95
$159.95

DIRECT COUPLED MINI MODEM
$99.00

Assembled
$45.00
ZX81
Printer
$109.00
16K Sinclair Memory

$45.00
Books Hardware

COMPLETE ZX3I BASIC COURSE inc. 2 2.1 ass
0.444Ws Printer

PrininNOT ONLY 30 PROGRAMS. 1K 16.66
rimer

MACHINE LANGUAGE MADE SIMPLE 1636
2%81 ROM DISASSEMBLY PART A & PART 8 2416
UNDERSTANDING LX31 ROM 16.011
TIS 11:00 PROGRAMS. GAMES and
GRAPHICS 116116

LEARNING T/S BASIC MIS
THE BASIC HANDBOOK ass
49 EXPLODING GAMES 1616
COMPUTER FOR KITS SINCLAIR EDITION 6.96
MASTERING MACHINE COOK ON YOUR LXIII 24.96

TIS 1000 USERS GUIDE (Vol 11 111111

EXPLORERS GUIDE TO THE Z101 1516
as1 POCKET BOOK 1616
GETAWAY GUIDE 16.9I
GETTING ACKIAINTED WITH YOUR Z.X61 111.116

64a RAM daamowd a, 1411 DO

ORIDN MK 140 00

32K RAM IMOnw1WIS 1111 00

16K RAM 181.110 al
50061A 445
Power SuPON1330 M Al 1.4 95

Paolo SuPP70 11 AMP) /9115

Keyboord 110.011411 - a, KO.. 411114.01.
do soldering rad 11P 05

1.1:al Car tor odd.
NonWil Typo P4111141 Prrn les

211115

In14 .0..04 .1

111,00

,4441 24 Ndybarbid 12. 00

Meow Cold 7916

willow. tor any '0.1 prInts2 4 4 ca...
ec.dard. Inelo. pluga, cords a. deIa a.
meads!

Additional Hardware & Software
For the SINCLAIR ZX81

AVAILABLE ON REQUEST_

k 11 li a I 11
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THE ORION n 64K COLOUR COMPUTER $549.00
APPLE COMPATIBLE

COMPUTERS
48K Color Computer with

standard keyboard $498.95
48K Color Computer with numeric

keys & function keys 5549.95
64K Color Computer with

standard keyboard $549.95
64K Color Computer with numeric

and function keys 5598.95
64K Color Computer (Dual -6502 & 280A,

CP/M), Numeric & function
keys $649.95

* Smith -Corona Correct iii
Messenger & Typewriter *

 Portable typewriter  Optional serial or parallel interface
for letter quality printer!  One touch memory  3 different
type sizes  10 different styles  With interface $950.00

''Universal Monitor
Swivel!"

$39.00!

COPAM PC301
IBIfitrm COMPATIBLE

The COPAM PC 301 is a 16 BIT computer
system designed specifically to be com-
patible with the popular IBM personal
computer. The COPAM computer con-
sists of system unit, 2 disk drives &
keyboard.

SYSTEM UNIT: 16 BIT computer  RAM
128K expandable to 256K  Multi function
card -2 channels serial assynchronous com-
munications port (RS232 interface) - one
parallel printer pont -calendar/clock func-
tion, powered by rechargeable battery 
disc controller card handles up to 4 disk
drives * colour display card  test mode
40 col x 25 row, 80 col x 25 row  graphic
mode 320 dots x 200 lines, 640 dots x 200
lines high wattage power supply f ve
expansion slots.
Keyboard: fully detachable keyboard,
function compatability with 13M PC
keyboard  transmit : serial VP  95 keys

10 function keys  15 numerical keys 
57 alpha/num keys  8 cursor control  5
other keys.

191M1.1

4.111111

\v"

Operating System:System: * provides you with
microsoft MS DOS, allowing purchase of
prewritten and designing of software

Disk Drive: The PC301 comes with 2, 51/2 packages. MS DOS 2.0 & 1.1 can run on
double sided, double density disk drives  COPAM PC 301.
unformatted -media 500K bytes track
6520 bytes formatted (16 sec'or, IBM
format) media 327K bytes, track 4096 CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
bytes. & PRICING.

CALL FOR MORE DETAILS
WOWIE! LOOK AT THIS! 6502 BOARDS & ACCESSORIES
4PAB.1 $325.00

Mother Board, APPLE II Compatible, Assembled &
Tested c/w Basic ROMS, 64K RAM, Made in Japan, In-
teger & Reg Basic.
ABB-1 $ 39.00
APPLE II Compatible, Motherboard (no components)

$275.006502 Board Kit
Includes all parts, less ROMs
AEB1
EPROM Burner Card
AIC-1
Integer Card
AEC -1
80 Column Card
AZC-1
Z80A (CPM) Card
APC-1
Parallel Printer Card
ASC-1
Serial Printer Card

$99.00

$89.00

$89.00

$79.00

$89.00

$89.00

ALC-1 $69.00
16K RAM (Language) Card
AKB2 $199.00
Keyboard; Numeric key pad with function keys, replace-
ment for APPLE II
AC2 $99.00
Beige APPLE II Case (for above keyboard)
Case & Keyboard numeric $175.00
APS-2 $99.00
Switching Power Supply for APPLE II; +:5V (g) 5 amps,
+ 12V @ 3 amps, - 5V @ 1/2 amp, - 12V ag, 1/2 amp; clw

on -off switch & connecting wires
AAA2
Disc Drive, 51/4", APPLE II Compatible, Excludins
Controller Card $299.00
with controller $365.00
ADC1 $69.00
Disc Drive Controller Card for two drives; Apple II Coin-
patible
APPLE II is a registered trade mark of Apple Computer
Inc.

Circle No. 6 on Reader Service Card.

Orion Electronic
Supplies Inc.

0

C)0
-0
C
m
31
330
0

40 Lancaster Street West.
Kitchener, Ontario N2H 4S9

(519) 576.9902

Master Charge & Visa, COD, Cheque,
Money Orders accepted. COD's, shipp-

ing & insurance extra. Write for our
FREE FLYER.

Prices subject to change without
notice.
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Directional
Broadcast Towers

Establishing a two element array radio
station in Nova Scotia proved to be

more involved than simply garnering
space on an already crowded wave band.

James W. Essex tells the story.

THE SIGHT of today's ubiquitous broadcast towers arranged in
multiple arrays might leave you wondering why more than a single
tower is needed to get your favourite program onto the air. For
example, CBL's signal manages to get on the air with a single
(although giant) tower that is located just west of To-nto by the
431 Expressway. The CBC outlet is an exception, though, as it en-
joys a "clear channel" (no other radio station shares the same
wavelength), whereas most broadcast stations today share their
frequency with another station and are required to protect a com-
mon channel even if it is a thousand miles distant. Because of this
requirement, setting up a directional broadcast installation
sometimes proves tobe a greater problem than obtaining the
necessary permission to operate the station.

Radio station CKBW, a two element array located in rural
Nova Scotia, is a go example of the problems that can be en-
countered. While it true that obtaining the license required a
great deal of preparat n and planning, getting the towers to work
as they were design was difficult, and a faulty pattern held up
the anticipated opent for a long time.

CKBW was orig ally planned for 1000 watts at 1000 kHz,
although it has now creased its power to 10,000 watts with a
three -tower array on he same frequency. The site of the station
was chosen, the land urchased and the equipment was ordered.
The final assembly o , he studies and transmitter was completed,
and all items checkeddand rechecked for proper adjustment.

For daytime transmission only, the left tower is used; for night-time, the right tower is energis-
ed 90 degrees out-of-pbase to create a cardioid pattern.



The station used a two tower antenna
system operating with a 90° phase dif-
ference and a null area west of the line of
towers, which ran due east and west.
These specifications were laid down in the
brief submitted to the licensing authority
that had granted the license. CKBW could
not contribute any interference on the
1000 mHz channel in a westerly direction
after sundown because of a possible con-
flict with WCFL in Chicago, which was
some 1200 air -miles distant. The Nova
Scotia station would be operated non -
directionally by day and directionally by
night. Because the site chosen for the in-
stallation did not allow the transmitter
house to be set directly in line with the
towers, it was built to the south-west and
connected with a transmission line. This
location created dire complications for the
system in due course.

Null Makes Void
After setting up the phasing units at the
base of each tower to obtain the 90°
displacement, we prepared to make our
first check of the resulting radiated field.

Using a loop receiver with an output
circuit driving a meter calibrated in
microvolts per metre, we made a trip by
automobile, and completely circled the

Distortion at the null point was the start of all
the trouble ...

two towers. We stopped every 9° where
such radials intersected an accessible road
at a distance greater than one mile from
the station. The run completed, all
microvolts per metre reading were
calculated into ratios, resulting in a set of
numerical values. These figures, plotted
on a polar graph, revealed a directional
pattern similar to that shown in the il-

lustration. The distortion that appeared
was a clear indication of trouble.

Because of strict adherence to the
Department of Communication's regula-
tions, the distortion or "blip" indicated in
the null area was not acceptable. A long
struggle was initiated to rid the pattern of
distortion. The date for going on the air
was shelved, and the sleuthing began.

Believing the problem was because of
incorrect phasing between the towers, we
shifted the phase slightly above and below
the mean of 90°. With each shift in phase,
a sweep through the area where the null
was supposed to appear just west of the
towers was necessary. At the conclusion
of each run, as already described, the
values obtained were plotted.

The car consumed large quantities of
gasoline and the transmitter room became
a litter of graph paper, but each run failed
to bring use any closer to a solution. The
blip was determined to remain.

The search continued from the end of
November to mid -December, and hopes
for a desired Christmas opening rapidly
evaporated. Snow began to fall and we
had to abandon the car for a Jeep in order
to negotiate difficult roads well into the
null area. In farmer's fields even the Jeep
became useless, but with the aid of skis,

continued on page 17

WHY SPEND A FORTUNE ON A
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE

METER?
As a matter of fact you don't have to pay
$200 to $500 and up anymore for a Digital
Capacitance Meter that is both depen-
dable and rugged with good accuracy.
The MC100A comes completely assembl-
ed and calibrated and at $89.95 is an
outstanding value. The extensive range of
30 pF to 9,999 uF (no external meters re-
quired) and true hand held portable size
(only 43/." x 2'/2" x 1'/2") make the
MC100A an extremely practical and easy
to use instrument for the hobbyist techni-
cian or engineer.
CHECK THESE OTHER FEATURES

c accuracy Z r _ I)
pF, nF ranges, 5% (± one count) on uF
range.
 Uses single 9V battery (not included).
Decimal points light up when battery is
low or when capacitor is overrange.
 Full 4 digit high efficiency LED display
uses special circuitry to save on batteries.
Maximum conversion time for 9,999 uF
is less than 6 seconds.
Constructed with a tough impact resis-
tant plastic case.
90 day parts and labour warranty.

DAETRON
935 THE OUEENSWAT, BOX 641
TORONTO. ONTARIO MU 579
1116) 4994221
DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED

$89.95
PLEASE SEND ME

(Ouanttty) MC100A(5)6t $89.95
Ontario residents add 7% PST S_.

Postage - $1S5 (per Instrument) (C.O.D. orders add 51.59)
I ENCLOSE CHEQUE MONEY ORDER BILL MY VISA TOTALS

VISA CARD NO.
EXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE
Immediate shipping on orders with money orders. VISA or certified cheque
Personal cheques please allow 2 to 3 weeks for clearance.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY PROV. POSTAL CODE

MAIL TO DAETRON 935 THE OUEENSWAY BOX 641 TORONTO ONTARIO M8Z 5Y9

Complete System +

forj $995.00

MEW=
 Fully AppleTM// compatible  48K
memory  Disk drive  Disk controller
card  Upper/lower case  Hi-res
Amber monitor  Color graphics  90
days warranty

I.B.M. Compatible

ECS1

$2600.00

 8088 processor optional Intel 8087
numeric coprocessor  two RS232 In-
terface  parallel interface  64K
memory exp. to 256K on board  dou-
ble sided double density disk drive
 detachable keyboard  colour -
graphic board  amber monitor
 support IBM® software  90 day
warranty

Complete System

Model 2200

for
$1199.00

j11111

 Fully Apple // compatible  dual
processor 6502 and Z80  64K RAM 
24K ROM 80 or 40 column soft switch
 controller card  disk drive  Hires
amber monitor  colour graphics 
detachable keyboard 90 days
warranty

ECS2 Systems

111 $1395.00

 Fully Apple // compatible  dual pro-
cessor 6502 and Z80  64K RAM 
24K ROM  controller card  disk
drive  Hi-res lilt amber monitor  col-
or graphics  detachable keyboard
with special function 90 days
warranty

ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
1890 Meyerside Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1B4
(416)673-1302 Hours - Mon. to Fri. 10-7, Sat. 10-2

Circle No. 30 on Reader Service Card.
Circle No. 16 on Reader )service Card.



THERE ARE two ways to learn and con-
firm the operation of a logic or electronic
circuit. The first way is to actually build a
working model of the circuit, and probe it
to death with measuring instruments. This
is the best way, of course, because you
discover all sorts of practical problems that
you might not have thought of before.
The drawback is the cost, complexity, and
time required to actually build the thing
and debug your errors.

The second way is the Broder Logic
Trainer. It lets you choose from 52 stan-
dard logic circuits, choose what you think
are the correct input conditions, and see if
you get the proper output. This certainly
beats seeing an IC go up in smoke after
three hours of soldering.

The unit itself consists of a black
plastic box about 11 by 23 by 4 cm, with a
row of slide switches at one end and a li-
quid crystal display at the other. In bet-
ween is a space for holding one of the 26
double -sided cards with the logic circuit
drawn on it.

You'll also find a manual, a plastic
overlay for pencilling in your thoughts,
and a supplementary book with 20 single -
sided cards covering the discrete logic
series.

Operation
To increase the flexibility of the unit,
there's a slide switch marked A -B; this is
set to match the card in use: A series on
one side, B on the other. Turn on the
power, which comes from an internal 9
volt battery, and you'll see a zero appear

Product Review
Border Logic Trainer Model 100

on the display. This is an incremental
counter which will keep track of the
number of times you move the switches.

Insert the first card, and AND gate.
this one's easy; both inputs must be high
to toggle the output. Follow the input
lines to the appropriate slide switches and
set them to "1". A line will appear on the
display at the circuit output to let you
know that you've been successful.

A few other lines may appear, too.
This is the result of trying to extract all
sorts of useful combinations from the in-
put/output possibilities; without some
sort of mechanical connection to tell the
box which card has been inserted, it's in-
evitable that there'll be leftovers. They
aren't distracting, and can be ignored.

All the usual logic gates follow, by
themselves and in various combinations.
Since I've always had trouble with latches,
I was pleased to have them nicely explain-
ed by the manual and demonstrated by the
trainer.

The A series of cards will take you as
far as multiplexers and two-bit adders.
The manual is clear and concise, though it
isn't meant to be a comprehensive course
on everything there is to know about logic
circuitry; it should be a supplement to a
larger text.

The B Series
Once you get the hang of basic gates and
their hookups, set the selector switch to B
and turn the cards over. The B series
begins with an introduction to flip-flops

Learning logic functions and cir-
cuitry on a miniature simulator.

By Bill Markwick

The Broder Logic Trainer Model
1000 is distributed in Canada by
Sterling Enterprises, 14 Randy
Avenue, Orangeville, Ont. L9W
2A1, (519) 941-5375.

and their use as one -shots, dividers, and
shift registers. This is where things begin
to get really interesting; the IC in the
trainer can keep track of past switch
states; it isn't just an on -off situation. A
flip-flop or latch may have to be Set or
Reset before the signal can be clocked
through the rest of the circuit. In another
instance, a ripple counter (card B16) re-
quires four pulses of one of its inputs to
set up the shift registers, and then a "1"
on the clock line to toggle the output.

The B series also includes various
other counters and latches, and lets you
set up the various states of the circuit's
truth table. You can certainly wring out
the functions in a far more convenient
way than actually breadboarding the
chips.

Also, you can't beat the video game
appeal of the thing. It was immensely
rewarding to work through the logic states
and then have the little bar appear with
the minimum number of switch move-
ments.

Binary Counting
Having trouble getting your mind to work
in binary instead of good old decimal?
The trainer has provision for that, too.
All the switches but the first are set to
"1", and the A -B can be in either posi-
tion. The first switch is now used to clock
in the equivalent of a pulse train; each
pulse (i.e., each change to a "0" or "1")
cause. the display bars to appear at the ap-
propriate front -panel number. The
display simultaneously displays binary

continued on page 65
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COMPUTERS ARE CREATING JOBS
FOR NRI-TRAIIVEDPEOPLE

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT
MAKING MONEY IN

MICROCOMPUTERS,
NRI IS SERIOUS ABOUT

SHOWING YOU HOW.

The U.S. Department of
Labor projects job openings
for qualified computer tech-
nicians will soon double.
International Resource
Development,lnc.,estimates a
600% increase in these jobs in
a decade. And most of these
will be new jobs, created by the
expanding role of computers.

NEVER HAS THERE BEEN A
FASTER -GROWING FIELD

OF TECHNOLOGY.
Many people are afraid of

losing their jobs to computers,
but thousands of jobs will be cre-
ated for those who are prepared
to meet the challenge.

With NRI training, you'll be
prepared. You can have a profita-

-. ble, exciting
future as

an expert

Your NRI course will Include the new TRS-80
Model 4 with Disk Drive or the TRS-80 Color Com-
puter with NRI Computer Access Card...plus a
professional LCD multimeter, NRI Discovery Lab
and hundreds of demonstrations and experi-
ments. It's all yours to keep.

who can handle the operational,
programming and technical as-
pects of all kinds of microcom-
puters and microprocessors.
LEARN IN YOUR SPARE TIME.

NRI trains you in your own
home, at your convenience...no
classroom schedules to meet, no
need to quit your job. As a class
of one with complete course
materials and the backing of a
staff of professional electronics
instructors, you'll get extraordi-

nary hands-on training on the
latest, most popular micro-

computer: the new TRS-80Thl
odel 4 with Disk Drive. De-

signed to perform diverse per-
sonal and business functions
and accept more software, the
TRS-80 is yours to keep.

LEARN HOW TO USE,
PROGRAM AND SERVICE

STATE-OF-THE-ART
MICROCOMPUTERS.

Through your carefully de-
signed NRI course, you'll get a
wealth of practical experience.
You'll build circuits...from the
simplest to the most advanced
...with your NRI Discovery Lab!)
You'll use a professional 4 -func-
tion LCD digital multimeter for
analysis and troubleshooting.

With NRI training you'll explore
your computer's registers,
memory and input-output
ports. You'll even write pro-
grams to control the circuits
you've designed and built.
You'll perform hundreds of

challenging experiments, al-
ways backed by a full-time
faculty ready to help you
personally.

When your NRI training
is complete, you'll be a com-
puter technician, ready for
your first job - servicing, test-
ing or programming all types
of microcomputers - in a
rewarding and challenging
new career.
THE CATALOG IS FREE,

THE TRAINING IS PRICELESS.
Send the postpaid card today

for your FREE
is104 -page

catalog.

For greater computer memory capacity, a double
density disk drive Is Included.

It's a valuable guide to opportu-
nities and training in the high-
tech revolution. You'll see how
easily you become part of the
growing high-tech world of
microcomputers.

If the card has been removed,
please write to us today.

McGraw-Hill Continuingof
School

Education Center
e.4 r4 '11 330 Progress Avenue
Othiii Scarborough, Ontario M1P 2Z5
 N IN or telephone 416-293-1911

We71 give you tomorrow.

TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp.



Here's a nifty little circuit that
should be of universal applicability,
wherever there are ligktbelbs that get
switched on and off a fair amount.

Circuit by Kevii Jones,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS almost invariabl} 'blow' when they are first switched on.
The reason for this is that the cold resistance of the filament is much lower tl-an the hot
mistance, with the result that a very large current can flow at switch on vrkle the fila-
ment is heating up.

Filaments are, obviously, deigned to withstand this su.-ge. otherwise ncandescent
I ghts would not exist. However, part of the art of the manufacturer is not to 'over -
engineer' a project (or, to the cynical, not to make products that last too king). This
means that the average domestic tight bulb can stand this sort of treatmert :or only so
bng before succumbing.

There is a way of reducing the stress of the filamert, however, aid this is by
implementing zero -crossing switching. In this., the initia current into the filament is
allowed to flow only when the instantaneous voltage of the AC mains is wc11 away from
the peak voltage. In the circuit given here, the maximum voltage at turn -or will be 40
volts.

Looking at Fig. 1, we can see the effects 07 this Ir the worst case, the light switch
might close at or just before point B or B', wit the tesik that the filament will have 40
volts applied to it immediately, arc the voltage will then rise steadily to the peak voltage
_70 volts; this worstcase example is rather better than the normal possible worst case of
the filament having 170 volts applied to it when it is aid.

However, most of the time, tie switch -on will occar scmewhere between B and A'
or B' and A, with the result that no current will flow until A' or A. The lamp will then
roe subject to an extra warm-up period of A' to X' or A to X before commencing the
first full half -cycle at zero volts.

Construction and Testing
Firstly, and most importantly, w -e must point out that this circuit deals with mains
voltages and should be treated with all due respect - we want to keep 0:11' readers. In
particular, it should either be 'mounted in a plastic bo) using nylon screws or in an
grounded metal box. The terminals specified are not dciigned to take a mxnanical pull
From the leads, so you must arrange for the -cable or flet connecting to the unit to be
firmly anchored by some other means.



With regard to assembling the PCB
itself, note that the centre leads of the SCRs
should be cut; the metal tab should be sec-
ured to the PCB using a metal screw to com-
plete the circuit, as the tabs are joined to the
SCR anodes. If you use alternative SCRs to
the type specified, check the pin -out.

If you want to check the action of the
lightsaver, then you can use the circuit
shown in Fig. 4, in which a dimmer is used
to pick out those sections of the waveform
in which the Lightsaver should be operating.
The bulb attached to the Lightsaver should
be on for very low and very high settings of
the dimmer and should have approximately
the same brightness as the other bulb (if the
two wattages are the same).

Some flickering in the transition
regions between on and off as the dimmer is
varied is normal, and is due to (inevitable)
discrepancies in the turn -on point for the
two polarities of the mains waveform. With
some dimmers the bulb controlled by the
Lightsaver may not come on for one of
either the low or high settings (possibly even
both), and this will probably be due to a
rather limited range of phase -angle being
available from the dimmer.

continued on page 67
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Fig. 1 Switching waveforms for 'zero crossing ' switching.

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of the Lightsaver.

One -Stop
Electronics
Shopping
First-time shoppers at Arkon are often
amazed at the sheer volume of items
and services we offer. We can provide
the best in price, quality and selection
to the professional and hobbyist alike.

POWER SUPPLY
SPECIAL
$59.95

SIERRACIN
Switching power
supply with 115V or
230V input and taps at OV, - 5V

, -5A, +5 @ 4A, -± 12V @ 5V, and
+ 15V @ 1A. Threaded standoffs
make for easy mounting in one of our
many Hammond cases.

A FULL SELECTION OF COM-
PONENTS is one of the things we're
noted for.
Semiconductors, (TTL, CMOS, Linear,
CPU, memory, transistors, rectifiers,
SCRs, triacs), capacitors, (tantalum,
film, electrolytic, ceramic), connectors,
(telephone, audio, video, RF, edge,
ribbon, etc.), potentiometers, trimmers,
fixed resistors, cases, surplus parts.
Everything you need for your project
including tools, manuals and test
equipment.

CUSTOM CABLES
are available from our in-
house factory. You can now
make full use of those
oddball peripherals you got
such a great deal on. If you're

unsure of which pin goes
where, we also have the
manuals and expertise to
help you out.

COMPUTER CORNER - We have
drive -head cleaning kits, power

supplies, ribbons, and drafting
aids for designing PCBs. Also the best
selection of software, books, aid
magazines around. Various computers
on sale too.

KITS
CODE OSCILLATOR
LED BLINKER
FM WIRELESS TRANSMITTER
VIDEO MODULATOR
SIREN
UNIVERSAL TIMER
UNPOPULATED BOARDS
COLOUR ORGAN
SHUTTER TIMER
300 WATT AMPLIFIER
CASSETTE INTERFACE
GUITAR EFFECTS
STROBE
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
DIGITAL THERMOMETER

$2.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
3.50
3.00
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2.00
3.50
2.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
2.00

MAIL ORDERING is encouraged. Call
or write for our catalogue (indicate your
interests). Computer shopping is also
available through Networks Canada
(416) 593-7460. VISA, Mastercharge,
and American Express are welcome.
Call the store at (416) 593-9653, or
write to Arkon Electronics, 409 Queen
Street West, Toronto, Ontario, M5V 2A5
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A joystick -operated 'sprite'
e itor for the Commodore 64

THE UNIQUE FEATURE about this
sprite editor is that it uses the joystick to
do everything: save, load, change colour
etc. When you run the program you will
see a large grid on the left and several
small grids on the right of the screen with
the cursor in the large grid. You move the
cursor by moving the joystick.

When you have located the point
where you want to begin the graphic, be it
a space ship or cartoon character, then
press the fire button. If there is no dot,
pressing the button puts one there. If
there is one, then pressing the button
removes it.

The boxes on the right hand side of
the screen comprise the control section.
Placing the cursor in any of these boxes
followed by a press of the button does
various jobs.
They are:
 The top box is for identifying page

number (you can save several sprites
on different pages and recall them at
will). You can change the page number
by placing the cursor in the top box.
To get there you have to move the cur-
sor out of the sprite editor grid through
the gap in its right hand wall.

 To select a page number push the
joystick left or right and the page is
displayed in the box. When the desired
page has been reached press the button
again.

 The second box is for selecting high
resolution and multicolour: When the
button is pressed while the cursor is in
this box it will toggle (switch) the sprite
between high-res and multicolour.

 The third to sixth boxes are for colour
selection: Pressing the fire button
while the cursor is in these boxes will

Here is a sprite editor for the Commodore 64 that
simplifies the otherwise laborious job of designing

animated characters or graphics for games.

by Mark Lingane

change the colours. If the sprite is in
multicolour mode then the colour one
will change. The same happens for the
next two boxes. The sixth box is the
screen colour, it operates as all the
other do.

 The seventh box: X expand, Y expand,
Save sprites, Load sprites: Pressing the
button while on the Z to expand or
contract. The Y has the same function
but expands and contracts on the Y
axis

Saving and loading are also achieved
by joystick control. Move the cursor to
either S or L (Save or Load) and then
simply press the button.

Pressing the button on either of these
letters (S or L) will cause the cursor to
jump to the line of characters on the bot-
tom line. The computer will ask a few
questions which you answer by moving
the cursor along the line and pressing the
button on the chosen characters.

If you make a mistake, cursor along
to the second last character (the back ar-
row) and press the button. When the in-
put is complete cursor along to the last
character on the end (the reverse M) and
press the button. You will know it is right

because it will say "loading sprites" or
"saving sprites".
 The bottom box: Clear, Reverse, Quit:

pressing the buttom on C will cause the
sprite grid you are working on to be
erased. Reverse will cause the sprite
grid to be reversed. Q will quit the pro-
gramme.

That's all there is to it! It is a lot
harder to explain than actually do.

This program saves hours of work
once you can get the hang of using the
joystick - and it's cheaper than a light
pen!

continued on page 65
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Directional Broadcasting Towers continued from page 11

Perseverance Pays Off
But we persevered. When phase shifting didn't bring the desired
result, it was suggested that perhaps some reflecting object -
other than the second tower - might be adding a third signal to
the array and producing the blip in the area where the null was
supposed to be. The seriousness of the situation led to a prankster
offering some comic relief. Posted in the transmitter house one
morning was the following sign: "All metal -band wristwatch
straps and clothes that have hung on metal coat hangers must be
removed because they are re -radiating the signal and causing the
blip."

The reflecting -object theory was examined thoroughly; we
even had the telegraph company temporarily remove copper wires
which traversed the tower array directly behind the east tower.
This however, did not remove the distortion in the pattern, and
the search continued.

The approach of milder weather caused spirits to lighten
somewhat and a final all-out effort was mounted to solve the rid-
dle.

"Setting up a directional installation
sometimes proves a greater problem
than obtaining permission to operate

the station."

A complete re-examination of all past investigations and ex-
periments was made, and one fact became apparent. The
transmission line path to the west tower was determined with a
magnetic compass, and the figures carefully recorded and com-
pared with our previous findings relative to the position of the
blip. Knowing that the type of transmission line used was an
"open -wire" system, as opposed to a closed gas -filled shielded
co -axial line, we concluded that a standing wave existed on this
line which, re -radiating, could be causing the distortion in the
null.

Armed with this possibility, we investigated the tuning and
phasing units in the west tower more closely. The search disclosed
an inductance that was not properly shielded. When on direc-
tional transmission, it contributed a mismatch in the line, inadver-
tantly creating a standing wave. This, of course, did not occur
when only the west tower was used in an omni-directional mode
during the daytime.

Standing Wave Remedy
The problem was remedied by shorting the coil out automatically
by a relay. The parasitic inductance effect of this coil, which
detuned the circuit and caused the line mismatch, was thus cor-
rected, leaving the line properly loaded and eliminating any
chance of a standing wave.

Our efforts were rewarded at last. Another run through the
null area proved that the troublesome blip had been eliminated,
and another radio station made it to the air waves.

Ell
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Mini Drum Synth
Why beat around the bush
when you could be beating

upon our latest up -beat
offering? Design by A.G.

Atkins; development by
Phil Walker.

SINCE COMMERCIAL drum machines
first appeared in the late '70s there have
been numerous designs published for the
home constructor. Some of them were very
good, some were not too bad, and some ap-
peared in magazines other than ETI, but
almost without exception they were com-
paratively complex and cost quite a lot to
build. Whilst the little unit described here
cannot claim as many facilities as some of its
illustrious forebears, it does offer good per-
formance at a very low price, and it is very
easy to build.

The circuit is that of a manually operat-
ed, single channel drum synthesiser. The in-
put sensor consists of a small loudspeaker
operating as a microphone, the circuit being
arranged so that a light tap on the loud-
speaker will cause the synthesiser to produce
a drum beat. The circuit includes controls
for the adjustment of pitch, decay time and
output level and features two basic pitch

modulation envelopes. With SW1 open, the
pitch remains constant throughout the drum
beat, while with SW1 closed, the pitch falls
sharply as the beat decays. With short decay
times this latter effect produces a very
natural sound, while with longer decay times
the sound becomes less drum -like but if any-
thing more interesting, opening up lots of
possibilities for off -beat effects.

Construction
Construction is pretty straightforward since
everything except the potentiometers, the
switch, the input sensor, the battery, and the
output connector is mounted on the PCB.
The IC can, if desired, be fitted into a
socket, but however you do it make sure it's
the right way round. The same goes for the
electrolytic capacitors (C1, 2, 3, and 6) the
two diodes, and of course all the transistors.
No case has been described since there are
no real layout problems and almost any-
thing you can come up with should be suit-
able. One possibility, however, is to mount
all the bits in a drum -shaped container with
the sensor held against the underside of the
upper surface. The instrument can then be
`played' by tapping on this surface with a
pencil, or your fingers, or even a drum-
stick! If preferred, the electronics can be
mounted in a more conventional case and
the sensor connected via a suitable length of
wire. Ordinary twisted flex should be fine;
since the sensor has a very low impedance
there should be no problems with noise

PARTS LIST

RESISTORS (all 1/4W, 507o)
RI, 9, 10 47k
R2 4k7
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8, 11
RVI
RV2
RV3

3k9
120R
2k2
38k
270R
100k
2M2 linear
47k log
220k linear

CAPACITORS (10v working min)
Cl, 3 10u electrolytic
C2 100u electrolytic
C4
C5
C6

220n polyester
100n polyester
1000u electrolytic

SEMICONDUCTORS
ICI
Q1, 3, 5
Q2, 4
DI, 2

555
2N3904
2N3905
1N4148

MISCELLANEOUS
SW1 single pole switch PCB; 9V battery;
small loudspeaker of between 8 and 80 ohms;
battery connector; output connector; case; on -
off switch, IC socket, knobs, etc. as desired.

R1 R3 R5
47k 3k9 2k2

Cl
10u

INPUT
SENSOR R2

4k7

0

01

R4

C3
10u

C2
T120R 100u

Q2

Ng. I Circuit diagram of the drum synthesiser module.

R6
39k

R7
270R

C4
220n

RV1
R8

2M2
100k

DELAY
TIME

NOTE
D1 ICI IS 555

Q1 IS 2N3904
Q2, 4 ARE 2N3905

04 Q3,5 ARE 2N3904
ARE 1N4148

SW1

03

OUTPUT

R9
47k

AAA"-,
D2

'RV2
47k

OUTPUT
LEVEL

R10
47k

05

R11
100k

C6
1000u -

FR EQUENCY

RV3
IC1 220k

C5
100n
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pick-up. SW1 can be any single pole switch,
and if the battery is to be permanently in-
stalled in the case you may wish to include
an on -off switch.

Going Modular +VE

For the ambitious constructor, this simple
circuit offers plenty of scope for develop-
ment. Several units could be built and set to
produce different sounds, allowing a com-
prehensive mini drum kit to be built up.
Taking the idea a stage further, some of our
more experienced readers might feel able
and inclined to produce a multichannel
drum synthesiser to their own requirements.
By dispensing with the input sensor and
modifying the input amplifier, the circuit
could be adapted to trigger from logic
pulses, whereupon any number of units
might be controlled from a fairly simple
digital timing circuit. From there on, the
sky's the limit. -VE

HOW IT WORKS

C6

RV2
SVV 1

Fig. 2 (herip diagram of the PUB.

The input sensor can be almost any small loudspeaker. Its output
is fed to the amplifier formed by Q1 and its associated com-
ponents. The amplified signal is converted into pulses by Q2
which then charge up C4. This charge leaks away via R6 and
RV1, the latter setting the decay time. Q3 acts as a buffer, pass-
ing the voltage on C4 to Q5 via R9. ICI, the 555 timer is con-
nected to form a free -running oscillator whose frequency is con-
trolled by RV3. The oscillator output is fed via RIO to the base of
Q5. Q5 acts as a crude modulator, the output from its collector
taking the form of a series of pulses whose amplitude is deter-
mined by the voltage on C4. These pulses are then fed to the out-
put via D2 and RV2.

If SWI is closed, current flows from the collector of Q4 into
the oscillator circuit. The magnitude of this current is roughly
proportional to the voltage on C4, and causes the oscillator fre-
quency to increase as C4's voltage increases and to decrease when
it falls. Thus, as the charge on C4 leaks away after each trigger
pulse, the oscillator frequency will drop from its initial value.

RV3 RV1

ETI
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THERE ARE essentially three types of
radioactive wastes: high level, transuranic
and low level. Transuranic wastes (TRU) are
those containing isotopes above uranium in
the periodic table of chemical elements.
They are the by-products of fuel assembly
and weapons fabrication and of reprocess-
ing operations. Customarily, while their
radioactivity is greater than 10 nanocuries
per gram (1 nanocurie = 37 disintegra-
tions/second), they give off very little heat.
As such, they can customarily be handled by
ordinary methods not requiring remote con-
trol. For many years they were disposed by
burying in shallow trenches, but since 1970
have been placed in retrievable storage. Low
level wastes (LLW) contain relatively little
radioactivity and require little or no
shielding. These wastes customarily come
from medical applications, university
laboratories and such mundane items as
household smoke detectors which use the
heavy artificial isotope americium -241 (half
life: 432 years).

High level wastes are those resulting
from the reprocessing of spent fuel from a
reactor, either defense or commercial.
Within a year or so of removal of spent fuel
from a reactor, most of the short lived
isotopes have decayed away, the cesium -137
and strontium -90 that remain providing
most of the heat and radiation of the wastes.
At the beginning of 1982 there were about
9,000 tons of spent fuel assemblies from
commercial nuclear power plants in tern-
porary storage. These spent fuel assemblies
occupy 104,000 cubic feet of space - about
the equivalent of one football field covered
two feet deep. Each nuclear power
generating plant generating a million
kilowatts of electricity produces about 33
tons (390 cubic feet) of spent fuel assemblies
each year. By the year 2000, the accumula-
tion of spent fuel from commercial nuclear
power reactors is projected to total about
950,000 cubic feet.

The spent fuel taken from a reactor
after it has operated for a year is highly
radioactive, with a surface radiation dosage
in the millions of rems per hour (400
rem/hour being lethal to a human being).
Most of the heat and radiation decays away
after about five years of storage, but spent
fuel remains potentially dangerous for much
longer periods of time. This danger exists
because exposure to even low levels of radia-
tion over sufficiently long periods of time
coud cause harmful health effects. Also,
some of the waste products could be
chemically poisonous if ingested. However,
spent fuel is not explosive from either a
chemical or nuclear standpoint.

Customarily, the spent fuel rods are
stored in facilities at the reactor sites in pools
flooded to a depth of thirteen feet with ion -
free water. The water provides a medium for
dissipating the heat generated by the spent
fuel rods, with its depth designed to prevent
contamination to reactor workers.

Actual spent fuel assemblies have been placed 1400 feet below the surface at the Nevada test site to
evaluate granite's response to heat and radiation (All illustrations, courtesy of U.S. Department of
Energy).

Nuclear
Wastes

Roger Allan finds some hot things in
the nation's garbage can
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The difficulty with all this is the
amount of spent fuel produced (number of
bundles), the half-life of the isotopes, and
the lack of a permanent storage program.
All the designers of reactors built in the late
50s, 60s and early 70s expected that the
water pool storage facilities to be built on
site would only be a temporary stop -gap
measure, pending the construction of a per-
manent long term storage or reprocessing
facility. And in fact, a facility, the Barnwell
Nuclear Fuels Plant, was constructed in
South Carolina for this purpose. However,
for political and economic reasons, the
Carter Administration in 1976 closed the
facility, believing that in so doing it might
urge other countries to do likewise, thereby
decreasing the world's production of
military grade plutonium, a by-product of
the process.

As such, the nuclear power facilities
were caught in a bind; they were producing
spent fuel rods at the rate of 60-180 per reac-
tor per year (depending on the design), and
when it is remembered that the US and
Canada combined have 82 operating reac-
tors, with another 104 either on order or

under construction, they rapidly started to
run out of space to put them. Their first at-
tempt at dealing with this problem was to
decrease the distance between spent fuel
rods in the retaining pools from 20 inches to
12 inches. While this increased the number
of rods that could be held by a pool, it also
increased the amount of heat generated,
reaching the design maximums for the
pools, a bit like putting a quart in a pint pot.
The second method of dealing with the rods
was to ship them to the retaining pools of
nuclear facilities still under construction, in
the hopes that by the time the facility was
finished someone would come up with a bet-
ter idea. Needless to say, a process for the
long term (centuries, 500-1000 years mini-
mum) storage, isolation or disposal of HLW
was increasingly become a matter of con-
cern, and while it would be wrong to suggest
that the nuclear industry is currently chok-
ing on its own waste products, the time is
drawing nearer when such a reality will oc-
cur.

There are, broadly speaking, three
ways that HLW can be dealth with: holding
them for decay, diluting and dispersing
them, or concentrating and containing
them. Holding them for decay is relatively
simple: one merely shrouds the material with
adequate protective layers, sits back and
waits. It is fine for such things as iodine -131
which has a half-life of 8 days, after which
the radioactive components have reduced to
the level where one can virtually flush it
down the toilet without there being any
danger to the public or the environment. An
example of diluting is the controlled release
of krypton -85 gas into the atmosphere, it be-
ing a side product of the chemical processing
of spent fuel. The gas has practically no
chemical or biological action, and the
volume of the atmosphere is so huge that the
krypton concentration rapidly falls to un-
readably low levels.

But neither of these methods are useful
for those high-level wastes which are solid or
liquid and toxic for long periods of time
such as tritium (half life: 12.3 years),
carbon-14 (half life 5730 years), plutonium -
239 (half life: 24,131 years), or the two big
ones in volume, strontium -90 (half life 28.8
years) and cesium -137 (half life: 30.2 years).
These two dominate the radioactive compo-
nents of spent fuels for the better part of a
millenia. Customarily, protection from
them is considered to require a time span of
at least 500 years, preferably 1000 years.

The first question that must be address-
ed in dealing with this matter is whether
these types of high-level wastes should be
either stored or disposed. Arguments in
favour of storage are that handling is safer
after decay has taken place, that further re-
search and development may lead to better
ways of getting rid of these wastes, and that
some new important use for the radioiso-
topes may be found by future generations.
An argument against storage is that there

may be an accidental release of radioacti-
vity, contaminating the biosphere.
Arguments in support of disposal (that is,
the final action, with no intent to recover or
transfer the material at a later date) are in-
variably based on the idea that disposal is
final and requires no further action. Argu-
ments against disposal are predicated on the
question of whether or not the disposal pro-
cess is safe. Over the years, a number of pro-
posals have been forthcoming, with one,
deep bed incarceration, seemingly becoming
the only truly viable alernative, and the sub-
ject of much research in Canada and the
United States.

Basic Methods
An overview of some of the methods:

The first is underground storage in tanks.
This is useful if the wastes (particularly de-
fense wastes dating back to the primitive
methods employed during the Manhattan
Project) are liquid or sludge. There are a
number of such facilities scattered around
North America. While the original tanks
developed leaks, contaminating the surroun-
ding area, modern tanks are made of steel
and sit inside metal lined concrete boxes that
have a monitored and filtered air flow
through them. Cooling water passes through
coils in the tank to prevent boiling, and a
condenser returns water evaporated from
the wastes. Measuring devices include liquid
level gauges, thermocouples for sensing
temperature, and detectors for determining
radioactivity in the air. The main advantage
of such a system is that with careful atten-
tion leaks can be detected and fixed. The
main disadvantage is that the instrumenta-
tion must be extremely accurate, the cost of
maintaining the facility over hundreds of
years is prohibitive, and in the event of an
earthquake the tanks would rupture. It is
considered "long term" temporary storage,
i.e. storage for decades until something bet-
ter becomes available.

A second approach is surface storage,
of which there are three types. The first is
water bed storage, used by nuclear power
facilities as outlined above. The second is an
air cooled vault placed just below the
ground. Air is forced through the spaces in
the concrete and cools the containers of
solidified waste. The third type consists of
an above -ground silo, with air flowing by
natural convection up through the space be-
tween the container and a concrete biologic-
al shield. Canada uses the first method for
spent fuel rods from power reactors, and the
third method for more dangerous radio-
active wastes. The advantages of these sys-
tems is that they are retrievable and relative-
ly easily monitored. Their disadvantage is
that they are prone to human and mechanic-
al error, and are very expensive to maintain.
All three methods are considered to be
"long term" temporary storage.

A third generic approach involves sea-
bed disposal, and consists of dumping
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Nuclear Wastes

wastes into the ocean either as a liquid or
contained in concrete canisters. While it has
been used from time to time over the years,
particularly for the disposing of liquids, it
currently is considered non -viable for en-
vironmental reasons. This system is predica-
ted on the belief that the vast volume of
water in the oceans will dilute the toxic
radioactive particles to below dangerous
levels. There are two adjunctive seabed
disposal methods. The first consists of drill-
ing large holes in areas that are free from
water currents and seismic disturbances. In-
to these holes a machine would place canis-
ters of wastes followed by plugs of inert
materials. In a variation of this idea,
canisters mounted with fins (a bit like
bombs) would be dropped into areas that
had deep beds of sedimentary material. The
canister would "plow" into the sediment
and be buried. While there are still partisans
of this approach, it is now customarily con-
sidered to be a last ditch method due to the
inability of locating the canisters, and the
lack of knowledge as to how the radioactive
material would flow through sediment if one
of the canisters fractured. However,
research continues in this vein, research in
which Canada takes part.

Fractionation, while not in itself a
method of disposal, is a way in which the
volume of material can be reduced. Essen-

tially, spent fuel is reprocessed, and most of
the uranium and plutonium removed for
further use. Further, the other fission pro-
ducts, such as strontium -90 and cesium -137,
can be removed. The net effect is to reduce
the volume of fission products by some
90%. While the remaining 10% is very
highly radioactive, composed of products
with very long half-lives, it helps in that one
doesn't have as much of it to deal with.

Transmutation is an esoteric process,
akin to the medieval alchemist's desire to
change one substance into another, prefer-
ably gold, albeit brought up to date. It is
now theoretically possible through neutron
bombardment, but at a prohibitive cost. As
applied to nuclear wastes, transmutation
would involve irradiation of wastes by
neutrons as in a fission reactor or in some
future fusion reactor. The neutrons are ab-
sorbed to produce new isotopes that may
have very short half-lives or be stable. The
process thus supplements natural radio-
active decay as a way to eliminate the
isotope by shortening its half life. Although
studies show that transmutation is feasible,
it seems to be a more expensive choice than
any of the others. If fission reactors are used
to produce neutrons to transmute wastes,
new wastes would be continually generated,
analogous to a puppy chasing its own tail. It
might be better to use charged particle born-

bardment as in high-energy particle accelera-
tors. Also, fusion reactors, possibly avail-
able in the next century, might supply
enough neutrons to transmute wastes.
However, for the time being, it has no prac-
tical advantage.

Another somewhat off the wall dispos-
al method involves ice -sheets. It is based on
the belief that the further away from habita-
tion such toxic radioactive wastes are placed
the better, analogous to the old adage of
"out of sight, out of mind'. There are three
versions of ice -sheet disposal. The first
would be to place waste -filled containers on
racks sitting on the top of the ice itself. A se-
cond would fix the canisters in the ice,
suspended by cables, with markers to show
the waste location. The third, and oddest,
proposal involves the canisters melting their
own way down through the ice -sheet by the
heat produced by the wastes themselves,
eventually settling on the bedrock. Water
would freeze above them, forming a plug.
There are many reasons why these methods
are not being actively investigated. The only
place for them to occur would be in the An-
tarctic (the Arctic is floating); there are
international legal problems as to who owns
the Antarctic; there is only a short period of
the year when access to the region is possi-
ble, and transportation would be difficult.
Further, there is some thought that the ice
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The storage of wastes in deep shafts would be an elaborate undertaking.

sheets and bedrock are separated by a water
layer produced by the great weight of the
ice -sheet itself (analogous to the water layer
produced under an ice-skaters skate). As
such, the canister would be exposed to water
that is directly connected to the sea, and
hence provides a possible means of contami-
nating the biosphere. While this process
looks pretty on paper, no one is taking it
seriously.

Another esoteric process for disposal is
in space - essentially either just bunging it
out of earth orbit into the black void, plac-
ing it on the moon, or putting it into orbit
around the sun or even plunging it into the
sun. The difficulties are tremendous. For a
start, the shielding of the wastes adds a
tremendous weight penalty, enormously in-
creasing the launch costs. Further, there is
the danger that a mission might have to be
aborted, involving the dispersal of the
wastes over the earth as the rocket dis-
integrated. Legally, who owns the moon?
And as for plunging them into deep space,
what if it should bump into another life
form? The only serious studies of this
method involve the space disposal of
isolated special nucleotides, thereby decreas-
ing the volume of high level toxic nuclear
wastes.
Geologic Disposal

The final generic method of disposal
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Drilling in the American south to evaluate salt domes as potential repository sites.

comes in a number of forms, under the
general heading of geologic disposal. They
are six in number.

Firstly, the placement of solid wastes in
very deeply drilled holes, say 6 or 10 miles
deep. Canisters would be lowered into the
hole and stacked in a column several miles
high, the hole then being plugged. Its ap-
parent advantage is the waste's remoteness
from water and the biosphere. Its advantage
is that holes of that diameter have not been
drilled to date to that depth, and the geology
of rock at that depth is unknown.

Second is a variation of ice -sheet melt-
ing process, though in this case it involves
rock melting. Solid or liquid wastes are
poured down a hole, say 30(X) metres deep.

The heat from the radioactive decay melts
the rock, the wastes mixes with the rock and
any liquid present boils away; escaped
vapour is caught and treated. The mass of
rock would eventually cool after about a
thousand years, and the resulting rock
would be resistant to further change. It is
not being seriously considered.

Thirdly, there is a process which in-
volves the pumping of liquid wastes into
geologic structures causing hydrofracture
along fault lines in rock shuch as shale,
similar to the process sometimes used for
getting oil out of rocks. This system has
been used on occasion by both the US and
USSR to dispose of liquid defense wastes. It
is not considered very good as it is not

suitable for all types of wastes, as the geo-
logy of the area must be very carefully
known, as the area could never be mined or
drilled, and as there is always the risk that
the liquids would percolate through the
ground water to the surface, contaminating
the biosphere.

Fourthly, double walled tunnels could
be mined transversely through mountains.
Remotely controlled conveyors would fill
the tunnels with canisters of radioactive
wastes, and remotely monitor them. An air
flow through the tunnels would dissipate the
heat. This method appears good for storage,
but not adequate for permanent disposal
due to high cost and the threats of earth-
quakes and landslides.

Fifthly, island isolation. No one is tak-
ing this method seriously, other than pie -in -
the sky types. Essentially, it consists of fin-
ding a remote island and dumping the stuff
there, posting a "Keep -Out!" sign, and sail-
ing away.

Sixthly, and most promisingly, is the
placement of waste canisters in a mined
cavity, not in transverse shafts as in method
four above, but in transverse drifts at depth.
This method being studied by at least fifteen
countries, including Canada and the United
States.

The first step is the determination of
which type of rock is most suitable, and
have included studies of granite, crystalline
rocks, volcanic rocks such as basalt and
tuff, salt, shale and various types of clay. In-
itially, in laboratory tests over the past twen-
ty odd years, several of the above types of
rock were viewed as acceptable for geologic
waste isolation. In the US, various types of
salt domes (in Louisianna and Mississippi),
salt beds (in Texas and Utah), basalt (in
Washington) and tuff (in Nevada) have pro-
ven the most promising. In Canada, re-
search is centring around the utilization of
plutons. Plutons are large homogeneous
formations of hard rock many kilometres
across and found in great number through-
out the Canadian Shield. They are believed
to have remained essentially unchanged
since the molten rock welled up through the
earth's crust and solidified billions of years
ago. They contain no valuable minerals, and
are unlikely to be used for anything, ever.

The repository which would be built in-
to either a pluton in Canada, or probably a
salt dome in the US, would resemble a large
mining complex. It would combine two
types of industrial facilities - a waste
handling facility at the surface and a large
mine constructed 2,000 to 4,000 feet below
the surface. A central area of about 400 sur-
face acres (in the US design, not much dif-
ferent from the Canadian) will contain
buildings and other repository facilities dur-
ing the 30 to 40 year operating period. The
waste handling facility will contain the
equipment to handle high-level waste or
spent fuel. Canisters of solidified high-level
waste would be unloaded from shipping
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casks and transferred to a shielded cell. The
integrity of the cask would be inspected, and
then the canister would be lowered through
the waste shaft to the emplacement level and
moved to the final location by a shielded
transport vehicle.

The underground area of the reposi-
tory, in the US design, would cover approx-
imately 2000 acres. Seperate shafts with
elevators will lead below ground for person-
nel and equipment and for lowering nuclear
waste canisters. Other shafts will provide
ventilation. Tunnels will spread out into the
underground area. Canisters of solidified
high-level waste will be lowered to the
repository emplacement area where a
transport vehicle will carry them into a tun-
nel for emplacement by lowering them into
holes drilled into the tunnel floor.

In addition to the geologic barriers that
surround the repository, various types of
engineered barriers would be used to contain
the waste, i.e. the canister, liner and absor-
bent packing material. As each storage zone
is filled, the holes, tunnels and shafts would
be backfilled and sealed. However, provi-
sions in the US design would be made to
provide for retrievability of the waste
canisters for up to fifty years. Following
closure, attempts to alert future generations
of the existence, importance and danger of
the repositories would be made, including

surface symbols, records in public libraries,
and computerized information.

As an experiment to determine the
feasibility of this waste disposal system, the
US National Waste Terminal Storage Pro-
gram (part of the Department of Energy) in
conjunction with the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory undertook to build a
small facility on part of the Nevada Test Site
(primarily used for the testing of weapons).
Commencing in 1978 with conclusion ex-
pected later this year, the project, code nam-
ed Climax, was designed to see if the com-
puter models of how high-level radioactive
wastes would react underground were in fact
accurate. While the final report has not yet
been written, it is believed that the theoretic-
al calculations match the experimental data
as to the effect of heat, water movement and
such like.

In Canada, an Underground Research
Laboratory (URL) is being constructed near
Lac du Bonnet, Manitoba, 300-500 meters
deep in the crystalline rock formation
known as the Lac du Bonnet batholith, on a
site leased for 21 years from the Manitoba
government. Its purpose is similar to the
Climax project, but more suited for Cana-
dian Shield conditions. Excavation for the
URL began in 1983, with 1986 being the
date of commencement for the underground
experiments. In the year 2000 the shaft and

boreholes will be sealed and an evaluation of
whether this is a practical method of waste
disposal will be made. If the report is

favourable, then an enlarged, permanent
centre will be built in one of the plutons,
probably in Ontario.

But until then, the high-level wastes
just remain in temporary water pools year
after year after year

In the future it is expected that more and more
spent fuel will be transferred between reactor
§tes, central fuel storage sites and reprocess-
ing plants. Since accidents are inevitable, safe-
ty considerations require that the containers
be designed to withstand impact, fire and im-
mersion. The shipping cask is specifically
designed to withstand a series of conceivable
events: a 30 -foot fall onto a flat, hard surface
(as if the cask were dropped from an overpass
onto a concrete highway), a 40 -inch fall onto a
metal pin 6 inches in diameter (as if the cask
hit a sharp corner of a bridge abutment), a
30 -minute exposure to a fire at a temperature
of 1475°F (as if a tank of gasoline ruptured in
an accident and a fire ensued) and complete
immersion in water for 8 hours (as if the cask
rolled off into a creek). Such a cask has been
designed and tested. Shown here is part of the
testing procedure in which a cask was mount-
ed on a rail car and crashed into a concrete
wall at 80 miles per hour. The cask survived
with only light scratches on its outer surface.

ETI
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Vector Graphics
4,294,967,296 vectors should
take over a year to draw,
even at 100 per second.
However if you want to try- the ETI Graf-vec will do
it.

THIS PROJECT takes us away from the
familiar world of the TV display and shows
us instead the other principal means of pro-
ducing a picture. The ordinary TV set pro-
duces a picture by moving an electron beam
backwards and forwards across a phosphor
coated screen so that it traces a fixed
number of paralle horizontal lines. The ac-
tual picture is produced by turning the beam
on to display a bright dot at the right time
and turning it off where no light is required.
This method works very well for broadcast
pictures, but is sometimes not so good for
pictures generated electronically. For a
home computer to generate a picture, it
must generate a pattern of bits which deter-
mine when the electron beam in the display
tube is to be on and off. Since the transitions
can only occur at discrete time intervals, the

picture produced does not always appear as
smooth as we might wish. This effect is
usually most noticeable on diagonal lines
where there are marked contrast changes.

While we cannot pretend that this pro-
ject will replace a TV type of display for
home computer applications, it does provide
an interesting alternative output device for
graphics.

The method employed by the Graf-vec
in producing a picture is to define the start
and finish of a line and cause an electron
beam to traverse the intervening space
relatively slowly. Drawing many such lines
in a short space of time allows us to build up
a picture. The main disadvantage of this
method is that if too many lines are drawn
the whole display will appear to flicker. This
can be reduced by the use of long persistence
phosphors if available.

As described, the Graf-vec will draw
lines between any two points on a 256x256
grid. The relatively simple circuitry used
does not compensate for differing line
lengths changing the brightness but still gives
an interesting result.

The Circuit
The circuit consists of a power supply,
digital input and control section, and two
linear scan generators. The basic mode of

operation requires a data source - probably
your trusty home computer - to put two
bytes of data into the device to represent the
co-ordinates to which a vector is to be drawn
(The starting point is assumed to be where
you are now). The Graf-vec will draw the
vector and then wait for the next set of data
and indicate that it is ready. The digital in-
put circuitry of the Graf-vec is designed so
that one byte of the next vector can be input
at any time as it is stored in a latch, but the
second byte should only be put in after the
status bit is detected as high as this will start
the next scan.

When the second byte of a new vector
is written in, the logic section generates a 400
uS enable pulse for the linear scan
generators. This allows them to generate the
linear voltage ramps which eventually move
the spot around on the oscilloscope or other
display device.

Once the 400 uS pulse has finished, the
linear scan generators are set up ready for
the next vector and the display enable or
blank output will go low. If you have the
facility available, this can be used to blank
the display between vector scans or, by
means of the internal latch accessible by
writing to two further addresses, the display
can be turned on and off to allow you to
move position without drawing a line.
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Fig. I Block diagram of the Graf-Nec.
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The Linear Scan Generator
This is the heart of the whole system and is
basically an integrator. Before each scan
starts, the output voltage and the voltage
stored on a sample and hold circuit are
clamped to the current output from the D to
A circuits. When a scan starts, the sample
and hold circuit changes to its hold function
and the output is undamped. Since the out-
put is closely associated with the integrator
capacitor it does not change immediately.

The D to A circuit now changes its out-
put voltage to the new value and a current is
generated which is proportional to the dif-
ference between the old and new input volt-
ages. This current is used to charge the inte-
grator capacitor and will do so at a constant
rate. This gives a linear voltage ramp be-
tween the old output voltage and (if set up
properly) the new one.

At the end of the scan pulse the sample
and hold circuit and the output voltages are
again clamped in readiness for the next scan.
Note that while in the clamped state there is
ideally no current flowing in the output cir-
cuit of the current generator as its input
voltages are equal.

Semi -Solid Section
This is about the interface between the hard-
ware described in this project so far and the

software needed to make it do anything in-
teresting. Fig. 6 shows in flow chart switch
the actions needed to form the display. In
order to prevent a lot of flicker, the routine
scans all the points in the display many times
each time it is called. The main cause of any
residual flicker is the relatively slow response
of the BASIC program which calls it. If this
too were in machine code a very smooth dis-
play could result.

Table 1 shows how the flow chart is im-
plemented in Z80 code while Table 2 (up to
line 45) is the ZX81 basic program which is
used to control it. Lines 50 onward are a
simple program which allows hexa-decimal
codes to be typed into the machine which
are then held in the REM statement in line
10.

For initial entry of the machine code,
alter line 50 to read:-

50FOR K =16514 TO 16543 Then you
can run the program from line 50 and input
the program code. Changing line 50 back
again will let you type in the data for the pic-
ture. The format for typing hex numbers in
is two characters 0 to 9, A to F followed by
newline. Wrong characters or wrong num-
ber of characters will require re-entry of the
correct ones. To abort this entry mode type
a single space and newline. When first enter-
ed, line 10 can be REM with at least 64
characters after it.

While the development work for the
project was done on a Z80 system, there is
no reason why any other processor could
not used. The only differences would be in
the actual interface hardware and the
machine code realization of our flow chart.

There are 8 data lines, 7 control lines
and one status output to the project. Nor-
mally the data lines will be connected to the
controller's data bus. The status output line
is from a three state buffer and can be con-
nected to the data bus (we used bit 7). One
of the remaining control lines is devoted to
reading the status bit and must go low when
a read operation is required (on a 6502 sys-
tem it could be tied low permanently as the
read and write are controlled by the same
line). Of the remaining 6 control lines, one
must be high and two must be low before
anything happens. These would normally be
used as select lines. The last three lines are
used to select the operation to be carried
out. One of these should be the R/W or
similar function while the others will be sim-
ple address lines to select the particular
operation to be performed. Exactly how
these various lines are connected will depend
on your particular requirements but Table 3
shows how we did it for a ZX81.

Construction
This should cause no headaches as it is quite
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Fig. 3 Circuit diagram of the PSU.

straightforward. First of all, decide whether
you want to use the PCB as it is or to split it
into two parts (it might be tricky to cut it
once the parts are assembled!). Note that
there are eighteen links on the main board
and five on the power supply, and begin by
inserting these, the resistors, and the IC
sockets. We recommend the use of sockets if
only because some of the devices are expen-
sive and therefore worth protecting... Next,
fit the smaller capacitors, potentiometers,
and sockets, followed by the power supply
diodes, resistor RI (mounted 6 mm above
the board), larger capacitors, fuse, and
power connector. Finally, fit the transfor-

mer and insert the ICs into their sockets.
Check that the ICs and capacitors are
mounted the right way round.

Test the power supply section fully
before connecting it to the other board and
BE CAREFUL, there is HIGH VOLTAGE
present. If all is well, all that remains is to
wire the PCB connectors to suit your micro-
computer or whatever and then connect up.

Setting Up

If you have an oscilloscope at hand - you
need one for the display - set up the sample
driver program or something similar on your

computer and. check that you get negative
going pulses on the outputs of IC7 pins 15,
14 and 11. (this could change if you use a
different jumper pattern for a different
computer interface.) Set VR1 to give a low
pulse period of 400 us at pin 4 of IC8.

Check the outputs from IC13 with the
oscilloscope. These should consist of
straight line segments with no sudden
jumps. If this is not the case, adjust VR2
and VR4 for the X channel and VR3 and
VR5 for the Y channel. VR2 and VR4 are
effectively offset controls which tend to
have the effect of shifting the lines in one
direction whereas VR3 and VR5 are gain
controls which increase the slope of the lines
in whichever direction they happen to be go-
ing. The proper setting of these controls is
vital to the production of a good display. If
you have difficulty setting them, set up the
data in the display table to be 00,00,FF,FF
etc. This will give a repeating full scale
display.

When the controls have been set up
reasonably, run the demonstration program
and set the 'scope to X -Y mode. You should
now have a moving display. Final trimming
of the pots may be made to clear up any
visible defects. If you do not have an oscil-
loscope, connect up the device to whatever
you are using for a display, set all pots to
mid travel and run the demo program and
tweak for best results.
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Circle No. I on Reader Service Card.

RX-8800 A NEW BORN STAR
Featuring .00
*Dual CPU 6502 & Z-80

75
 64K RAM
188 Function Key
'10 User

Programmable key
'Self Repeatable Key
' Auto Line Feed
*Cursor Control
'Upper/Lower Case Cap Lock

WV 64K COMPACT SYSTEM

FEATURING:
6502 CPU
64K RAM
16K ROM
DETECHABLE KEYBOARD
BUILT-IN FUNCTION KEYS
USER DEFINE KEYS
NUMERIC KEYS

New 6502 Mark IV
64K RAM plus built-in

*Z-110, *Disk Controller Card, Micro Modem Card, '86 Col-
umn Card, ***8088 Card, *New EPROM Programmer
Card, ***6809 Card, *New RAM Card, ***A/D/D/A
Card, SCS System "Communication Card, "6522 Via
Card, ***Clock Card, Telephone Dialer, Video Telex
System, Light Pen, "Music Card, "'ROB Card,
***Speech Card, Superior Serial Card, ***128K RAM Disk
Drive, ***Buffer Printer Card

Price for above PCB *S10.00 ea., **515.00 ea.,
$25.00 ea., kib also avallabk.

JOYSTICK  MINI FAN  3M DISKETTE
 DISKETTE STORAGE BOX  HEAD CLEANING

DISKETTE  ZENITH MONITOR  AMBER MONITOR

NEW
PRINTER BUFFER CARD

 High Res.
Graphic Dump

25-00 (16K-64K)*Expandable

Buffer

NEW AUTO MODEM II
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

$250.00

Fully compatible with
Hayes Micromodem IITM

Terms: Send cheque or money order (allow 2 weeks for -per-
sonal cheques). Credit cards welcome. No C.O.D., Quebec E
Res add 9,7o sales tax. Min. order $10.00. Add 507e for ship- E
ping and handling, except Case & Power Supply. 200/s
restocking fee for returned merchandise. Prices and
availability subject to change without notice. Do not send
cash.

Dealers Inquiry m.vmmcnmm VISA
Welcome

FUJICOMP INC.



Vector Graphics

16514

17 PICOUT

19

22 POINTOUT

23

25

26 TESTIT

28

30

32

33

35

36

38

39

40

41

43

DATA LIST

16544

11 10 00

06 OE

21 A0 40

7E

D3 IF

23

DB

CB

28

7E

D3 3F

23

10

18

7A

B3

20

C9

IF

7F

FA

LD DE,0010

LD B , OE

LD HL,40A0

LD A,(HL)

OUT (IF),A

INC HL

IN A,(1F)

BIT A.7

JRZ (TESTIT)

LD A,(HL)

OUT (3F),A

INC HL

:Scan counter - 256

:Points/scan = 14

:Start of data table - 16544

: Get "X" data

:Output .1C. data

:Move data pointer

:Input status indicator

:Isolate status bit

: Junp back if not ready (low)

:Get '"C. data

:Output "IC' data

:Move data pointer

FO DJNZ (POINTOUT):Repeat for pll points

:Decrement scan counter

. :Get scan count high byte

:OR with scan count low byte

DEC DE

LD A,D

OR A,E

E6 JRNZ (PICOUT) : Repeat if not zero

RTS :Return to calling program

00 80 40 CO 7F 80 AE CO

FE 80 7F 80 97 68 7F 50

68 68 7F 80 7F 30 7F 80

40 80 00 00

Table 1. no machine code demo program.

10 REM )( le:561RNDAC5 OIC IF ..?Im
4- NEU TAN XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.
XXXXXXX

15 FAST
17 LET X=10
18 LET Y=X
30 POKE 16545,X
35 POKE 16553,X
40 LET X=X+Y
41 IF X>235 OR X<15 THEN LET Y

=(-1)*Y
45 GOTO 20
50 FOR K=16514 TO 16575
60 PRINT K,
70 INPUT A$
75 IF R$=- - THEN STOP
80 IF LEN A$<>2 THEN GOTO 70
90 LET A=CODE (R$(1 TO 1))
100 LET B=CODE (A$(2 TO 2))
110 LET C=CODE -F-
120 LET D=CODE -0-
130 IF R>C OR R<D OR B>C OR B<E.
THEN GOTO 70
140 POKE K,16*(A-D)+B-D
150 PRINT CHR$ A;CHR$
160 NEXT K

Table 2. ZX81 BASIC program. Note that you must go to line 50 to
enter data and RUN to display.

D/A
LATCH STROBE

IC7 PIN 14

D/A OUTPUT
IC5,8 PIN 5

 "`Nt`STABLE
0/P

PIN 13

S/H OUTPUT
M1PINISM4

BOUT
1C13 PINS 8,9

SCAN RESET

S/H IN HOLD MODE
RESET SWITCH OFF

ALL SWITCHES 0/C

}lg. 4 Timing diagram of the Graf-vec.

Graf-vec, socket 1
pins 1 - 8 (data in)
pins ,10, 17 (OV)
pin 11 (address LSB)
pin 12 (address)
pin 13 (WRITE)
pin 14 (SEL)
pin 15 (SEL)
pin 19 (READ)
pin 20 (status out)

ZX81
DO - D7
OV
A5
A6
WR
A7
IORQ
RD
D7

Table 3 Connections to the ZX81.

PARTS LIST

Resistors (Va W Carbon film unless otherwise C4,14,18,19,20 10uF 25 V tant. bead Miscellaneous

stated) C5,13
C6

IOnF ceramic disc
22nF polycarbonate T1 0-12, 0-12 V 6 VA PCB mount

RI 82R 1W C7,8 470 pF ceramic 1 nF poly - transformer
R2 100R carbonate FS1 I A, 20 mm fuse + PCB mount holder
R3 390R C11,12 10 nF polycarbonate SKI 2 off, 10 way 0,1 in pitch PCB connector

R4,16,17,18,19 470R C15,16,17,21,22 100 nF ceramic PCB; Small heatsink for IC2; 23 way double

R5 22K sided edge connector 0.1 in pitch; 16 way(min)

R6,7 2K2 Semiconductors or 20 way ribbon cable.

R8,9,10,11 10K (Ferrenti, distributed by Zentronics)

R12,13,14,15,
20,21 12K

ICI
/C2

1N4002
7805

R22,23,24,25 18K IC3 7915

VR1,4,5 47K min. horizontal preset IC4 74LS374

VR2,3 . 470R min.. horizontal preset 105,6 ZN428
IC7 74LS138

Capacitors lC8 74LS123
IC9 74LS125

Cl 2,200 uF 25 V axial IC1O 74LS00

electrolytic IC11 TL084

C2 1,000 uF 25 V axial IC12 LF13331

electrolytic IC13 LM13600

C3 47 uF 25 V axial electrolytic D1,2,3,4 1N4002
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GRAF-VEC
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Fig. 5 (left) Component overlay of the PCII.

0

0

EATUS STATUS
SSI. IN OUT

( START )

SET a OF TIMES
PICTURE IS TO
BE SCANNED
BY ROUTINE

SET s OF POINTS
IN PICTURE

SET POINTER
TO START OF

DATA LIST

TRANSFER
'X' DATA

PROM MEMORY
TO DEVICE

MOVE POINTER
TO 'V DATA

TRANSFER
1' DATA

FROM MEMORY
TO DEVICE

MOVE POINTER
TO NEXT 'X' DATA

RETURN TO
CALLING
PROGRAM

Fig. 6 The algorithm.

Fig. 7 The ZX81 edge connector.
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Vector Graphics

HOW IT WORKS

The Graf-vec consists of three major parts.
The first of these is a straightforward stabiliz-
ed power supply giving ± 12 V and + 5 V at
about 100 mA each. Only one transformer is
used, to save on cost and space. The output is
regulated by three IC stabilizers which often
need no heatsink in normal operation.
However, RI is provided to dissipate some of
the excess power in the + 5 V regulator, and a
small piece of aluminum would not go amiss.

The second major part consists of the
logic, timing and digital to analogue conver-
sion. IC7 is a 74LS138, 1 of 8 decoder whose
inputs are available at the input connector.
This enables simple interfacing to some com-
puters systems without additional circuitry.
The outputs from this device are all available
on the board via links and are used to enable
the other logic functions. The first output
drives the strobe input of a 74LS374 (IC4),
which is an octal latch with three -state out-
puts. The outputs from the device are per-
manently on in this circuit and it is used to
store the data corresponding to the X vector
before it is loaded into the DAC (IC5).

The next output from IC4 has two uses.
It drives the data input enable pins on the
DACs (IC5 & 6) and it also drives the trigger
input on IC8. ICs 5 & 6 are ZN428 monolithic
digital to analogue converters which accept
data from the inputs when the enable pin is
low and store it while the pin is high. They
convert the digital data to a corresponding
analogue output voltage in the range 0 to 2.55
V. Note that IC6 gets its data from the input
data bus whereas IC5 gets it from the output
of IC4.

IC8 is a dual monostable device only one
part of which is used in this circuit. Its purpose

is to provide the timing signals for the sweep
generator, a display enable signal, and status
indication back to the controller.

The next two outputs from IC7 are used
to set or reset a simple latch made from two
parts of ICIO. An output from this latch is
gated with the output from IC8 and enables or
disables the display (if this facility is used.).

The final output from IC7 enables part
of IC9 which is a 74LS125 quad three state
buffer. This transfers the logic level at SK1 pin
19 onto the enable pin of another section of
IC9. If this is low, the logic state of IC8 Q out-
put is impressed on SK1 pin 20. This indicates
that the unit is ready to start display when the
pin is high.

The final part of the Graf-vec is made up
of two identical circuits. Each of these takes
the output from a DAC (IC5 or 6) and proces-
ses it to give the required output. We shall on-
ly explain one of these circuits as the other is
exactly the same.

The output from the DAC comes via R6
and C7 which remove glitches and high fre-
quency noise from the signal. It is then
amplified by a factor of 2 by ICI la. This also
provides a low impedence drive to the rest of
the circuit.

Consider firstly the case when the Q out-
put from IC8 is high (i.e. not triggered). The
output from IC1 1 a is connected via two of the
four FET switches in IC12, an LF13331, to C9
and C11. This ensures that these capacitors
are charged to a defined voltage before each
sweep. Nothing further happens to this part of
the circuit until the DACs are loaded with new
information and IC8 is triggered. When this
happens all the switches in IC12 are turned
off. This isolates C9 which will hold its previ-

ous voltage for some time, and also removes
the clamp on C11. The voltage on C9 is buf-
fered by ICI lb and applied via R13 to the in-
verting input of IC13. A new voltage now ap-
pears on the output of ICI la as the DAC has
been updated. This is applied via R12 to the
non -inverting input of IC13, an LM13600,
which contains two transconductance
amplifiers and two buffers. The transconduc-
tance amplifiers provide an output current
which is proportional to the difference of the
two input currents, modified by currents into
two other inputs.

In this circuit, one amplifier and buffer
combination is used for each channel. The
currents through R12 and R13 are subtracted
and a current proportional to their difference
flows into CI 1. Currents flowing through R20
and VR4, R22 determine what the actual gain
will be. As the voltage on 1C1la output is con-
stant after its initial change and that on IC1lb
output is also constant, the resulting current
flowing into C11 will be constant. The result
of this is that C11 will charge linearly and will
also tend to go in the direction of the voltage
on IC1 la output. In fact, when everything is
set up correctly, the voltage on Cl I will just
reach the voltage on 1C1la output as the
monostable pulse ends. At this time the
capacitor voltage will be clamped by the FET
switches being turned on again. The capacitor
voltage is buffered by buffers in the LM13600
before being sent out.

Finally it should be mentioned that R16,
17 and VR2 form a balancing network and
DC return path for the input currents and one
of the control currents.

ETI

PLEASE MENTION ETI WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SELF-SUFFICIENT
EPROM COPIER/PRO-GRAMMER

 Includes its own Z80 -A pro-
cessor

 Needs no personality
module

 Copies: 1, 2, 4 & 8K bytes
single supply EPROMs

 Comes with a powerful 4K
bytes -monitor

ONLY $99.00* (kit)

FREE
Call or write for your free
copy of the products
catalogue we manufacture

'Add 3% shipping and handling. Quebec residents:
add 9% P.S.T. Cheque, money order, visa accepted.
Please print your name, visa no. expiration date &
signature.

With this KBH interface, you
can modify your EPROM con-
tent or load a new code in the
PRO-GRAMMER's RAM before
transfering on EPROM. You can
also access several operation
modes such as:
 Memory and register examine

and change
 insert/delete one or many

bytes anywhere in a program
 Break point execution mode
 Block transfer mode
 and much, much more

ONLY $59.00 kit

PROTEC MICROSYSTEMS INC.
725 Decarie Suite 202, St. Laurent, Que. H4L 3L4

(514) 744.3363
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I-1 20 MHz OSCILLOSCOPE HM203.4

Viewing Hoods HZ47 $12.00

For HM203, HM204, HM605, HM705, HM808,
HM312, HM412, HM512, and HM812

Scope Tester HZ60 $63.75

The HZ60 provides a fast -rising (415ns) switchable
1kHz/1MHz square -wave generator for checking
wide -band measuring amplifier systems and for
probe compensation. Three BNC-outputs provide
signals of 20mVpp, 0.2Vpp and 2Vpp ± 1%.

4 -Channel Switch HZ64 $585.00

Enables the simultaneous display of 4 individual
signals or 2 sums or 2 differences of signal voltages
on an oscilloscope. Channel switching can be
selected for chopped or alternate mode. Each chan-
nel comprises a 12 -step frequency -compensated in-
put attenuator with 1 M ohm H 30pF input im-
pedance. Sensitivity range 5mV - 20V/div.in 1-2-5
sequence. Bandwidth 4xDC-60MHz. Triggering (DC
- 100MHz) is possible for each channel.
As an additional advantage, the input sensitivity of
the oscilloscope can be increased by the 10x gain
of the HZ64.

Component Tester HZ65 SPECIAL $60.00

Indispensable for trouble -shooting in electronic cir-
cuits. Single component and in -circuit tests are
both possible. The HZ65 operates with all scopes,
which can be switched to X -Y operation (ext.
horizontal deflection). Non-destructive tests can be
carried out on almost all semiconductors, resistors,
capacitors, and coils. Two sockets provide for
quick testing of the 3 junction areas in any small'
power transistor. Other components are connected
by using 2 banana jacks. Test leads supplied.

Examples of Test Displays:
Short orcw1 Capac,tor 33µF Junction E -C

0
Carrying Cases

For HM203-1 and HM203-3
For HM312, HM412, HM512,
and HM705
For HM307, HZ62, and HZ64
For HM103
For HM203-4, HM204,
and HM605

Z-thode <By

HZ42 $66.00

HZ43 $48.00
HZ44 $39.00
HZ45 $39.00

HZ46 $73.50

All prices are List. To order, send Certified Cheque
or Money Order. Minimum order for post or C.O.D. is
$25.00. All shipments are F.O.B. Downsview. Orders
shipped within Ontario must include 7% Provincial
Sales Tax. We accept VISA. Send card number,
signature, expiry date along with name of bank.

STORE HOURS Prices subject to change.

Mon. to Fri. 8 AM to 5 PMVISAj Saturday 10 AM to 1 PM
Master C ord

The already excellent price/performance ratio of the
HM203-4 has been improved even further. Both vertical
amplifiers now incorporate variable gain controls and
maximum input sensitivity is 2 my/cm over the full bandwidth of
the oscilloscope. Another new feature permits display of the
sum and difference of two signals.

Triggering facilities have also been expanded. In addition to
line and TV triggering, HF and DC triggering are now possible.
The HM 203-4 will trigger stably with a 5 mm display height up
to at least 40MHz. Using the manual level control, even rela-
tively complex signals can be stably triggered. An 8x10 cm inter-
nal graticule permits parallax -free viewing over a wide angle.
The effect of the earth's magnetic field upon horizontal trace
position can be compensated for, externally, with a trace rota-
tion control.

The HM203-4 has a built-in component tester, which is
especially useful in maintenance and servicing work. Among
other applications, this device enables rapid, in -circuit testing
of semiconductors. Test voltage and current are rated so that
normal semiconductors or other components cannot be dam-
aged. Test results are displayed on the scope screen.

The HM203-4 was designed for general purpose applica-
tions in industry and service. Its many operating modes, front
panel layout, and ease of operation also make it an ideal oscil-
loscope for use in training engineers and technicians.

ELECTRONICS
UMITED

980 Alness St. Unit 7,
Downsvlew, Ontario.

M3J 2S2
(418) 881.5585

TELEX 085-28189

Circle No.12 on Reader Service Card.



The Zorba
Remember Maxwell Smart's telephone in a shoe? Well, now there's a computer in a
suitcase. A very respectable computer in a suitcase, too. Anthony DeBoer takes a look.

ONCE UPON a time, there was a
medium-sized brown suitcase. Or at least
it looked like a suitcase. It had a handle at
the top and little feet at the bottom, and it
looked much like brown leather until one
got close enough to see that it was actually
brown plastic. At this point, it ceased to
look so much like the sort of thing you
throw your towel in and drag along to
Florida, for few suitcases have connectors
marked Serial Printer, Parallel Port,
Comm. Port, and IEEE next to the
handle, nor do they have power company
approval stickers.

Further investigation reveals that two
little black clasps on the side of the case
allow the bottom to come off. The inside
of the bottom reveals itself to be a
keyboard with lots of extra keys, and the
inside of the rest of the case contains the
screen, two disk drives, controls for
power, contrast, reset, and circuit reset,
and connections for the keyboard and the
power cord. Once a pair of feet are swung
out, the main unit can sit behind the
keyboard and the system is ready to com-
pute. Actually, it takes less time to set it
up than it does to tell about it.

What we have here is the Telcon Zor-
ba, a complete CP/M computer system in
a suitcase. With drives that can store 400K
per disk and read dozens of different disk
formats, at a price of less than three
grand, this is definitely a computer to be
reckoned with.

Diskussion
The disk drives on the Zorba look like
something special right away. The drives
on the majority of microcomputers in use
today are essentially the same, but the
Zorba's are different. Instead of a square
latch in the middle of the slot to hold the
disk in, a door covers the whole disk. The
drive -in -use LED peeks out through a lit-
tle window instead of being mounted right
out in the open.

Once you start using these drives, you
find them to actually be something special
soon enough. They are of the double -
sided, double density persuasion, holding
about twice as much data as a single -sided
double density disk, or four times as much
as a single -sided single density disk. That
adds up to 400K per disk. No longer do
you need a shoehorn to get lots of files on

a disk. Well, maybe I shouldn't say that.
Somewhere among the Laws of Com-
puting, right along with 'Always PEEK
before you POKE', it says 'Data
multiplies to fill the available disk space.'
In other words, you'll still fill disks, but
nowhere near as often.

The really unique trick that the Zorba
can do with its drives is read other disk
formats. You may have noticed that an
Osborne can't read a Xerox disk, and
neither can read a KayPro or a Heath
disk, even though they all use the same
CP/M operating system. The differences
involve things like the number of tracks
on a disk, the number of sectors per track,
the order in which the sectors are read, the
size of the disk blocks, and enough other
things to confuse any normal human be-
ing (or any normal computer, for that
matter).

The Zorba comes with a program
called COMPAT. You run this and it will
offer you a choice of 30 disk formats,
ranging from Osborne single sided/single
density to IBM PC CP/M 86 format. You
can set the second drive to any one of
these formats (the first stays in Zorba for-
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mat) and read from or write to an ap-
propriate disk. The FORMAT program
offers similar options, so you can format
disks for other computers too.

The practical implication of all this is
that you can obtain software or data files
in any one of a variety of formats and
copy it to Zorba format, or copy it onto
any one of these formats and send it to
someone who has one of the other
machines. It's great if you're into soft-
ware distribution - you don't need
twelve computers to generate software in
twelve formats, for example. Also, you no
longer have to worry about buying soft-
ware in the exact format for your com-
puter if you have a Zorba, because you
can use disks set up for any one of this
range of other computers.

Yet another big plus of these disk
drives is their speed. They're noticeably
faster than most other drives. WordStar
becomes almost hasty on the Zorba. This
is really helpful if you're planning to work
with a lot of files. Since most CP/M ap-
plications involve working with files, this
is definitely an asset.

Keying In
The keyboard on the Zorba is quite
acceptable, although not the greatest
thing that fingers have ever touched. On

the negative side, the keys are a bit stiff
(although they probably improve with
use), and the CTRL key is lost in the mid-
dle of a group of keys to the left of the
keyboard. Also, on our review model, the
bottom of the keyboard case wasn't quite
flat (nothing we couldn't fix with a
package of disk labels under one of the
rubber feet).

On the positive side, there are no less
than 95 keys. Besides the usual keyboard,
numeric pad, and so on, there are 19 pro-
grammable function keys, four direction
keys, and a few others. The keyboard will
generate all but one ASCII character, the
exception being the reversed quote.

The computer comes with a program
called SETUP that, among other things,
lets you set up the function keys. The 19
function keys and the four arrow keys can
be programmed with whole commands,
control key sequences, and so on. Also,
both the function keys and the keys in the
numeric keypad can be redefined to do
one thing normally and another when you
use CTRL with them, giving you a total of
55 different definitions you can set up.
You can edit a whole file in WordStar
without once going near the CTRL key,
believe it or not.

Hardware
The screen, while awfully small, is still

quite sharp and readable. Prolonged use
might give you a case of Osborne Eye, but
then you can get it from full-sized screens
too. If you badly want a bigger display,
you can connect a larger monitor quite
easily. But for such a small screen, resolu-
tion is excellent.

The video section can do some
graphics characters, and also seems to be
alpe to do half -intensity (or dim) video,
but no explanation is given in the manual
for this latter phenomenon. WordStar is
set up without the half -intensity for its
menus.

Unlike just about anything else that
plugs into a wall outlet, the power cord
comes out of the front of the unit instead
of the back. This makes sense when you
consider the suitcase design (it puts the
plug on the inside when the unit is closed
up, out of harm's way), and it doesn't get
in your way when the machine is in use,
since it is at the extreme left of the com-
puter, next to the screen.

The case itself, to be quite honest
about it, is of a rather flexible plastic. It
will probably take more abuse than a rigid
case, but it doesn't make the unit look
very professional or expensive.

But Softly...
Like just about all CP/M systems, the
Zorba comes with a collection of soft -

continued on page 38

MEMORY SPECIAL
4116 150nS NEC $1.99
4864 1x64K Hitachi 15ONS $8.99
2708 1Kx8 $5.55
2716 2Kx8 Hitachi, NEC . $4.99
2732 4Kx8 Hitachi, NEC ... . 8.25
2764 8Kx8 Mitsubishi .. . . $11.75
6532 $7.99
2532 $7.65
2114 200nS (Hitachi) $2.25
2128-2 $7.99

4164 1x64K OKI 200NS $ 8.50
2016 150 NS $ 8.25
6116 150 NS Hitachi $ 8.75
27128 $37.95

Call for quantity price.
OEM Enquiries Invited.

51/4 Mitac Disk Drive
with Controller Card .... $339

51/4 double head Panasonic slim
Direct Drive with controller
card $379

Numeric Case $59

Japanese Parts Specialists
PARTS 100% GUARANTEED

CPU
Z80 $ 5.99
Z80A NEC $ 6.75
6502A 2MHz$ 6.99
6502 $ 6.50
6845 CRT Control-
ler(Hitachi) $10.99
6522 .... .$ 6.99
6850 .... .$ 4.99
8088 $32.95

Peripherals
UPD 7220D $59.95
8748D NEC $24.50
8741 NEC $32.50
8251 NEC ..$ 5.99
8253-5 NEC $12 00
8257-5 NEC $12.00
8086 $19.95

TTL
LS323
LS11
LS132
LS107
LS257
LS151
LS194
LS283
LS367
LS166
LS377
LS368
LS86

$4.99
.65
.80
.65
.90
.65
.90
.95
.80

1.79
1.30
.69
.75

1.40-80 Column Switch
2. Colour R.F. Modulator
3. Joystick (Self -centering)

two adjustable controls

a) 1213K RAM Card
b) 16K RAM Card
c) 80 Column Card
d) Disk Controller Card
e) Z80 Card
f) Communication Card
g) 40/80 Col. soft switch

$ 5.00
$15.00
$39.00

$225.00
$ 59.00
$ 79.00
$ 59.00
$ 60.00
$ 79.00
$ 19.95

Toll Free Orders Only
1-800 268.5619

General Inquiries
(416) 298.3280

51/4 Floppy Disk Case (storage up to 150
diskettes) $39.95

1. YJE High Res non -glare Amber Monitor $169.00
2. 52 function numeric keyboard (electronic touch

upper/lowercase) $129.00

Compatible with Shurgart SA455
Introduction Offer $289.00

Panasonic Drive for AppleTM $329.00

Teac Drive for AppleTM $299.00

IBM Compatible
keyboard & case $CALL

Service Centre and Retail Outlet, 4051 Sheppard Avenue East (at Kennedy), Agincourt, Ontario M1S 1S8 (416) 298-3280

ttu'Wvotab
INTERNATIONAL LTD.

(416) 298-3280
Telex  065-26150

Mail Orders: Send a certified cheque
or money order plus $3.00 for shipp-
ing and handling. For Special
Delivery, please add $1.00 extra. On-
tario residents add 7% P.S.T. Visa &
Mastercard accepted.
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roll Free Orders Only
1.303-3871385

TM

316 College St.
Toronto, Ontario M5T 1S3

Order Checking (416)925-8291
Technical Data (416)925-1105

Come In And See
Our New

Parts Array

COMMENTS ON THE MEGA -BOARD
We have looked long and hard for the very best
of the 8088, IBM* compatible PCB's and we
are happy to say that the "Mega -Board" looks
like a winner. It has one of the best manuals I
have ever seen, with a complete explanation of
board operation and a minutely detailed
schematic set in easily readable format. The
ROM -BIOS is an original composition that is
fully IBM* compatible, and non -infringing.
The main board is very well laid out, epoxy
coated, and fully and readably screened for ex-
act component identification. The spaces and
traces are well and properly spaced to make
soldering easy and discourage shorts and
bridges. These mechanical features along with
the impressive electrical features detailed on
the picture at right make the "Mega -Board"
our choice for the home builder of an IBM*
compatible machine.

DEALERS AND OEM MANUFACTURERS
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Ideal for
 COMPUTERISTS
 OEM MANUFACTURERS
 DEVELOPMENT LABS
 UNIVERSITIES
 INDUSTRIAL

APPLICATIONS

,Eight Compatible
I/O Interface
Connectors
(Full PC compatible)
(compatible with all
IBM-PC' plug-in cards)

Special J1
Interface
(Allows horizontal mount-
ing of compatible expan-
sion cards for easy bus
expansion and custom
configuring) (Board has
62 pin gold plated compat-
ible connector)

Extended ROM
Capability
(Runs all compatible PC
ROMS) (Jumper program-
mable to accommodate ail
popular 8K. 16K, 32K and
64K ROM chips and NEW
EE ROMS! VPP power pin
available for EP ROM
burning!) (External
VPP voltage required)

RYEDISPLAY
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION

MEGA -BOARD
IBM is a registered tracemark of
International Business Machines

Full Mega -Byte Ram Capacity!
On board!
(With parity)
17 256K Bytes using 64K chips

Mega Bytes using 256K hips

THE ULTIMATE OEM/PC
COMPATIBLE SINGLE
BOARD COMPUTER

IT MEGA -BOARD"' with full assembly instructions $99.95
E USERS MANUAL with theory of operation,

schematics, block diagram, application notes $19.95
0 MEGA-BIOS" fully compatible MS-DOS/PC-DOS BIOS $29.95

ONLY!

9995
Evaluation
Board Kit

Standard Key-
board Interface
(Full PC compatible)

Hardware Reset
{Overcomes reset flaw
in PC)

Power Connector
(Full IBM' pinoul
compatible)

8088 Processor
(Same as PC)

8087 Numeric
Processor
(Same as PC)

Peripheral
Support Circuits
(Same as PC)

Configuration
Switches
(Same as PC(

Speaker/Audio
Port
{Same as PC)

Wire Wrap Area
To facilitate special custom
applications,

FULL IBM - PC`
COMPATIBILITY!

DEGailogier Evaluation Board Kit!
(Blank board with full assembly
instructions and parts list.)

Includes highest quality PC board
with gold plating, silk screen.
solder mask

Bare Boards Bare Boards Bare Boards
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

(I)

(K)

(L)

REAL -TIME -CLOCK CARD. Like the TIME II, has all
clock features with disc driven system.
Bare PCB with layout data $14.95
QUAD DRIVE CARD. Like a RANA drive card, lets
you run up to 4 drives on your Apple system.
Bare PCB with layout data $24.95
9 VOICE MUSIC CARD. An excellent card for
tunecraft, uses 3 GI 3 voice chips, the best single
card music board.
Bare PCB with layout data $14.95
BUFFERED PRINTER CARD. 64K on board allows
the CPU on your system to keep on going while the
intelligent printer buffer card loads 64K of data in an
instant and prints it at leisure.
Bare PCB and layout data $19.95
GRAPHICS PRINTER CARD. A full feature bit -image
graphics card, has all picture and screen dump
features.
Bare PCB and layout data $14.95
Cable for above two cards, please specify type

$24.95
80 COLUMN CARD. A new improved VIDEX style
card with softswitch on board and new 6116 CMOS
RAM $14.95
DISC CONTROLLER CARD. Standard 2 drive type
Apple compatible $12.95
Z-80 CARD. The CPM card runs all Z-80 CPM pro-
grams. Needs 16K card. Makes 1000's of excellent
programs available $12.95
MODEM CARD. A copy of the popular SSM Modem
with full features, direct connect, auto -answer, etc.
300 Baud $24.95
MULTIFUNCTION CARD. 80 Column, serial I/0 and
Parallel I/O. All on one card, a must for serious users

$24.95
128K MEMORY CARD. Much like the popular Saturn
card. Takes 64K or 128K.
Bare PCB and layout data $24.95

Software
Some of the cards advertised require software in the form
of an EPROM or a program disc. These are available as
follows:

IM) RGB CARD. A software driven colour card, much
like the ELECTROHOME RGB card, has far more
colours than the standard Apple provides . . . $24.95

IN) EPROM PROGRAMMER. A stand-alone unit that

(A) Real -time -clock (Diskette)
(B) Quad drive card (PROM set)

+(EPROM)
(C) 9 Voice music )3 Diskettes)
(D) Buf printer card(Diskettes)

$ 8.00
$16.00
$ 8.00
$15.00
$ 8.00

does not need a disc drive for operation. Does 2716,
2732, 2764 5V versions. Bare PCB and layout data.

10) PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE ADAPTOR (PIA). An
interface card that has prototype area and also has

(E) Graphic printer card (EPROM)
(G) 80 Column card (3 EPROMS)
(H) Disc controller (PROM set)
(J) Modem card (EPROM)

$ 8.00
$20.00
$16.00
$ 8.00spaces for the 8255 anci the 68211/0 chips . . . 514.95

(1') WILD CARD. The best program copy card money
(K) Multi( unction card (EPROM)
(L) 128K memory card (3 Diskettes)

$ 8.00
$20.00can buy $12.95 (M) RGB card (Diskette) $ 8.00

(0) SEMI -AUTOMATIC -MOUTH (SAM) CARD. A very (N) EPROM programmer -(EPROM) $ 8.00
good speech card that allows very life -like speech to (P) Wild card (Diskette) $ 8.00be programmed. Types in letters and software
speaks.

(Q) SAM card (Diskette)
(R) RS -232 (PROM set)

$ 8.00
$16.00

Bare PCB and layout data $14.95 (S) Communication card(EPROM) $ 8.00
(R) RS -232 SERIAL CARD :PRINTER: The standard card (T) Asynchronous card (EPROM) $ 8.00for serial printers $12.95 (U) Sprite card (Diskette) $ 8.00

RS -232 SERIAL CARD (MODEM). Also called COM Hard To Get PartsMUNICATIONS CARD. For phone data transfer $12.95
m RS -232 ASYNCHRONtXJS DATA CARD. For non - 14.318 MHZ Apple crystal $2.95

synchronous data transfer $12.95 17.43 MHZ Videx crystal $4.95
CU/ SPRITE GRAPHICS CARD. Made to use the TI MPSA13 Transistor (1 on 6502 PCB) $ .75

SPRITE GAME VIDEO CHIP. For advanced SPRITE 2N3904 Transistor (3 on 6502 PCB) .35
OVERLAY MOVEMENT. Has full colour. 2N4258 Transistor(2 on 6502 PCB) .90
Bare PCB and parts layout $17.95 1K 9 -pin SW resistor (3 on our 6502 PCB) S .75

1K 8 -pin SIP resistor (3 on some 6502 PCB) S .75

IBM"' Parts 10K 10-pinSIP resistor (2 on Z-80 PCB)
4 position DIP switch (1 on Z-80)

$ .75,
51.75

5 pin DIN connector ..$3.95 1.8432 MHZ Xtal $6.95 20 -pin male right angle header (2 on drive PCB) 52.95,
8 position DIP switch .$2.95 DIP relay, cassette ... $6.95 20 -pin female cable header (on disc drive) 52.95,
EDGE conn. 62 -pin ... $3.75 Power connector male $1.49 6 -pin male power connector inline (for 6502 PCB) $1.29
4.7K 8 -pin SIP $ .75 Power conn. female .51.49 RCA jack, right angle (far 6502 PCB) 51.00'
8088 $34.95 8255A-5. $16.95 10 0.025" header pin set -(1 set on 6502 PCB) $0.50
8237A-5 $34.95 8259 $14.95 50 Pf variable capacitor (2 on 6502 PCB) 51 00
8250 $29.95 74LS280 $ 4.75 220 Videp trimpot (1 on 6502 PCB) S .75
8253-5 $19.95 74S157 $ 2.50 68A45 (80 col.) $16.00
74LS85 $ 2.50 74LS125 $ 2.50 MC3242 (128K) $16.00



TOLL FREE ORDERS ONLY 1-800-387-1385

PROTOTYPING CARDS
(A) WIRE WRAP ONLY CARD. An ideal card for high
density wire wrap work. There are WW holes everywhere
with a DB-25 and a DB-16 Footprint at one end . $34.95
(B) MEMORY AND WIRE WRAP. A very good prototyp-
ing card for those doing video, memory. etc. cards. This
card has the pads for a 256K 9 bit memory already laid
out. All power and grounds runs are ir, pads for 0.10
bypass caps on each 4164 are in, all control functions
are gridded and brought out to WW pads, upward com-
patible to 41256, 256K memory chips. The rest of the
PCB is WW on .1 centres with a DB-25 and a DB-15 foot-
print at one end for I/0 . $49.95

HAL, JLS HOARDS, ETC.
(A) Mother Board, J LS, FAL $64.95
(B) Memory Board, JLS, HAL $39.95
(C) Disk Controller Board $34.95
(D) Video Board, mono. $34.95
(E) Color Graphics Board $49.95
(F) IBM connectors, 62 pin (5) $ 3.50ea.

The HAL JLS boards work well and have no errors,
unlike some IBM clones that have more jumpers than
Wall Street in 1929. We have a working demo in the
store. The boards are well laid out and have lots of
space between parts for ear,y assembly.

Parts
ELECTRONIC
COMPUTER

Galore
316 College St., Toronto. M5T 1S3

(416) 925-1105 (416) 925-8291

OUR 6502 BOARD
Now only $29.95 still with
all the versatility of the
original and a full 8 slots.

NOTE: The great deal offering our 6502 PCB and any 4
peripherals for $57.00 is still in effect. (Excludes the
128K card and wildcard)

PERIPHERAL CARDS

New low prices.
A) Z-130 Wired n tested .. $58.00 .. Bare PCB $12.95
8) 80 Col. Wired n tested . .$72.00 . . Bare PCB $12.95
C) 16K Wired n tested . . .$58.00 ...Bare PCB $12.95
D) Disc Wired r tested ..$59.00 ..Bare PCB $12.95
El Shamrock 13)16 sector disk Wired n tested $79.95
F) Apple"Prorotype card, all WW holes $12.95
G) ApplemProrotype card, power bussed . $14.95
H) Wildcardtm, Wired n tested $55.00 Bare PCB $12.95
I) 128K Wired n tested, no IC's $39.95 With 64K $129.00,

128K $210.00, PCB $24.95

GREA
DEAL
THE GREAT DEAL
CARRIES ON FOREVER AND GETS BETTER
Our proven 6502 motherboard plus a numeric case plus
a black beauty power supply plus a numeric keyboard
plus any 4 bare pcb (except 128K and tamecard) for
$275.00.

IBM PCTM
LOOK -A -LIKE CASE

Make your Appletm or 6502 machine look like an IBM
PCtm. This attractive metal case with ABS front bezel
looks just like you -know -who, but is punched internally
to take all the 6502 Mother boards, power supplies etc
that are now sold. $135.00
 Keyboard Case $ 19.95

SYSTEM
SAVIOUR

2 grounded 3 wire switched sockets, pilot light, surge
protector and on -off switch to turn off your system and
two plugged in items $55.95

POWER
SUPPLY
Our Famous "BLACK BEAUTY" power supply, now
reduced in price but not in quality. Our ratings are 5V -5A;
12V -2.5A; -5A-1/2A; -12V-1/2A for real, $99.95

NEW FROM
MAXISWITCH,

The finest most cost effective keyboard for the
IBMtmPC or the APPLEtm that we have ever
seen. The IBM model has all of the standard
features of the IBM KB plus an improved return
key for true typewriter emulation (For word-
processing) Full N key roll-over, auto -repeat and
more. The APPLE version has a lot more than the
run of the mill APPLE keyboard, 10 function
keys, cursor pad, numeric pad, and 21
preprogrammed commands to save a lot of typ-
ing. Just like the picture and just as pretty

ONLY $ 189.00
Please specify APPLE, or IBM PC, XT
NOTE: Complements our IBM look -alike case ex-
actly.

DIGITAL
MULTI -METER

AMAZINE QUALITY AT LOW COST

$69.96
-t

LI NF PUS, PUT-ONS
1100a ODE 0 ON
SY RAS,. SE :C. IIDN

ALL RPNLES

EXTRA FEATURE
 Diode test circJit  Lo voltage ohms, 0.5v  Lo bat-
tery indicator  Auto -Zero  Auto polarity  Overload
protection, all ranges  ABS case (will not crack) 
One hand push buttons.

SOLID ABS
CASE
NUMERIC
$59.95

PROJECT BOARD

Have you ever tried to get an economical protoboard
and had a shock' Well look at this, a good quality pro-
toboard at a 30-40% saving. The KH-408 has 1560 holes
on a std 0.1" grid for IC's and a sturdy plastic base with
two binding posts for power, an excellent buy for the
student. $38.00

ASCII KEYBOARDS
Ask

.

11(111i11111111111111111**
BRIBRIOR11*11111.to Ris some
111111,1101111111110 no ea.*
1111111111111111111111O1R1RIR Oil

Our ASCII keyboards are by ALPS, a famous Japanese
switchmaker and feature high quality debounced swit-
ches. Full upper and lower case capability. Direct plug
in compatible with all 6502 boards and 'SURF' board.
Available in numeric and std style
ia) Standard KB $89.80
(b) Numeric KB .

$99.00

MAIL ORDERS
We accept; Personal Cheques, Postal Money Orders.
Certified Cheques, Travelers Cheques, Visa, American
Express, Mastercard, Bank Draft. We ship C.O.D. only py
CANPAR and Truck. We do not use Canada Post. C.O.D.
We will send your goods via CANPAR or Canada Post
,finless you say otherwise. You will be charged a min
$3.00 for delivery and handling or more if your goods are
heavier than the $3.00 weight or if you specify another
delivery service that charges more. All Ont res + 7%
sales tax. We sell wholesale to any retail store or other
reseller with a sales tax exemption N. as iong as a
realistic quantity is bought. We ship within a week if in
stock and we wilt cancel any backorders over 4 weeks
unless otherwise nstructed. 20% Restocking Charge

Circle No. 15 on Reader Serrice Card.



Computer Review continued from page 35

ware. Besides the usual CP/M stuff
(ASM, LOAD, DDT, ED, MOVCPM,
PIP, STAT, SUBMIT, and so on), you
get WordStar, MailMerge, CaleStar,
CBASIC, the M80 assembler, and a few
useful utilities from the makers of the
Zorba. These include SETUP and COM-
PAT, mentioned earlier, and a few
miscellaneous items.

WordStar ran quite well on the Zor-
ba. As mentioned before, it ran with
beautiful speed. The menus come out the
same as the text, but that's no major com-
plaint.

No applications programs (accoun-
ting packages, etc.) are included with the
Zorba. According to one of the manuals,
this is because the manufacturers feel it
would be 'unreasonable' to choose ap-
plications for the user. Rather, they want
to give good value. They're in the hard-
ware business, not the software business.
Besides, this lets you choose your hard-
ware and your software separately. If you
do want an accounting package, any
CP/M based package should run on the
Zorba, or if you want to write it yourself,
WordStar and CBASIC will go a long way
towards getting you going.

As a business system, the Zorba
looks good. Considering the price, the
disk capacity, and the software that comes
with it, it is good value. On the other
hand, businesses that want to avoid a fly-
by-night image might want to avoid so
portable -looking a computer system, and
few data entry clerks would really want to
sit hunched over the tiny screen for a
whole eight -hour work day. But then, the
line between 'fly-by-night' and 'upwardly
mobile' is fairly thin, and the Zorba
would probably be quite a fashionable ex-
ecutive system.

As a personal system, the Zorba is
highly suited to that part of the popula-
tion that considers 'hacker' a compliment.
It's not an Atari or a'64 that you can play
games on (the graphics are very limited),
and not a system to learn BASIC on
either. CBASIC, which comes with the
machine, differs wildly from standard
BASIC in several areas, most notably in
that you don't need a line number on
every line. The line numbers don't even
need to be in order. You have to type in
your program using WordStar and then
feed it through CBASIC's compiler
before you can run it. Compiled BASICs
like this one run your programs faster, but
interactive BASICs like you find on most
other machines are much easier to learn
with.

As a system for a programmer, the
Zorba stands up very well. The CBASIC
compiler lets you write fast BASIC pro-
grams, and the M80 assembler is probably
the state of the art as far as assemblers for
CP/M systems go. The disk space allows
lots of room for code files and listing files,

and with the disk compatibility system
programs can go to or from other systems
easily. CP/M on the Zorba is standard
from the point of view of software run-
ning on it, so programs written on it can
be taken to other CP/M machines.

Internally, the Zorba's CP/M has a
number of nice extra features. When a
disk error occurs (a rare event), it tells you
which track and sector of which disk died.
Most systems just say 'Bad sector' and
leave you to figure out where. Also, the
disk compatibility and programmable
function key systems live inside the CP/M
BIOS module. An optional patch lets the
system automatically search both disks for
command files. If you're logged onto the
B disk, you don't have to use A: before a
command name if the command is on the
A disk. This may seem minor, but it's a
big step towards making CP/M more
user-friendly.

The system comes with source code
for the BIOS and the read-only memory
chips. This is wonderful if you're curious
about what goes into these parts of the
system, and allows you to make changes
to the BIOS if you're a really ambitious
programmer. Few manufacturers include
these files, perhaps because they regard
them as trade secrets or perhaps because
they figure that nobody would be in-
terested anyway.

Manually
The system comes with the usual small
library of manuals. The first, entitled
`First Steps: Introductory User's Guide',
comes in a really unique three-ring binder
that stands up on its own beside the com-
puter so that you can read it as you try out
the examples. It's written in that over -
friendly style found in some beginner's
publications that makes you somehow
glad the author isn't there in person. It

takes you through setting up the com-
puter, backing up your disks, using the
more common CP/M utilities, setting up
the function keys, using WordStar (with
the function keys), MailMerge, CBASIC,
and CalcStar. It's a good place to start for
the first-time user who finds himself with
a Zorba in front of him.

Next in line is the User's Reference
Guide. It covers the CP/M utilities again,
this time including ASM, LOAD, DDT,
and the other utilities that first-time users
don't usually use. It gives details of the
system, the I/O ports, the video system,
the disk layout, and various other
technical details, along with a tutorial on
computer number systems. Manuals for
M80, CBASIC, WordStar and CalcStar
are also included for those who need
them.

Conclusions
The Zorba is a very respectable computer,
with an excellent set of internals. The
disks and the CP/M system are first-class,
and the software included is top quality.
It's decent value for the dollar, too. Over
against this, however, you have the plastic
case and the mini -monitor. On the whole,
though, it's an excellent machine.

Quick Reference
Telcon Zorba
Mfg:
CPU:
RAM:
Operating
System:
I/O:
Disk drives:
Screen:
Suggested
Retail: $2995

Telcon Inc.
Z-80
64K

CP/M
Serial, parallel, and IEEE
2 DSDD 400K
80 x 25

ETI
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WE A
CANADIAN
MUSICIAN
SUBSCRIBER!

Order your personal
subscription today and

have Canadian Musician
magazine delivered right to
your door. CM is packed with
invaluable information every
issue, especially the regular
columns on percussion, guitar,
bass, keyboards, arranging,
brass, woodwinds, recording,
synthesizers, vocal technique,
sound reinforcement and
taking care of business.
Canadian Musician readers
also benefit from the feature
articles on prominent music
personalities, recording
innovations, equipment buying
guides and regular
departments such as record
reviews, industry updates,
product news and classified
ads.

Don't miss out. Just send in the
coupon below and begin
receiving Canadian Musician
with the next issue.

COUNT ME IN!!

Name Enclosed IS my cheque or MO for

Address Charge to my MasterCard 0 or Visa 0 (please check onel

City

Prov /State Code

Please check onel
Inside Canada 0 I yr. 510.00
Outside Canada 0 I yr. 51300

0 2 yrs. 519.00 0 3 yrs. 52700
0 2 yrs. 524.00 0 3 yrs. 53400

4111.0

Card No.

Expiry Date

Signature

mail toCNI
832 Mount Pleasant Rd
Toronto. Ontario MO 23



A Zener Diode Primer
How to get a stabilized voltage
source from a simple diode and
optimize power supply circuits to
suit the conditions. By Tony
Bailey.

THOSE WHO ADMIT to being around for
a few years may remember the days when
stabilized voltages of any highish value were
dependent on that healthy purple glow
which emanated from the vacuum tube
stabilizer, such as the VR90/105/150 series.
As with many vacuum tubes, they were not
particularly reliable, consumed lots of wast-
ed power, generating lots of heat as a result,
and were quite large. Today, the evolution
of the semiconductor replacement now
enables voltages in excess of 200V to be
stablized with one diode, obtainable in
power ratings from a few hundred milliwatts
in small glass encapsulated devices to 50
watts in stud mounted versions.

The purpose of this article is to run
through the basic facts concerning the Zener
diode, mainly for the benefit of those un-
familiar with them, using the minimum
maths possible.

Basics
How do you design your Zener circuits?
Shove in a suitable value of diode, with a
few hundred ohms in series and hope for the
best? Or do you get out the calculator and
actually do some maths? For any sort of
reliable results you need the latter approach,
and it isn't difficult if attacked from first
principles.

The discovery of the this diode pheno-
menon fell to Dr. Carl Zener, who found
that, beside the ability of the diode to rec-
tify, it could also stabilize a low voltage if
biased correctly. As you are no doubt

Figure hi. Forward biased diode regulator.

aware, an ordinary rectifier diode such as
the 1N4001, if forward biased to ground
(Figure la), will have the ability to maintain
a stabilized voltage of around 700mV, for a
current variation from a few milliamps to 1
amp or more. This is not, unfortunately, of
much practical use in power supplies as a
large number of diodes in series would be re-
quired to achieve any worthwhile voltage.
However, this characteristic can be used to
limit the voltage on a line to 0V7 maximum,
or more if several are used in series. RF users
will be familiar with this technique.

Reverse Biased Diodes
If a diode is connected so that it is reverse
biased, with the current drawn limited by a
suitable value of resistor in series (Figure
lb), and the voltage is slowly increased from
zero, a point will be reached at which the
voltage stabili7Ps and does not increase fur-
ther (Figure 2). This voltage at which the
diode stablizes, or conducts, is known by a
number of terms - reverse breakdown
voltage, avalanche voltage, knee voltage; all
refer to the same thing.

Figure lb. Basic reverse biased Zener regulator.

The true Zener effect only occurs at
voltages up to about 5V; above this the con-
trol is by avalanche breakdown, but the
terms tendto be mixed in practice. Again, a
simple diode exhibits a reverse breakdown
voltage, and it is possible to use these as
Zener diodes. The problems arising from the
fact that they have not been specifically de-
signed as avalanche diodes are that the ac-
tual stabilized voltage can vary between any
two samples of the same diode by a factor of
two or more, and the effect of temperature
on the stabilized voltage is more than would
be expected from a diode designed for that
purpose. Also, the current which can be
drawn from the stabilized circuit is severely
limited by the current which can be allowed
to be drawn by the diode itself, in the range
of only a few milliamps. However, in the
absence of a suitable Zener diode, the junk

box could yield suitable diodes to get you
out of a jam.

The Series Resistor
In the diagram of reverse voltage versus re-
verse current (Figure 2), you will see that as
the voltage increases from zero, the current
rises slowly at first until the knee voltage is
reached, and then suddenly soars upwards.
Without any means of limiting the current
taken by the diode, the device will self-de-
struct fairly soon, and hence a series limiting
resistor is required to maintain the current
'within a safe boundary.

In designing a simple Zener regulated
power supply, we will assume that the initial
supply voltage is higher than that of the
stabilized voltage required (otherwise the
diode cannot be provided with a working
current), and that both the input voltage and
the current drawn by the load only vary a lit-
tle: possibly an oscillator circuit.

The usual minimum diode current for
correct regulation is normally between 5 and
10mA, and the maximum will be limited by
the stated maximum dissipation of the Zener
diode. A typical BZY88 series device is rated
at 400mW, so for the purposes of illustra-
tion, let us assume that our unregulated
voltage is nominally 20V, and that we wish
to stablize this to 8V. Also, that the current
drawn by the load is around 15mA (Figure
lc). Firstly, a suitable value of diode has to
be selected, and these come in similar steps
to resistors, the Ell series being the easiest
to find, so the nearest that can be used will
be 8V2. All Zener diodes have tolerances,
often plus or minus 5%, so in this case you
would expect your output voltage to be
within OV4 of the nominal figure.

We will allow a nominal 10mA to pass
through the actual Zener diode as its mini-
mum current, and hence the total current
drawn by the circuit will be 25mA (Zener
current plus load current). So we need to
drop the difference between the supply
voltage (20V) and the regulated voltage

Figure lc. Example Values.
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(8V2) across our series resistor. To maintain
the current, Ohms Law comes to the rescue
for the value of the resistor:

R = Source voltage - regulated voltage

Load current + Zener current
20 - 8V2

.015 + 010
+ 472 ohms

We have defined our load as stable and
supply voltage as reasonably stable; the
power dissipated by the diode will be 8V2 at
10mA or 82mW, which is within the diode's
rating.

Varying Loads
The problems start to come when the cur-
rent taken by the load varies, as the resistor
value then has to be such that it will limit the
current taken by the diode to a safe value
under all conditions, possibly even if the
load is open circuit, leaving all the current
passing through the diode. The only way
here, is to do the calculations and see what
happens.

If the load in question is longer stable,
but varies between say 15 and 45mA, then
the value of the resistor should first be
calculated at the maximum load current, to
ensure that the 10mA Zener current is still
available. Dropping the new figures into the
formula gives an answer of 204 ohms - in
practice we would pick the next lowest
resistor value at 180 ohms. The next pro-
blem to face is what happens to the Zener
when the load current drops to 15mA.

The voltage drop across the 180 ohm
resistor is still 11V2, so the current passing is
11V2/18OR = 62mA. Of this, 15mA is
drawn by the load, so the rest is passed by
the diode, or 47mA, which at 8V2 represents
384mW - just inside the maximum dissipa-
tion. For long life, and reduced heating of
the junction, we would need to pick a higher
rated Zener of at least 1W, or preferably
higher. Don't forget that the series resistor is
also dissipating heat, in this case 11V2 at
62mA = 694mW, so don't use a 1/4W resis-
tor! If you want, you can now work out
what happens when the load fails to draw
any current at all.

Varying Input Voltages
More problems arise when the unregulated
input voltage varies, with possibly the load
current also varying. If the input voltage is
only just a little above the Zener stablizing
voltage, it may not be possible to design a
suitable circuit which will maintain sufficient
voltage differential across the series resistor
under varying load conditions to ensure
stabilization at all times.

The same calculations as before apply
when the load current and input voltage
both vary. Take the previous case of a load
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Figure 2. Graph of reverse current vs. reverse
voltage for a :Loner.

current varying between 15 and 45mA, but
additionally the input voltage also varying
between 15V and 25V. The formula for the
series resistor will now use the minimum
voltage input, again so that the minimum
Zener current is maintained at maximum
load current. The calculation now becomes:

Min. output voltage - Zener voltage

Max. Load current + Zener current
15 - 8V2

.045 + 010

= 124 ohms, or use 120 ohms

Continuing as before, maximum cur-
rent passed by the 120R resistor is 25 -
8.2/120 = 140mA. Minimum load current
is 15mA so the maximum Zener current is
125mA, or equivalent to 1W025 dissipation.
In this case we would have to move up to an
even higher rated diode of at least 5Vv
rating, or reduce the variation in the max-
imum load current drawn, or maximum ex-
cursion of the input voltage.

It should already be apparent that as
variations in load current and input voltage

Figure 3. Typical current/voltage curve for a
400mW 8V2 Zeiler diode.

increase, the efficiency of the Zener stabili-
zer becomes less, with much of the power
drawn being lost as heat. The series resistor
in the last example would not be dissipating
just under 2W5 maximum.

Regulation
Throughout the above, we have ignored the
effect of the varying load current through
the Zener on the value of the stabilized out-
put voltage. There are no real problems
when the input voltage and load current are
stable, but as you might expect, varying the
current through the Zener will have some ef-
fect on the voltage stabilization. The ques-
tion is, how much?

Figure 3 shows an actual plot of a
nominal 8V2 Zener diode output voltage,
against the current drawn by the diode. If
you remember our example where the load
current varied from 15 to 45mA, the actual
Zener current varied from 47 to 10mA as a
result. Looking at the graph shows that the
output voltage will vary by 200mV. Depend-
ing on the circuit, this may or may not be ac-
ceptable, representing a variation of plus or
minus 2%. This variation in output voltage
is caused by the effective resistance of the
diode, or its output impedance, changing as
the current varies through it - hence the
voltage drop across the diode varies. This
variation is lowest, and will therefore give
the best regulation, for diodes with nominal
voltages around the 6V8 region.

You will observe from the graph that as
the current increases, the voltage output also
increases, fairly rapidly at first, but then
levels off somewhat. A way of improving
the stability of the output with varying load
current is to allow the diode to take higher
current at all times, moving the variations to
the flatter part of the curve, in the example
shown this could improve the regulation to
about 1%. The penalties are more power
dissipation in the series resistor, and if an in-
adequately rated diode is used, more heating
of its junction.

Thermal Effects
As the junction temperature varies with
load, some drift in the output voltage will be
experienced. This is not so serious as the ef-
fects of load current itself, and depending
on the diode, will be of the order of .01 to
.1% per degree C of the nominal Zener
voltage. Also, the direction of the drift
varies with the zener nominal voltages.
Below about 6V it is a negative coefficient,
and above, positive. Nevertheless, in the
case of a Zener stabilized supply feeding an
oscillator, where the load current is stable,
the effects of temperature need to be
minimized, as for the oscillator circuit pro-
per.

You will have noticed that the tempera-
ture coefficient is lowest at around 6V, for
the, same reason that regulation is best at
around this voltage and the choice of a 6V2
or 6V8 Zener will provide the lowest drift.
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Zener Diode Primer

As Zeners can be cascaded quite happily
(and do not need any form of voltage
equalization across them) a nominal 12V
stabilized line would be better off using two
6V2 diodes in series, rather than a single 12V
diode.

Another useful fact is that a normal
rectifier diode when forward biased exhibits
a negative temperature coefficient. This can
be useful to counteract the positive coeffici-
ent of Zeners above 6V, by inserting one or
more forward biased diodes in series with
the reverse biased Zener diode. Also, a non
standard value of stabilized voltage can be
achieved by using additional rectifier diodes
to bump up the Zener voltage in OV7 in-
crements. 1N4148s are often used for this
purpose. However, watch out that they can
handle the likely current peaks through the
diode chain.

Reference Diodes
A special class of Zener diodes are those
which have actually had additional forward
biased diodes built in during manufacture.
These very low temperature drift diodes are
known as reference diodes, and are very
useful as precision voltage references only -
you should not take any power directly from
the device. Such a diode is normally fed
from a constant current, or high impedance
source, at only a few milliamps of bias cur-
rent.

111 OM
ELECTRONICS KITS
 FM Wireless Mike $18.95
 Music Synthesizer for Alarm, etc. 19.95
 Motion Alarm Sensor 24.95
Sensor Training Kit 16.95
Mini Audio Amplifiers

5Watts RMS Output 8.95
 Ultra Sonic Remote Controller lch 29.95

4ch ---... 49.95
 4 Digit Resettable UP/DOWN Counter - - - - 49.00
Digital Frequency Counters 69.95

6 -digit LED, IN. -- 10M14.
BCD Code Digital Read-OuHOPTION;
High Sensitivity 3OmV rms Typical

 Pre -scaler for Frequency Counter
+10, +100. 200MHz 19.95
550MHz -- Coming Soon

 Stepping Motor & Driver Contolled By
Computer APPLE II etch with Program -- 65.00

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
P C. BOARD UNITS

 ICL8038 Function Generator 36.95
Digital Capacitance Meter

10pF.,999uF 42.95
 LCD Digital Panel Meter ±199.9,nV FS.- 49.95

Voltage Divider 21.95
Ohm -Volt Converter - 24.95
Temp -Volt Converter . 19.95

 6.Digit Presettable UP/DOWN Counter -- 99.00
Data Presetting Unit 49.00

Plus $3.00 each item for postage 8 handling
charge. Plus provincial
sales tax. C.O.D. mail order accepted.
Ask for catalog. Dealer inquiries welcome.

KAIENTAI ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 69126 STATION K

VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA V5K4W4

PHONE: (604) 435-9697

Circle No. 9 on Reader Service Card.

Figure 4. Increasing Zener voltage by 0V6/0V7.
Also a temperature stabilizing technique.

A typical example is the 1N821, which
is a nominal 6V2 plus or minus 5%, with a
temperature coefficient of .01% per degree
C. Or the 1N8127, having a similar voltage
but improved temperature coefficient of
.001% per degree C. Both require around
8mA of bias current. The 1N3499 at the
same voltage will maintain stabilization to
within .0005% per degree C.

Improving The Regulation
You should now be aware of some of the
limitations of the Zener diode as a source of
regulated volts, and can see that the best
results for the least effort occur when the
load current is not more than about 100mA,
preferably less, and the source voltage/load
current are reasonably stable, or the load
voltage regulation is not very critical. If
greater currents are required, the better way
is to use a Zener as a reference at low cur-
rent, with the majority of the current pass-
ing through an additional series pass transis-

figure 5. Using a Zener as a reference diode,
allowing the transistor to pass the majority of the
current. Cl can be added to improve ripple
characteristics.

really the subject of power supply design, we
will not discuss this further.

Other Uses Of Zener Diodes
Besides their obvious use already described,
Zeners lend themselves to a number of other
applications. One which you may already be
aware of is not to limit the maximum volt-
age on a line to some predetermined safe
value. Placing a high current rated 15V
Zener diode across the power leads to a
mobile rig will safeguard the rig - if the
voltage exceeds 15V, the Zener will conduct
and blow the protective fuse, or if the over -
voltage is transient in nature, at least limit it
to 15V for the duration of the transient.

Stabilization of valve heater supplies is
another application which can easily be
undertaken using a combination of a 5V6
zener and one silicon diode to bring the
voltage up to 6V3.

Transistor PA stages are susceptible to
damage if the peak collector voltage exceeds

Figure 6. Protecting PA transistor against over -voltage, parasitic oscillations etc. ZDI is chosen to
suit circuit conditions.

tor (Figure 5). Several advantages accrue
from this technique - the output ripple is
lower, and as the load resistance seen by the
Zener is increased by a factor of Hfe (cur-
rent gain) of the pass transistor, the regula-
tion is improved by a similar factor.

There are a number of limitations of
this circuit, but as we are concerned with
Zener diodes, and these latest limitations are
the ratings for the device. This can occur if
the load inadvertently goes open circuit, or
parasitic oscillations occur. The addition of

a Zener diode between collector and chassis
with a rating sufficient to protect the device
under such circumstances would be a sensi-
ble addition.

At audio frequencies, Zeners can be us-
ed in the back to back configuration to clip
AF waveforms at some predetermined
value. Bear in mind that the clipping voltage
of either the + ve or - ve cycle of the wave
form will be that of one Zener's nominal
voltage PLUS OV7 (as one diode is forward,
and the other reverse, biased). Ell
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Steel Tubes and Water Droplets

If you have trouble telephoning
your neighbour, imagine being
under -water and 1000 miles
away.

by Roger Allan

THE WORLD IS in a major political
crisis.

You are three or four hundred feet
underwater commanding enough fire
power to take out central Canada.

You are unable to communicate with
your headquarters.

Life can be a bit tense.
You can come to the surface, thereby

giving away your position, running the
risk of being thumped by the other side
before you get a chance to thump them, or
you can sit tight and do nothing. Needless
to say, the powers that walk the Pen-
tagon's corridors don't much fancy either
scenario - hence the need to beef up the
U.S. Navy's command, control and com-
munication (C') capability.

To communicate through water is a
nuisance, for it strongly absorbs all elec-
tromagnetic waves except blue-green light
and extremely low frequency (ELF) radio
waves.. To date, there are two ways to
communicate with a submerged sub-
marine - have it come close enough to
the surface to send up a whip antenna and
communicate via normal radio waves, or

have a Lockheed C-130 Tacamo aircraft
fly overhead trailing an eleven mile long
antenna broadcasting at very low frequen-
cy (VLF). Whip antennas give away posi-
tions, and VLFs only penetrate a short
distance into the ocean.

In an attempt to overcome the C3
problem, the U.S. Navy is developing two
generically alternate systems: one based
on ELFs and one on lasers.

ELFs have extremely long
wavelengths - some 2500 miles - and as
such require extremely long transmitting
antennas. A prototype has been built in
Wisconsin and Michigan - with a 28 mile
long overhead antenna - but despite con-
tinued funding by the U.S. Congress, the
U.S. Navy is not all that happy with the
system. It works fine, but can be so easily
destroyed by someone with a pair of wire
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The components of a submarine communications system.

cutters, much less by a bomb or missile
warhead. Hence the U.S. Navy's increas-
ing desire for a system based on the only
alternate - blue-green light waves.

But to generate enough power to
penetrate water requires a laser, and lasers
in turn require a good deal of power to get
them going with an appreciable strength
with regards to sea water penetration.
Thus the first difficulty: building a power-
ful enough generator, small enough and
light enough to be carried on an aircraft
or satellite (see "Particle Weapons", ETI,
March '84).

But where there's a will there's a way
and the Defence Advanced Research Pro-
jects Agency (DARPA) commenced
working on the problem about five years
ago. And they've had some success. In
May of 1981, DARPA and the U.S. Navy
successfully demonstrated a blue-green
strategic laser communications system,
known as Submarine Laser Communica-
tions (SLC), off the coast of California.

It utilized a frequency -doubled
neodymium-YAG eximer laser excited by
long-lived gallium -arsenide diode arrays
(instead of the customary "flash lamp"
system). The laser, built by GTE Sylvania,
generated 1 w of pulsed power at 0.53
microns. A novel element in the system
was the use of a crystal to obtain the high
efficiency necessary when passing the laser
beam from infrared wavelength to the
blue-green required to penetrate the sea
water. Customarily, a filter would have
been used.

The transmission system was
mounted on a Rockwell International
T-39 Sabreliner, with the receiver
mounted on the submarine USS Dolphin,

submerged to a depth of 100 feet.
Transmission times were very slow, taking
several minutes to transmit a short
message. While in itself too slow to be of
any practicable use, it did demonstrate
that the physics worked. Of a total of 16
tests conducted, 15 are reported to have
been successful, though which one failed
no one will say.

GTE Sylvania, having thereby dem-
onstrated its ability with lasers, was then
selected to develop a 10 w frequency
doubled laser for a new series of tests

laser. The ultraviolet beam from this
device will provide, it is hoped, ten times
the single -pulse energy required. After
propagation, the laser light will be
Raman -shifted to the blue-green
wavelength. In this system, electron
beams are pumped into opposing sides of
the laser cavity, powered by a pulse form-
ing electrical network, rather than the
customary continuous light stream.

The new series of tests will also be
conducted under more diffictilt condi-
tions, such as heavy cloud cover, higher
altitudes, and in more turbid water.

Another problem that will have to be
overcome is bioluminescence - the faint
light emitted by some marine organisms
that provides unwanted background
noise, which in turn obscures the faint
laser signals at any sort of depth. To over-
come this problem, Lockheed Missiles
and Space Co., working under DARPA
contract, is developing filters with a band-
width of only two angstroms and with a 15
degree wide signal acceptance angle. Such
filters should be useful in excluding, or at
least minimizing, bioluminescence.

Two competitive companies,
McDonnell -Douglas and Rockwell Inter-
national, working on the same problem,
have taken Lockheed's quartz birefr-
ingent filter system and refined it -
McDonnell -Douglas experimenting with
pure quartz filters and Rockwell with cad-
mium sulphide filters. But whichever
system is finally selected, they will have to
be extremely accurate. At a depth of 100
feet, the pulsed power of the laser
reaching the submarine will only have the
directed strength of a single star on a
moonless night to a person standing on

Experimental submarine -laser communications receivers can be installed on submarines for tests.

under more challenging conditions, ex-
pected to begin early in 1984. The new
laser will also be able to operate a
somewhat higher pulse repetition rates
than the 10 pulses/sec of the earlier
model.

Acting in a competitive fashion,
DARPA simultaneously contracted Avco
Everett Research Laboratory to develop a
xenon-flouride rare gas halogen eximer

the sea shore.
Should everything work. out accor-

ding to plan - and the U.S. Navy is con-
fident it will, even going so far as to scale
down the ELF research in favour of a $40
million a year SLC research and develop-
ment program - then a practicable
demonstration should be possible by the
end of this decade, and a strategic system
in place by the early 1990s. ETI
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Electronic Bookshelf
ELECTRONICS

BEGINNERS
PH25S: COMPLETE GUIDE TO READING SCHEMATIC
DIAGRAMS, 2nd Edition
J. DOUGLAS -YOUNG $9.95
Packed with scores of easy -to -understand diagrams and in-
valuable troubleshooting tips as well as a circuit finder chart
and a new section on logic circuits.

PH251: BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF IC PROJECTS
D. HEISERMAN $16.95
Welcome to the world of integrated circuit (ICJ electronic
projects. This book contains over 100 projects (each in-
cluding a schematic diagram, parts list, and descriptive
notes.)

PH2S2: DIGITAL ICs: HOW THEY WORK AND HOW
TO USE THEM
A. BARBER $10.95
The dozens of illustrations included in this essential
reference book will help -explain time -saving test procedures,
interpreting values, performing voltage measurements, and
much more!

PH249: THE BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONICS
G. OLSEN 6 M. MIMS,111 $10.95
In this basic book, the authors cover the entire spectrum of
modern electronics, including the use of such components as
integrated circuits and semiconductor devices in record
players, radio receivers, airplane guidance systems, and
many others.

THE BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONICS
AB003 $10.95
An excellent textbook for those interested in the fundamen-
tals of Electronics. This book covers all major aspects of
power supplies, amplifiers, oscillators, radio, television and
more.

ELECTRONIC
THEORY

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS - AN ON -GOING SERIES
F.A. WILSON, C.G.I.A., C.Eng.,
BP62: BOOK 1. The Simple Electronic Circuit

and Components $8.45
BP63: BOOK 2. Alternating Current

Theory $8.4 5
B P64: BOOK 3. Semiconductor

Technology $8.45
B P77: BOOK 4. Microprocessing Systems

And Circuits
B M: BOOKS. Communication $11.70
The aim of this series of books can be stated quite simply -
it is to provide an inexpensive introduction to modern elec-
tronics so that the reader will start on the right road by
thoroughly understanding the fundamental principles involv-
ed.

Although written especially for readers with no more
than ordinary arithmetical skills, the use of mathematics is
not avoided, and all the mathematics required is taught as
the reader progresses.

Each book is a complete treatise of a particular branch
of the subject and, therefore, can be used on its own with one
proviso, that the later books do not duplicate material from
their predecessors, thus a working knowledge of the subjects
covered by the earlier books is assumed.

BOOK 1: This book contains all the fundamental theory
necessary to lead to a full understanding of the simple elec-
tronic circuit and its main components.

BOOK 2: This book continues with alternating current'
theory without which there can be no comprehension of
speech, music, radio, television or even the electricity
utilities.

BOOK 3: Follows on semiconductor technology,
leading up to transistors and integrated circuits.

BOOK 4: A complete description of the internal work-
ings of microprocessor.

BOOK 5: A book covering the whole communication
scene.

PH241: DC ELECTRONICS $16.95
Covers everything from voltage current, and resistance rela-
tionships to more advanced studies of electrical
measurements, circuits, resistors, capacitors, and inductors

PH242: AC ELECTRONICS $16.95
Covers AC fundamentals and theory. Includes discussions
and experiments in resonance and reactance; RC, RL, and
RLC circuits; and how to work with formulas to analyze the
operations of AC circuitry.

PH243: ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS $16.95
Covers all of the most popular electronic circuits, with em-
phasis on integrated circuits.

PH244: SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES $16.95
Covers semi -conductor fundamentals, diodes, zeners, bipolar
transistor operation and characteristics, FE Ts, thyristors, ICs,
and optoelectronics.

PH247: DIGITAL TECHNIQUES $19.95
Covers logic circuits. Boolean Algebra, flip-flops, registers,
combinational logic circuitry, and digital design.

$11.70

Tab1531: CONCEPTS OF DIGITAL ELECTRONICS $21.95
This book erases the mysteries surrounding digital elec-
tronics theory. Understand and use low-cost 7400 series IC's
to produce working digital devices including a power supply
and a breadboard experimenter.

PROJECTS
BP48: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS $ 5.40
E.G. RATER, T.Eng.(CE1), Assoc.IERE
Another book written by the very experienced author - Mr.
F.G. Rayer - and in it the newcomer to electronics, will find
a wide range of easily made projects. Also, there are a con-
siderable number of actual component and wiring layouts, to
aid the beginner.

Furthermore, a number of projects have been arranged
so that they can be constructed without any need for solder-
ing and, thus, avoid the need for a soldering iron.

Also, many of the later projects can be built along the
lines as those in the 'No Soldering' section so this may con-
siderably increase the scope of projects which the newcomer
can build and use

221: 23 TESTED TRANSISTOR PROJECTS
R.TORRENS $5.00
mr. Richard Torrens is a well experienced electronics
development engineer and has designed, developed, built
and tested the many useful and interesting circuits included
in this book. The projects themselves can be split down into
simpler building blocks, which are shown separated by boxes
in the circuits for ease of description, and also to enable any
reader who wishes to combine boxes from different projects
to realise ideas of his own.

BP49: POPULAR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS $5.75
R.A. PENFOLD
Includes a collection of the most popular types of circuits
and projects which, we feel sure, will provide a number of
designs to interest,most electronics constructors. The pro-
jects selected cover a very wide range and are divided into
four basic types: Radio Projects, Audio Projects, Household
Projects arid Test Equipment.

EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE TO SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
A8007
An ideal sourcebook of Solid State circuits and techniques9i95
with many practical circuits. Also included are many useful
types of experimenter gear.

B P71: ELECTRONIC HOUSEHOLD PROJECTS $7.20
R. A. PENFOLD
Some of the most useful and popular electronic construction
projects are those that can be used in or around the home.
The circuits range from such things as '2 Tone Door Buzzer',
Intercom, through Smoke or Gas Detectors to Baby and
Freezer Alarms.

BP94: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR CARS AND BOATS 33.10
R.A. PENFOLD $7.60
Projects, fifteen in all, which use a 12V supply are the basis
of this book. Included are projects on Windscreen Wiper
Control, Courtesy Light Delay, Battery Monitor, Cassette
Power Supply, Lights Timer, Vehicle Immobiliser, Gas and
Smoke Alarm, Depth Warning and Shaver Inverter.

B P69: ELECTRONIC GAMES $7.05
R.A. PENFOLD
In this book Mr. R. A. Penfold has designed and developed a
number of interesting electronic game projects using modern
integrated circuits. The text is divided into two sections, the
first dealing with simple games and the latter dealing with
more complex circuits.

11195: MODEL RAILWAY PROJECTS $7.60
Electronic projects for model railways are fairly recent and
have made possible an amazing degree of realism. The pro-
jects covered include controllers, signals and sound effects,
striboard layouts are provided for each project.

BP93: ELECTRONIC TIMER PROJECTS $7.60
F.G. RAYER
Windscreen wiper delay, darkroom timer and metronome
projects are included. Some of the more complex circuits are
made up from simpler sub -circuits which ate dealt with in-
dividually.

110 OP -AMP PROJECTS
MARSTON
HB24 $12.95
This handbook outlines the characteristics of the op -amp and
present 110 highly useful projects -ranging from simple
amplifiers to sophisticated instrumentation circuits.

110 IC TIMER PROJECTS
GILDER
HB25 $10.95
This sourcebook maps out applications for the 555 timer IC.
It covers the operation of the IC itself to aid you in learning
how to design your own circuits with the IC. There are ap-
plication chapters for timer -based instruments, automotive
applications, alarm and control circuits, and power supply
and converter applications.

B P110: HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
WORKING $7.60
R.A. PENFOLD
We have all built circuits from magazines and books only to
find that they did not work correctly, or at all, when first swit-
ched on. The aim of this book is to help the reader overcome
just these problems by indicating how and where to start
looking for many of the common faults that can occur when
building up projects.

PH250: EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE TO SOLID STATE
ELECTRONICS PROJECTS
A. BALSER $9.95
This book takes the mystery out of solid state electronics and
enables the reader to build such useful devices as: series
regulated power supplies, light dimmers, solar cell operated
radios, hi-fi amplifiers, light indicators for battery operated
equipment and much more.

110 THYRISTOR PROJECTS USING SCRs AND TRIACS
MARSTON
H122 $12.95
A grab bag of challenging and useful semiconductor projects
for the hobbyist, experimenter, and student. The projects
range from simple burglar, fire, and water level alarms to
sophisticated power control devices for electric tools and
trains. Integrated circuits are incorporated wherever their use
reduces project costs.

110 CMOS DIGITAL IC PROJECTS
MARSTON
H123 $11.25
Outlines the operating characteristics of CMOS digital ICs
and then presents and discusses 110 CMOS digital IC circuits
ranging from inverter gate and logic circuits to electronic
alarm circuits. Ideal for amateurs, students and professional
engineers.

11P76: POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS $6.80
R.A. PENFOLD
Line power supplies are an essential part of many electronics
projects. The purpose of this book is, to give a number of
power supply designs, including simple unstabilised types,
fixed voltage regulated types, and variable voltage stabilised
designs, the latter being primarily intended for use as bench
supplies for the electronics workshop. The designs provided
are all low voltage types for semiconductor circuits.

There are other types of power supply and a number of
these are dealt with in the final chapter, including a cassette
power supply, Ni-Cad battery charger, voltage step up circuit
and a simple inverter.

BP114: DIGITAL IC PROJECTS $7.60
F.G. RAYER, T.Eng.(CE1),AssocIERE
This book contains both simple and more advanced projects
and it is hoped that these will be found of help to the reader
developing a knowledge of the workings of digital circuits.
To help the newcomer to the hobby the author has included
a number of board layouts and wiring diagrams. Also, the
more ambitious projects can be built and tested section by
section and this should help avoid or correct faults that
could otherwise be troublesome. An ideal book for both
beginner and more advanced enthusiast alike.

BP67: COUNTER DRIVER AND NUMERAL DISPLAY
PROJECTS $7.05
E.G. RAYER, T.Eng.(CEI), Assoc. IERE
Numeral indicating devices have come very much to the
forefront in recent years and will, undoubtedly, find increas-
Mg applications in all sorts of equipment. With present day
integrated circuits, it is easy to count, divide and display
numerically the electrical pulses obtained from a great range
of driver circuits.

In this book many applications and projects using
various types of numeral displays, popular counter and
driver IC's etc. are considered.

1P73: REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS $8.10
OWEN BISHOP
This book is aimed primarily at the electronics enthusiast80l
who wishes to experiment with remote control. Full explana-
tions have been given so that the reader can fully understand
how the circuits work and can more easily see how to modify
them for other purposes, depending on personal re-
quirements. Not only are radio control systems considered
but also infra -red, visible light and ultrasonic systems as are
the use ofLogic ICs and Pulse position modulation etc.

B P99: MINI -MATRIX BOARD PROJECTS $7.60
PENFOLD

Twenty useful projects which can all be built on a 24 x 10
hole matrix board with copper strips. Includes Doorbuzzer,
Low -voltage Alarm, AM Radio, Signal Generator, Projector
Timer, -Guitar Headphone Amp. Transistor Checker and

B P103: MULTI -CIRCUIT BOARD PROJECTS $7.60
R.A. PENFOLD
This book allows the reader to build 21 fairly simple elec-
tronic projects, all of which may be constructed on the same
printed circuit board. Wherever possible, the same com-
ponents have been used in each design so that with a
relatively small number of components and hence low cost,
it is possible to make any one of the projects or by re -using
the components and P.C.B. all of the projects.

Tab1431: DIGITAL ELECTRONIC PROJECTS $20.95
Build a deluxe code oscillator, a digital game called Climb -
the -Mountain, a clock with alarm, a metric measuring wheel,
a modular decade counter, even a 14 -note music generator.
17 projects in all.

B P107: 30 SOtDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS -
B OOK 1 $8.85
R.A. PENFOLD
A "Solderless Breadboard" is simply a special board on
which electronic circuits can be built and tested. The com-
ponents used are just plugged in and unplugged as desired.
The 30 projects featured in this book have been specially
designed to be built on a "Verobloc" breadboard. Wherever
possible the components used are common to several pro-
jects, hence with only a modest number of reasonably inex-
pensive components it is possible to build, in turn, every pro-
ject shown. ETI-APRIL-1984--45
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B P106: MODERN OP -AMP PROJECTS $7.60R.A. PENFOLD
Features a wide range of constructional projects which make
use of op -amps including low -noise, low distortion, ultra -high
input impedance, high slew -rate and high output current
types.

CIRCUITS
B P80: POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS -
BOOK 1 $7.75
R.A. PENFOLD
Another book by the very popular author, Mr. R.A. Penfold,
who has designed and developed a large number of various
circuits. These are grouped under the following general
headings; Audio Circuits, Radio Circuits, Test Gear Circuits,
Music Project Circuits, Household Project Circuits and
Miscellaneous Circuits.

BP98: POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, BOOK 2 $8.85
R.A. PENFOLD
70 plus circuits based on modern components aimed at those
with some experience.

The GIANT HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
TAB No.1300 $27.95
About as twice as thick as the Webster's dictionary, and hav-
ing many more circuit diagrams, this book is ideal for any ex-
perimenter who wants to keep amused for several centuries.
If there isn't a circuit for it in here, you should have no dif-
ficulty convincing yourself you don't really want to build it.

11P39: 50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS $5.00
F.G. RAVER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE
Feld effect transistors (FETs), find application in a wide
variety of circuits. The projects described here include radio
frequency amplifiers and converters, test equipment and
receiver aids, tuners, receivers, mixers and tone controls, as
well as various miscellaneous devices which are useful in the
home.

This book contains something of particular interest for
every class of enthusiast - short wave listener, radio
amateur, experimenter or audio devotee.

BP87: SIMPLE L.E.D. CIRCUITS $5.40
R.N. SOAR
Since it first appeared in 1977, Mr. R.N.Soar's book has prov-
ed very popular. The author has developed a further range of
circuits and these are included in Book 2. Projects include a
Transistor Tester, Various Voltage Regulators, Testers and so
on.

BP42: 50 SIMPLE L.E.D. CIRCUITS $3.05
R.N. SOAR
The author of this book, Mr R N Soar, has compiled 50 in-
teresting and useful circuits and applications, covering many
different branches of electronics, using one of the most inex-
pensive and freely available components - the Light Emit-
ting Diode IL E D) A useful book for the library of both
beginner and more advanced enthusiast alike

BP82: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS USING
SOLAR CELLS $7.60
OWEN BISHOP
The book contains simple circuits, almost all of which
operate at low voltage and low currents, making them
suitable for being powered by a small array of silicon cells
The projects cover a wide range from a bicyle speedometer
to a novelty 'Duck Shoot', a number of power supply circuits
are included

BP37: 50 PROJECTS USING RELAYS,
SCR's & TRIACS $5.00
F.G.RAYER, T.Eng.(a1),Assoc.IERE
Relays, silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR's) and bi-directional
triodes (TRIACs) have a wide range of applications in elec-
tronics today. This book gives tried and practical working cir-
cuits which should present the minimum of difficulty for the'
enthusiast to construct. In most of the circuits there is a wide
latitude in component values and types, allowing easy
modification of circuits or ready adaptation of them to in-
dividual needs

BP24: 50 PROJECTS USING IC741 $3.75
RUDI & UWE REDMER
This book, originally published in Germany by TOPP, has
achieved phenomenal sales on the Continent and Babani
decided, in view of the fact that the integrated circuit used in
this book is inexpensive to buy, to make this unique book
available to the English speaking reader Translated from the
original German with copious notes, data and circuitry, a
"must" for everyone whatever their interest in electronics.

8P83: VMOS PROJECTS $7. 70
R.A. PENFOLD
Although modern bipolar power transistors give excellent
results in a wide range of applications, they are not without
their drawbacks or limitations. This book will primarily be
concerned with VMOS power FETs although power
MOSFE Ts will be dealt with in the chapter on audio circuits
A number of varied and interesting projects are covered
under the main headings of: Audio Circuits, Sound
Generator Circuits, DC Control Circuits and Signal Control
Circuits.

B P44: IC 555 PROJECTS $7.05
E.A. PARR, B.Sc.,C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Every so often a device appears that is so useful that one
wonders how life went on before without it. The 555 timer is
such a device. Included in this book are Basic and General
Circuits, Motor Car and Model Railway Circuits, Alarms and
Noise Makers as well as a section on the 556, 558 and 559
timers.

BP65: SINGLE IC PROJECTS $6.05
R.A.PENFOLD
There is now a vast range of ICs available to the amateur
market, the majority of which are not necessarily designed
for use in a single application and can offer unlimited
possibilities. All the projects contained in this book are sim-
ple to construct and are based on a single IC. A few projects
employ one or two transistors in addition to an IC but in most
cases the IC is the only active device used.

B P97: IC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS $7.60
F.G. BAYER
Covers power supplies, radio, audio, oscillators, timers and
switches. Aimed at the less experienced reader, the com-
ponents used are popular and inexpensive.

B P88: HOW TO USE OP AMPS $8.85
E.A. PARR
A designer's guide covering several op amps, serving as a
source book of circuits and a reference book for design
calculations. The approach has been made as non -
mathematical as possible.

IC ARRAY COOKBOOK
JUNG
111126 $13.75
A practical handbook aimed at solving electronic circuit ap-
plication problems by using IC arrays. An IC array, unlike
specific -purpose !Cs, is made up of uncommitted IC active
devices, such as transistors, resistors, etc. This book covers
the basic types of such ICs and illustrates with examples how
to design with them. Circuit examples are included, as well as
general design information useful in applying arrays.

IPSO: IC IA43900 PROJECTS $ 5.4,
H.KYMETT,B.Sc., C.Eng.
The purpose of this book is to introduce the LM3900 to the
Technician, Experimenter and the Hobbyist. It provides the
groundwork for both simple and more advanced uses, and is
more than just a collection of simple circuits or projects.

Simple basic working circuits are used to introduce this
IC. The LM3900 can do much more than is shown here, this is
just an introduction. Imagination is the only limitation with
this useful and versatile device. But first the reader must
know the basics and that is what this book is all about.

223: 50 PROJECTS USING IC CA3130 $5.00
R.A.PENFOLD
In this book, the author has designed and developed a
number of interesting and useful projects which are divided
into five general categories: I - Audio Protects II - R F
Projects III - Test Equipment IV - Household Projects. V
- Miscellaneous Projects.

224: 50 CMOS IC PROJECTS $3.75
R.A. PENFOLD
CMOS IC's are probably the most versatile range of digital
devices for use by the amateur enthusiast. They are suitable
for an extraordinary wide range of applications and are also
some of the most inexpensive and easily available types of
IC.

Mr. R.A. Penfold has designed and developed a number
of interesting and useful projects which are divided into four
general categories: I - Multivibrators II - Amplifiers and
Oscillators III - Trigger Devices IV - Special Devices.

THE ACTIVE FILTER HANDBOOK
TAB No.1133 $13.95
Whatever your field - computing, communications, audio,
electronic music or whatever - you will find this book the
ideal reference for active filter design.

The book introduces filters and their uses. The basic
math is discussed so that the reader can tell where all design
equations come from. The book also presents many practical
circuits including a graphic equalizer, computer tape inter-
face and more.

DIGITAL ICS - HOW THEY WORK AND HOW TO USE
THEM
ABOO4 $10.95
An excellent primer on the fundamentals of digital elec-
tronics. This book discusses the nature of gates and related
concepts and also deals with the problems inherent to prac-
tical digital circuits.

MASTER HANDBOOK OF 1001 PRACTICAL CIRCUITS
TAB No.800 $19.95
MASTER HANDBOOK OF 1001 MORE PRACTICAL CIR-
CUITS
TAB No.804 $23.95
Here are transistor and IC circuits for just about any applica-
tion you might have. An ideal source book for the engineer,
technician or hobbyist. Circuits are classified according to
function, and all sections appear in alphabetical order.

THE MASTER IC COOKBOOK
TAB No.1199 $17.95
If you've ever tried to find specs for a so called 'standard'
chip, then you'll appreciate this book. C.L. Hallmark has
compiled specs and pinout for most types of ICs that you'd
ever want to use.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN WITH OFF THE SHELF INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS
AB016 $12.95
This practical handbook enables you to take advantage of
the vast range of applications made possible by integrated
circuits. The book tells how, in step by step fashion, to select
components and how to combine them into functional elec-
tronic systems. If you want to stop being a "cookbook hob-
byist", then this is the book for you.

111.117: PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS
BOOK 1 $7.60
Virtually any electronic circuit will be found to consist of a
number of distinct stages when analysed. Some circuits in-
evitably have unusual stages using specialised circuitry, but
in most cases circuits are built up from building blocks of
standard types.

This book is designed to aid electronics enthusiasts who
like to experiment with circuits and produce their own pro-
jects rather than simply follow published project designs.

The circuits for a number of useful building blocks are
included in this book. Where relevant, details of how to
change the parameters of each circuit are given so that they
can easily be modified to suit individual requirements.

PH253: ELECTRONIC DESIGN
WITH OFF -THE -SHELF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Z. MEIKEIN &P. TACKRAY $12.95
A real help for do-it-yourselfers, this handy guide tells profes-
sionals and hobbyists alike, how to take components off the
shelves, arrange them into circuitry, and make any system
perform its desired function.

46-APRIL-1984-ETI See order form in this Issue. No taxes apply to books.
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RADIO AND

COMMUNICATIONS
6P79: RADIO CONTROL FOR BEGINNERS $6.80
E.G. RATER, T.Eng.(CE1),Assoc.IIRE.
The aim of this book is to act as an introduction to Radio
Control for beginners to the hobby The book will commence
by dealing with the conditions that are allowable for such
things as frequency and power of transmission This is follow-
ed by a "block" explanation of how control -device and
transmitter operate and receiver and actuator(s) produce mo-
tion in a model

Details are then given of actual solid state transmitting
equipment which the reader can build Plain and loaded
aerials are then discussed and so is the field -strength meter to
help with proper setting up

The radio receiving equipment is then dealt with which
includes a simple receiver and also a crystal controlled
superhet The book ends with the electro-mechanical means
of obtaining movement of the controls of the model

B P%: CB PROJECTS $7.60
R.A. PENFOLD
Projects include speech processor, aerial booster, cordless
mike, aerial and harmonic filters, field strength meter, power
supply. CB receiver and more

222: SOLID STATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS FOR
B EGINNERS $4.70
R.A. PENFOLD
In this book, R A Penfold has designed and developed
several modern solid state short wave receiver circuits that
will give a fairly high level of performance, despite the fact
that they use only relatively few and inexpensive com-
ponents

111191: AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DEing $7.60
This book is divided into two main sections one to amateur
band reception, the other to broadcast bands Advice is given
to suitable equipment and techniques A number of related
constructional projects are described

B P1OS: AERIAL PROJECTS $7.60
R.A. PENFOLD
The subject of aerials is vast but in this book the author has
considered practical designs including active, loop and fer-
rite aerials, which give good performances and are
reasonably simple and inexpensive to build The complex
theory and math of aerial design are avoided

$5.40
J.B. DANCE, M.Sc.
This book describes integrated circuits and how they can be
employed in receivers for the reception of either amplitude
or frequency modulated signals The chapter on amplitude
modulated (a m)receivers will be of most interest to those
who wish to receive distant stations at only moderate audio
quality, while the chapter on frequency modulation If m
receivers will appeal to those who desire high fidelity recep-
tion

BP92: ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED-CRYSTAL SET
CONSTRUCTION $6.80
F.A. WILSON
Aimed at Ihcse who want to get into construction without
much theoretical study Homewound coils are used and all
projects are very inexpensive to build

PH245: ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS $16.95
Covers amplitude modulation. AM and FM transmitters,
pulse modulation, and antennas Includes discussions of ap-
plications

B P70: TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT-FINDING CHART $1.90
CHAS. E. MILLER
Across the top of the chart will be found four rectangles con-
taining brief descriptions of various faults, xis - sound
weak but undistorted, set dead, sound low or distorted and
background noises One then selects the most appropriate of
these and following the arrows, carries out the suggested
checks in sequence until the fault is cleared

MOORSHEAD PUBLICATIONS
Return Policy

if, within 10 days of receiving a book
from our Book Service, you decide that
the title Is not suitable or what you ex-
pected, you may return it, In market-
able condition, for a refund or credit
(your choice). We would appreciate a
reason for the return but even if this Is
not given, refunds will be made promp-
tly and cheerfully.

AUDIO
BPOO: AUDIO PROJECTS $7.60
F.G. RAVER
Covers in detail the construction of a wide range of audio
projects. The text has been divided into preamplifiers and
mixers, power amplifiers, tone controls and matching and
miscellaneous projects

205: FIRST BOOK OF HI-FI LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES $3.05
B.B. BARAN'
This book gives data for building most types of loudspeaker
enclosure Includes corner reflex, bass reflex, exponential
horn, folded horn, tuned port. klipschorn labyrinth, tuned
column, loaded port and multi speaker panoramic. Many
clear diagrams for every construction show ng the dimen-
sions necessary

BP47: MOBILE DISCOTHEQUE HANDBOOK $5.40
COLIN CARSON
The vast majority of people who start up "Mobile Discos"
know very little about their equipment or even what to buy.
Many people have wasted a "small fortune" on poor, un-
necessary or badly matched apparatus.

The aim of this book is to give you enough information
to enable you to have a better understanding of many
aspects of "disco" gear

HOW TO BUILD. A SMALL BUDGET RECORDING STUDIO
FROM SCRATCH.. .
TAB No.1166 $15.95
The author, F Alton Everest. has gotten studios together
several times, and presents twelve complete. tested designs
for a wide variety of applications. If all you own is a mono
cassette recorder, you don't need this book If you don't want
your new four track to wind up sounding like one, though,
you shouldn't be without it.

BPS1: ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND CREATIVE TAPE
RECORDING $5.00
M.E. BERRY
Electronic music is the new music of the Twentieth Century
It plays a large part in "pop" and "rock" music and, in fact.
there is scarcely a group without some sort of synthesiser or
other effects generator.

This book sets out to show how electronic music can be
made at home with the simplest and most inexpensive of
equipment. It then describes how the sounds are generated
and how these may be recorded to build up the final com-
position.

11P74: ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS $7.20
R.A. PENFOLD
Although one of the more recent branches of amateur elec-
tronics, electronc music has now become extremely popular
and there are many projects which fall into this category. The
purpose of this book is to provide the constructor with a
number of practical circuits for the less complex items of
electronic music equipment, including such things as a Fuzz
Box, Waa-Waa Pedal, Sustain Unit, Reverberation and
Phaser-Units, Tremelo Generator etc

BM: ELECTRONIC SYNTHESISER PROJECTS $6.80
M.K. BERRY
One of the most fascinating and rewarding applications of
electronics is in electronic music and there is hardly a group
today without some sort of synthesiser or effects generator
Although an electronic synthesiser is quite a complex piece
of electronic equipment, it can be broken down into much
simpler units which may be built individually and these can
then be used or assembled together to make a complete in-
strument.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC SYNTHESIZERS
TAB No.1167 $10.95
If you're fascinated by the potential of electronics in the
field of music, then this is the book for you Included is data
on synthesizers in general as well as particular models There
is also a chapter on the various accessories that are
available

Tab1364: DESIGNING, BUILDING AND TESTING
YOUR OWN SPEAKER SYSTEM
...WITH PROJECTS $13.95
Covers the theory of speaker construction and descnbesa
variety of plans for speaker system projects ranging from
simple setups to complex multi -driver systems. Enclosure
design is covered in very good detail

BP68: CHOOSING AND USING YOUR 111-F1 $6.75
MAURICE L. JAY
The main aim of this book is to provide the reader with the
fundamental information necessary to enable him to make a
satisfactory choice from the extensive range of hi-fi equip-
ment now on the market.

Help is given to the reader in understanding the equip-
ment he is interested in buying and the author also gives his
own opinion of the minimum standards and specifications
one should look for. The book also offers helpful advice on
how to use your hi-fi properly so as to realise its potential A
Glossary of terms is also included.

TEST EQUIPMENT

BP75: ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION $6.80
F.G. RAVER, T.Eng. (CEI), Assoc. IERE
This book covers in detail the construction of a wide range of
test equipment for both the Electronics Hobbyists and Radio
Amateur Included are projects ranging from an FE T

Amplified Voltmeter and Resistance Bridge to a Field
Strength Indicator and Heterodyne Frequency Meter Not on-
ly can the home constructor enjoy building the equipment
but the finished projects can also be usefully utilised in the
furtherance of his hobby

99 TEST EQUIPMENT PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD
TAB No.SOS $15.95
An excellent source book for the hobbyist who wants to build
up his work bench inexpensively Projects range from a sim-
ple signal tracer to a SOMHz frequency counter There are
circuits to measure just about any electrical quantity
voltage, current, capacitance, impedance and more The
variety is endless and includes lust about anything you could
wish fort

HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF LOW COST TEST EQUIP-
MENT
A11017 $9.95
Whethe- you want to get your vintage 1960 'TestRite'signal
generator working, or you've got something to measure with
nothing to measure it with, this is the book for you The
author discusses how to maximize the usefulness of cheap
test gear, how to upgrade old equipment, and effective test
set ups

THE POWER SUPPLY HANDBOOK
TAB No.406 $15.95
A complete one stop reference for hobbyists and engineers
Contains high and low voltage power supplies of every con-
ceivable type as well mobile and portable units

PH246:ILECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT $19.95
Covers analog and digital meters. oscilloscopes. frequency
generation and measurement, and special measuring in-
struments

Tab1532: THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
OSCILLOSCOPES $19.95
This totally up-to-date handbook is both an in-depth
reference source and a practical applications guide Informa-
tion is included on both ordinary service and laboratory
'scopes, waveform analysis, vectors, vectorscopes, high and
low frequency analysis, sampling, storage, digital scopes,
and signature analysis The author. Stan Prentiss is one of the
leading technical writers in the U S
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 Low gate drive power - simplifying
the driver stage.
 Fast switching times which are largely
temperature insensitive - allowing opera-
tion at frequencies greater than 50 kHz.
 Good overload capability - the device
is not limited by gain or second break-
down. Power dissipation is the limiting
factor.
 The positive temperature coefficient of
`on' resistance assists current sharing
when devices are parallel -connected to
achieve higher current ratings.

Rectifiers for switching power supplies
have similar requirements to the switching
devices. The type of rectifier used is
governed by the circuit application as in-
dicated in Table 1.

Monolithic switching regulator cir-
cuits of limited output power capability
are available (Fairchild uA78S40, Texas
TL497A), and the trend toward integrated
power functions can be expected to ac-
celerate. There are a number of integrated
control circuits for switching mode power
supplies available, allowing the control
circuit board complexity to be reduced.
The functions available in these circuits
include: an oscillator, a voltage reference,
a regulator, a current limit function, and a
driver stage. Some of the more common
devices are: Philips TDA1060 which is
pin -for -pin compatible with the Signetics
NE5560; the Silcon General SG3524
which is multi -sourced; the Texas In-
struments TL494 which is also available
from Motorola; Fairchild and Fujitsu (as
MB3759); and the Motorola MC3420.

Magnetic Component Design
Magnetic components are used in the ma-
jority of switching mode power supplies.
It is, generally, only at low power and
high frequency that capacitive circuits can
be used. Magnetic components are used
not only as high frequency transformers
and DC inductors, but also as drive
transformers, providing isolation between
the control circuit and the power swit-
ching elements, and as current sensing
elements.

Some of the criteria for the selection
of a magnetic component as a high fre-
quency transformer core are:

 Operating frequency range.
 Maximum magnetic flux density.
 Loss coefficient at the operating fre-
quency.
 Available winding area.
 Primary to secondary coupling factor,
and isolation.

Ferrite cores in a variety of shapes and
materials are available. Metal power
cores, laminated and tape wound cores
are also available for specialist applica-
tions.

Transformer Design
As an example, consider the design of a
switching mode transformer to operate at
50 kHz in a half bridge circuit (refer to
Fig. 3d). The input voltage is 310 V +
5%, - 10% and the output required is 5 V
at 40 A.
Step 1. Select a core material suitable for
operation at 50 kHz and a core size com-
mensurate with the power loading. Ex-
ample: Mullard FX3740 core, A16
material; Philips EC52/24/14 core, 3C8
material.
Step 2. Calculate the number of primary
turns required to avoid saturation of the
transformer core under worst case
loading. Check that the worst case core
losses do not cause excessive core oper-
ating temperature. Check that the winding
area is adequate. Check that the magnetiz-
ing current is less than 10% of the load
current for efficient operation. Example:
Worst case loading will occur with max-
imum input supply voltage and maximum
duty cycle for the switches.

max (5 max a B. Ae. n
f.

where ViNmax is the maximum voltage ap-
plied to the transformer = (310 + 5% V)/2
F. is the operating frequency = 50 kHz
B is the peak working flux density of the
core, at elevated temperature = 200 mT
Ae is the magnetic cross-sectional area of
the core = 180 mm2
n is the minimum required number of
turns
Hence n.. = 40.7 turns
Working at a peak flux of 200 mT, at 50
kHz, core losses are approximately 1W8.
This corresponds to a rise in core
temperature above ambient of approx-
imately 20°C. Assuming a conversion effi-
ciency of 70%, the input power require-
ment is 286 W. The lowest input voltage,
applied across the transformer primary is
(310-10e/o)/2V = 139 V. This gives a
primary winding current, assuming 0.9
duty cycle, of approximately 2A3.

Assuming a current density in the

TABLE 1
Application

High Frequency
Switching

Rectifier Type

Schottky
Epitaxial
Fast recovery, dif-
fused

High Current, Low Schottky
Voltage Switching Epitaxial

Germanium

High Voltage Silicon diffused
Switching Rectifier stack

transformer winding of 4 A/mm2, the
cross-sectional area of wire used for the
primary winding should be 0.57 mm2, cor-
responding to a wire of diameter 0.85 mm.
Assuming a packing factor of two (be-
cause a circular cross-section conductor is
used) the winding area consumed by the
primary winding will be 2n x 0.57 mm2 =
46.7 mm2. The available winding area on
the core, after making an allowance for
isolation is 304 mm2. The primary winding
will take only 1/6th of the available area.

The magnetizing inductance of the
winding is determined by:

L,,, ita n2 Ae

where L. is the magnetizing inductance in
Henries

is the permeability of free space = 4 x
10' H/m
ua is the amplitude permeability of the
core = 10'

is the magnetic path length in the core
= 105 mm

Lm = 3.62 mH
The peak magnetizing current is given by
the equation:

V,. min -
2 e5 max

- V,. min . max - 86 mA

4.
The peak magnetizing current represents
4% of the load current, which is accept-
able.
Step 3. Establish the transformer turns
ratio. Example: The voltage required at

So

Fig. 4. Capacitive converter circuits. (a) Capacitive voltage multiplier. (b) Capacitive voltage inverter.
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the secondary winding of the transformer
is a function of the power supply output
voltage (5 V), the duty cycle of the swit-
ches SW1, SW2, and the voltage dropped
across the rectifiers and resistance of the
output inductor LI. Disregarding the cir-
cuit losses initially, the transformer out-
put voltage can be found by balancing the
volt -second products for the output in-
ductor in the minimum input supply con-
dition, when the duty cycle is 0.9.

(V - Vo) - (V0 + VF) (1 -

where V, is the transformer output
voltage.
Vo is the supply output voltage

is the duty cycle
VF is the rectifier forward drop

V, - 5V7

= 5 V
= 0.9
= 1 V

To this figure must be added the circuit
losses, VF Lill., where Io is the rated
output current, and RL is the series
resistance of LI and the circuit wiring.

A minimum output voltage of 7 V
can be used. The minimum input voltage
is 139 V, so the transformer turns ratio is
20:1. Assuming a primary winding of 40
turns (marginally below the minimum, re-
sulting in a slightly higher peak flux densi-
ty, B, which can be tolerated in this exam-
ple), each secondary winding comprises
two turns.
Step 4. Transformer winding design. The
correct design of the transformer windings
will result in a reproducible and efficient
transformer design. The conductor size
and placement can have a significant ef-
fect on winding losses in a high frequency
design. Example: The primary winding
consists of 40 turns of 0.85 mm diameter
wire, which can be wound in two layers
each comprising 20 turns. The available
winding breadth on the transformer core
is approximately 20 mm after an allow-
ance of 4 mm at either end for isolation.
The secondary consists of two windings,
each of two turns. The conductor for
these windings is in strip form, being 8
mm in width and 0.625 mm thick. The
windings are wound side by side on the
former. Electrostatic screens and isolation
are wound between primary and secon-
dary windings. Worst case windings losses
arise at maximum loading. Primary win-
ding loss is 3W4 maximum, and the secon-
dary winding loss 1W25 watts maximum.
When added to the transformer core
losses of 1W8, the worst case transformer
loss is 6W45 at a core temperature of
100°C. The transformer is capable of
operating in ambient temperatures up to
35 °C without additional heatsinking.
(Core data and ratings are drawn from the
manufacturer's literature).

Inductor Design
The operating conditions of the magnetic
core in the inductor are significantly dif-
ferent from those of the switching mode
transformer. The core must withstand a
DC magnetizing field, without saturation.
For this reason, an air gap is commonly
introduced into a magnetic circuit. This
can be either in the form of a single gap
introduced, say, in the centre pole of an
`E' core, or can be a distributed gap
throughout the core material. The distri-
buted gap solution presents a lower
radiated magnetic field. When a gapped
core is used, the magnetic flux is sorted
mainly in the gap. There are small flux ex-
cursions as the load current ramps up and
down. As an example, consider the design
of an output filter inductor to be used
with the 50 kHz transformer previously
designed. The operating frequency will be
100 kHz. The maximum output current is
40 A and the minimum output current for
continuous current flow in the inductor is
4A.

Step 1. Calculate inductance value re-
quired, and the energy storage capability
required. Example: The minimum voltage
applied to the inductor by the transformer
secondary winding is 5V7 with a 0.9 duty
cycle. The current in the inductor can be
allowed to rise by 8 A maximum during
this time, if the current flow is to remain
continuous when the output loading is
minimum, i.e. 4A.

(VI, min - Vo) L min. max

where ViNmin is the voltage applied to the
inductor = 5V7
Vo is the output supply voltage = 5V
Lmin is the minimum inductance value
IL is the peak to peak inductor current

= 8A
fo is the operating frequency = 100 kHz

max is the switch duty cycle = 0.9
lmin = 1.6 microhenries

The energy storage capability is L. Im2
where Im is the peak current flowing in the
inductor = 44 A, so L.I,2 = 3.1 mJ.
Step 2. Select a suitable inductor core and
determine the air gap required (if it is not
a distributed gap material). The majority
of magnetic core manufacturers provide
selection charts/guides for this purpose.
Example: Philips core EC35/17/10 with a
0.9 mm air gap will meet the energy
storage requirement (equivalent to the
Mullard FX3720).

Step 3. Calculate the number of turns re-
quired and determine the inductor losses.
The core data gives an effective
permeability or an AL value (inductance
per turn of the coil) for gapped cores,
which enables the number of turns to be
calculated and rounded up to the nearest
half turn. The inductor losses are primari-

ly in the winding and these can be deter-
mined using a similar method to that used
to calculate the transformer winding
losses. Example: For the Philips
EC35/17/10 core with a minimum air gap
of 0.9 mm, 4 turns are required to give an
inductance of 1.6 microhenries. The win-
ding losses can be written as Ief?.FR.RDc
where:
Leff is the RMS current flowing in the in-
ductor winding.
FR is a resistance multiplier to account for
high frequency operation.
Rpc is the DC resistance of the winding.

The high frequency impedance of the
winding is a minimum for a conductor of
thickness 0.57 mm. Making the winding
with copper strip of thickness 0.5 mm and
width 20 mm gives a 100°C AC winding
resistance of 0.58 mR. The winding loss is
OW93, resulting in an inductor tempera-
ture rise above ambient of 18 °C when ful-
ly loaded.

Drive Transformer Design
Various approaches to the design can be
made, though the choice is frequently
restricted by the operating conditions and
the drive requirements of the semiconduc-
tor switch. Thyristors and power MOS-
FETS can be driven by pulse trans-
formers. The length of the trigger pulse
and the circuit impedance are designed to
comprehend the drive requirements of the
worst case drive. Bipolar transistors re-
quire a continuous base current supply
which often results in a larger transformer
core being needed. The need for a wide
variation in switch duty cycle often results
in the drive supplied to the switching
device being compromised; the forward
base current supplied during long duty -
cycle opeation may be the bare minimum
to maintain the transistor in saturation.
At short duty -cycles, the base current sup-
plied can be far in excess of the device re-
quirements, compromising its switching
performance. This effect is less severe
when power MOSFETS are used as the
switches, since they do no exhibit storage
time effects.

As an example, consider the design of
drive transformers for power MOSFETS
when used as the switches in the 50 kHz
switching mode power supply. A single
transformer with two primary and two
isolated secondary windings could be us-
ed. A disadvantage of this approach,
however, is the absence of negative gate
bias to turn off the MOSFETS at any duty
cycle other than the maximum of 0.5,
which would give poor noise immunity in
normal operation. Instead, separate
transformers are used and the magnetizing
energy stored in the transformer core dur-
ing the conduction phases is used to assist
turn-off. The transformer design is similar
to that required for a single -ended for-
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ward converter (Fig. 3b).
Step 1. Select a suitable magnetic material
and core size. Example: The operating re-
quency is 50 kHz and the average current
flow in the windings will be low. A core
material with a high permeability is

desirable to maintain a low level of
magnetizing current. Winding area is a
significant factor in determining the core
size and will depend on the isolation
voltage rating desired. For this application
consider the Philips core P1418 in 3B7
material, with an AL value of 2,200
nH/1000 turns and a total winding area of
9.4 mm2.

Step 2. Calculate the number of turns re-
quired for the primary winding and the
magnetizing inductance and current. Ex-
ample: To avoid core saturation when
operating at maximum duty cycle, with a
supply voltage of 15 V, the minimum
number of turns required in the primary
winding is given by:

V, . (5 max = 8. Ae. n,
f

where VIN is the supply voltage = 15V
<5 max is the maximum duty cycle = 0.45
fo is the operating frequency = 50 kHz
13' is the peak magnetic flux density in the
core = 180 mT
Ae is the magnetic cross sectional area of

the core = 25.1 mm2
nmin is the minimum number of primary
turns
Hence nm,n = 30 turns
The magnetizing inductance, with n, the
number of turns equal to nmin is given by:

- 10'.\/.
where: A,

LM is the magnetizing inductance in
millihenries
AL is the inductance factor in
nanohenries/1000 turns = 2,200
Hence Lm = 2.0 mH

The magnetizing current at maximum
duty cycle is:

V,, . max
1,, = = 67.5 mA

L, fo

Step 3. Check that the winding area on the
ferrite core is adequate. Example: To
calculate the winding area required for the
primary winding, we must first estimate
the average current flow. The current re-
quired to drive the power MOSFET
IRF720, which would be used in this ap-
plication, at 50 kHz, is low compared to
the magnetizing current (1.7 mA averaged
over a switching cycle). So, the average
magnetizing current level can be assumed.
A suitable wire gauge is 0.1 mm diameter.

Because of handling difficulties, a 0.2 mm
wire may be preferred. The winding area
consumed is approximately 20010 of the
total winding area of the transformer.
Assuming that the drive transformer has a
1:1 turns ratio, giving a ± 15 V gate drive
to the power MOSFET, the winding area
is adequate, after an allowance for isola-
tion spacing has been made.
Step 4. Calculate the minimum permitted
drive pulse for safe turn-off. Example:
Because this design relies on the
transformer magnetizing energy to switch
off the power MOSFET, a minimum drive
pulse must be defined whereby the
magnetizing energy equals the worst case
turn-off energy for the MOSFET. Turn-
off energy requirements for the MOSFET
= QG. A V where QG is the maximum
gate charge figure.

V is the gate voltage swing = 30 V
Magnetizing energy in the transformer

= (VIN . tonmin)2/Lm

where tonmin is the duration of the
minimum drive pulse. Equating these
figures, assuming QG = 17 nC for the
IRF720 device, gives a minimum drive
pulse of tonmin = 2.15 microseconds,
which represents a minimum duty cycle,
at 50 kHz, of 0.22. ET1
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Zener Diode Tester
This handy little adjunct for
your multimeter allows you
to read out the actual zener
voltage of any zener diode up
to 60 volts and will also test
LEDs.

EVER DUG INTO a tray of components
looking for a zener diode only to find that
the markings have worn off? Even a brand
new zener is usually marked with a code
number giving little indication of the thing
you want to know - the actual zener volt-
age rating. This simple tester will save you
thumbing through the data books looking
for a 1N4XXX, and allows easy identifica-
tion of those unmarked diodes.

Most multimeters have a diode check
position, but few can test LEDs, let alone

This handy little adjunct for your
multimeter allows you to test zeners up to
about 60 volts, and can drive enough current
through an LED to light it (and give you a
reading of its forward voltage drop).

The tester simply plugs into your multi -
meter (a digital meter is ideal) and gives a
direct reading of zener voltage. The circuit
uses an inverter to provide a current -limited
output of up to 70 volts dc from a nine volt
battery. Table 1 shows the output character-
istics of the prototype.

The leads on diodes are designated
anode and cathode, the latter being marked
by a band. When connected to the tester
with the cathode to the black or negative ter-
minal, the multimeter will indicate the diode
forward voltage. For a silicon diode this will
be about 650 mV while a germanium diode
will read around 300 mV. Zener diodes are
normally operated in reverse bias and are
therefore tested with the cathode (banded
end) connected to the red or positive termi-
nal so that the zener voltage is displayed on
the meter.

Zener characteristics
The zener voltage rating of a diode is only a
nominal figure and should be considered
with other parameters when designing cir-
cuitry. The first thing to realize is that the
zener voltage is rounded to the nearest pre-
ferred value. Secondly, the voltage rating is
dependent on the current passing through
the diode. The diode manufacturers usually

quote zener voltages at a current of 5 mA
for voltages up to 30 volts and at 2 mA
above this.

Low voltage zeners will not develop
their nominal voltage until the current
reaches a few milliamperes. As the diode
current is increased the voltage drop will also
increase, representing a dynamic resistance
which varies from tens of ohms for zeners
between six and ten volts, to hundreds of
ohms outside these limits.

Lastly, the zener exhibits a temperature
sensitivity that varies with zener voltage as
shown in Figure 2. A detailed explanation of
the temperature characteristic may be found
in any solid state physics textbook, the
essential features being a negative tempera-
ture coefficient associated with true zener
breakdown below six volts and a positive
temperature coefficient associated with
avalanche breakdown above six volts.

It is possible to combine zener diodes
with opposing temperature coefficients in
order to obtain a near temperature -inde-
pendent reference, or to use a normal diode
(with a negative coefficient) and a zener with
the same result.

Construction
I built the zener tester into a plastic box with
metal lid measuring about 30 x 50 x 80 mrn.
This is the smallest common low cost box
that will accommodate the electronics and
battery.

The pushbutton switch is mounted cen-
trally in the lid about 10 mm from one end
with the two banana plugs in the box under-
neath the switch. The spring terminals

ZENER
VOLTAGE

REVERSE VOLTAGE ~ o. FORWARD

Figure 1. The fundamental characteristics of a
zener diode. Little reverse current flows until a
certain voltage - the zener voltage - is reach-
ed. This voltage is almost constant.

Push -to -read. The tester is horsed in a box
with banana plugs protruding from the rear
spaced to suit the multimeter input sockets
spacing.

mount on the other end of the box, as
shown in the photographs. You may wish to
vary construction to suit the components on
hand, but check that the bits all fit together
before chopping up your box.

The banana plugs are mounted at a
spacing of 0.75", or about 19 mm, which
allows the tester to plug straight into a stan-
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Figure 2. Temperature characteristics of zener
diodes depend on the zener voltage value.
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dard multimeter with `GR' inputs.
To mount the plugs, first remove the

plastic handles and cut them down to 20 mm
so they can be fitted inside the box. Solder
about 100 nun of insulated wire to each plug
and feed the end through the holes in the
box. Grab each plug with pliers and push
them through the holes from the bottom.
Now slip the handles over the wires and
tighten up the plugs.

If all that seems too much, you may
want to simply bring a couple of wires out to
the multimeter with the banana plugs solder-
ed to the ends.

The spring terminals I used had mount-
ing holes about 45 mm apart which allowed

PARTS LIST

Resistor
RI

1/4W, 5%
4k7

Capacitors
Cl 100u/25 V (or 16 V)

electro
C2 3n3 ceramic
C3 2u2/50 V electro

(see text).

Semiconduc-
tors

DI
D2

Q1

Miscellaneous
PBI

1N914
1N4001, 1N4002, etc.
MPS A06

momentary action
pushbutton

TI transistor audio
transformer, lk CT to
8 ohm', Hammond
146K or equiv.

pc board; box spring terminals; wire etc.

Inside story. Internal view of the zener tester.
Note the cut -down banana plug handles at the
top of the box.

screws to tap into the plastic pillars in the
corners of the box. You may also mount the
terminals on the long side of the box. In any
case, a couple of holes will be necessary
under the spring terminals to allow the
solder lugs to pass through.

The pc board is straightforward to
assemble, watch the orientation of the elec-
trolytic capacitors, the two diodes (note: Dl
is the smaller) and the transistor. There are
several types of transformer available and
some may require RI to be mounted on the
copper side of the board in order to fit pro-
perly. The pc board may slot into a groove
inside the box, or simply lay alongside the
battery as in our prototype.

TABLE 1 Performance of prototype.

OUTPUT OUTPUT
VOLTAGE CURRENT

volts mA

BATTERY
DRAIN

mA

0 5 140
5 8 160

15 9 190
24 9 190
48 5 160
60 1.5 130
72 0 120

9V
a216
BATTERY

Pal

C1
100u
25 V

RI
4k7

DI
1N914

ZENER UNDER
TEST

3n3
C2 - BLACK

I

CER.
'2Cu32 + RED
50V

SPRING
02 1N4001 TERMINALS

COMMON

BANANA PLUGS TO
MULTIMETER SOCKETS

VOLTS

BOTTOM V EW OF
TRANSFORMER
SHOWING LEADS

P81

01

RED

01
I

0 +

'CET). VI".
a

BLACK

SPRING
TERMINALS

BATTERY
SNAP

VE -VE
9V 9V

BATTERY TYPE 216

COMMON

BANANA PLUGS TO
MULTIMETER SOCKETS

-ET

RED BLACK

I .= I

ZENER UNDER
TEST

VOLTS

Diode -LED test. When testing diodes and LEDs, the anode goes to the red terminal, the opposite
way to zeners.

HOW IT WORKS
The operation of apparently simple inverter
circuits is usually exceedingly complex, so the
following is a simplified explanation.

After PBI is closed, current flows
through terminals `e' and 'd' of the
transformer (and C2) to the base of QI starts
to conduct and causes current flow through
transformer terminals 'b' and 'a' (the primary
winding) which causes the magnetic field to
build up in the transformer. This field in-
creases the base current to Q1 because of the
phasing of the windings.

The magnetic field increases until the

transformer core saturates, when the tran-
sistor base current reverses, turning the tran-
sistor off.

Diode Dl protects the base -emitter junc-
tion against excessive reverse bias voltage.

The energy in the transformer's magnetic
field is dissipated via several mechanisms, one
being to charge C3 via D2.

The whole cycle repeats at a rate of a few
kilohertz.

Capacitor Cl provides a low impedance
source to ac signals and improves operation
with a battery supply.

ETI
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Designing Micro Systems
Part 8
Last month we began looking at
various computer interfaces, but
we ran out of space. We continue
with more on graphics, serial and
parallel ports.

THE VARIETY IN methods of produc-
ing textual displays is exceeded by the
variety of techniques used for producing
graphics. A few micros (e.g. ZX-81 and
PET) use the character generator to pro-
duce geometric shapes and other designs
and symbols. These can be combined on
the screen to produce designs of almost in-
finite complexity. This technique exploits
one of the useful features of character
generators; they can be programmed to
produce any or all of the possible patterns
on a 5 x 7 (or larger) matrix. For example,
we can have them programmed for dif-
ferent styles of letter or for special letters
for different languages. There are 2" per-
mutations of dots, far more than can be
accommodated within a single IC, so the
snag of this method is that the user is
limited to the range of symbols selected by
the manufacturer. If you are writing pro-
grams for playing Bridge or Blackjack,
the hearts and clubs symbols will be
useful, but if our interest lies in cash ac-
count programs, they are a waste of space
on the chip.

Many computers use graphics blocks
(Fig. 10) as a means of constructing
displays. A block may consist of six sub -
blocks (or pixels, which is the name used
for picture elements). Designing displays
by this method involves interpreting your
picture six blocks at a time and program-
ming the computer with the correspon-
ding code. The codes are stored in video
RAM, as with text. Separate circuits are
used in place of the character generator to
convert the code to the corresponding set
of video signals and feed them to the shift
register. If the designs required are regular
(such as decorative borders), programm-
ing is simple, but it becomes very time-
consuming if you want to draw com-
plicated pictures.

A third approach to graphics is to
deal with each pixel separately, and
allocate one bit in video RAM to each pix-
el. If the vlaue of the bit is '0', the cor-
responding pixel is 'off' (black screen). If

Fig. 9. Block diagram of the circuit for display-
ing text.

is is '1', the pixel is 'on' (white screen).
Colour can be obtained by allowing two
bits per pixel for four colours, or four bits
per pixel for 16 colours. A 256 by 192 pix-
el display, with 49152 pixels, will need 6K
of RAM in black and white, 12K in four
colours, or 24K in 16.

It can be seen that high resolution
graphics, and particularly high resolution
colour graphics, require a very extensive
video RAM. The cost of RAM has fallen
in recent years, making it feasible to pro-
vide micros with good high -resolution col-
our graphics at relatively low cost. But,
unless special 'paging' address circuity is
introduced, a micro with a 16 -bit address
bus is limited to 64K of memory, into
which ROM, program RAM, and the
video RAM must be fitted. Consequently,
an increase in the size of the video RAM
means a decrease in the address space left
for program RAM. If video RAM is phys-
ically a section of RAM itself, instead of
being a separate entity as in some micros
(see above), this section of RAM can be
used for video when a program is to have
plenty of graphics in colour, but can be
turned over to program or data storage
when graphics are not required. This is the
system generally adopted in micros with
high resolution graphics.

A Colourful Computer
The output from a computer to an RGB
colour monitor consists of four signals on
separate lines. The 'sync' signal provides

Fig. 10. Graphics blocks, as used in the TRS-80
Model I. (a) Each pixel has the binary value
shown. (b) and (c) The sum of values of 'on'
blocks plus 128 gives the code. (d) How a block
is displayed by scanning (letter A for com-
parison of sizes). The blocks are displayed on a
6x12 matrix, leaving no space between adjacent
blocks.

the pulses needed for synchronizing scan-
ning with the reading of video RAM. The
other three signals (R,G and B) control
the three electron guns of the colour tube.
Whenever there is a pulse on R, a red dot
is produced on the screen. Whenever there
is a pulse on G, we obtain a green dot. In
either case, only one kind of phosphor
(red or green) is made to glow. If there are
pulses on R and G at the same time, both
electron guns are activated. A red dot and
a green dot are produced in the same
region of the screen. From the normal
viewing distance, it appears that there is a
yellow dot on the screen. All colours are
produced by mixing red, green and blue in
various combinations and proportions.

The availability of separate signals
for the red, green and blue guns means
that excellent colour rendering with full
saturation may be readily obtained on an
RGB monitor. For those who wish to use
a domestic colour TV, micros with colour
graphics usually have a TV output. In the
video mixer circuit, the RGB signals are
combined with the luminance signal
before modulation and the composite
signal is sent to the TV set. As with
monochrome TVs, losses of signal quality
occurring during demodulation and
decoding mean that resolution and colour
rendering is not as good as with a
monitor.

High resolution colour graphics can
give an intricte picture, but with so many
pixels to be individually dealt with, one
might think that programming would be
too laborious for the average user. In fact,
high resolution graphics may be easier to
handle than the graphics blocks or
generated characters described ealier.
Since there is only one shape (a dot) in-
stead of dozens or hundreds, we avoid the
need to specify which shape is to be
displayed. Since each pixel can be
specified solely by its X and Y coordinates
on the screen, the basis of pixel graphics is
mathematical and it lends itself readily to
mathematical treatment. It is easy to write
routines for drawing lines, circles, or
triangles, and for filling in areas with solid
colour. The high-level language may in-
clude commands such as DRAW, PLOT,
and CIRCLE, which perform these func-
tions automatically, leaving the user to
supply only the parameters. Graphs, bar
charts, clock faces and all kinds of designs
which are composed of reasonably simple
geometrical shapes can be programmed in
a few lines.
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Getting Into Print
Controlling a printer is very different
from controlling a monitor or TV. When
controlling a monitor, the computer is
responsible for all the timing and signal
generation. The monitor merely transfers
this signal to the screen as a raster of lines,
varying in brightness along their length.
Once the data has been transmitted, there
are no further problems for the computer,
for the monitor is able to work fast. The
signals it receives are almost immediately
translated into a pattern on the screen.

A printer takes a much larger share
of the work on itself. The computer simp-
ly tells the printer which letter is to be
printed next. Then the printer works out
how and where to print the letter, or when
to feed the paper on to print the next line.
It can even organize itself to save time by
printing alternate lines from right to left!
In order to do this, the printer needs an
elaborate logic circuit. This may often in-
clude a microprocessor specially devoted
to managing its activites. If the printer is
of the dot matrix type, it also needs a
character generator to tell it which com-
binations of printing needles to fire at the
ribbon (Fig. 11).

The main disadvantage of a printer
compared with a screen is that it deals
with data much more slowly. There is a
physical limit on how rapidly we can ac-
celerate and then decelerate the ap-
preciable mass of the print head (be it a
matrix of needles or a daisywheel) and the
rollers or sprockets which feed the paper
to it. By contrast, the beam of electrons in
a CRT is virtually massless and can be
directed and modulated almost instantly.

There are two main ways in which a
computer and printer may be connected.
The parallel transfer of data is illustrated
in Figure 12. An example of this system is
the Centronics interface, originally devis-
ed by manufacturers of Centronics
printers, but now adopted by many other
manufacturers. The first pint to note is
that there is two-way communication, in
contrast with the one-way communication

Fig. 11. Dot-matrix printers use a matrix of
printing needles. If a needle is fired, it hits the
ribbon and makes a dot on the paper. In (a) a
capital G is produced on a 5x7 matrix. In (b) a
lower-case g is produced with a tail beneath it
using a 5x9 matrix. In general, printers with
few rows are not able to offer descenders like
this.

between computer and monitor, This is a
consequence of the relatively slow speed
of a printer. A computer can instruct a
printer far faster than the printer can
print. Rather than have the computer
waste its valueable time waiting for the
printer to operate letter by letter, we let
the computer send a long string of com-
mands to the printer in rapid succession.
Since there are eight data lines, the com-
puter can send a byte at a time. This is
normally the ASCII code for the letter re-
quired. The printer can also interpret
ASCII control characters for operations
such as line feed (LF) and carriage return
(CR). Whenver the computer is output-
ting data, it makes the D A T A
STROBE line low. This has the same
function as the WR control line used in-
ternally, and is derived almost directly
from it. Similarly, the data lines are
separated from the data bus of the com-
puter only by latches, which hold the data
long enough for the printer to be able to
receive it. In some micros, a general-
purpose I/O device is used for this pur-

pose (see Designing Micro Systems, ETI,
February, 1984).

The I/O device or the buffers leading
to the printer data lines need only one
decoding circuit to enable them. Thus a
printer needs to have only one address in
RAM allocated to it. In comparison with
the video screen, the printer makes
minimal demands!

Printer Buffer
When data is received by the printer, it is
stored in a small RAM called the holder
buffer. This holds the codes for about 80
characters (maybe more), which is enough
to print one line of text. It stores codes as
they come in, then reads out codes
previously stored and prints the characters
they represent. When the computer sends
a long string of codes, the buffer is likely
to become full. Also, the printer has to oc-
casionally stop printing to move on the
paper to the next line. Again, codes will
accumulate in the buffer. At this stage,
the printer puts a signal on the BUSY line.
The effect of this is to interrupt the corn -

CPU

DO' JL
DI'

D2'

03'

D4'

D6'

D7'

A
DATA STROBE

PRINTER

BUSY

OUT OF PAPER

Fig. 12. Parallel data transfer between computer and printer.

CPU

STOP START
BIT EIT

ASCII CODEnfTn
DATA

BUSY

PRINTER READY

DATA SET READY

PRINTER

Fig. 13. Serial transfer of data between computer and printer.
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puter and make it stop sending any more
data. When the printer has printed all that
it has stored and its buffer is empty, the
BUSY signal is taken off the line and the
computer is free to send the next batch of
data. On some interfaces there is also an
acknowledge line (A C K ), a handshaking
line by which the printer informs the com-
puter that it has done whatever it was told
to do and is awaiting fresh instructions.
There may be an OUT OF PAPER line
for signalling this fact to the computer.
The level on this line is usually controlled
by a micro -switch connected to a lever
which is in contact with the paper. An
OUT OF PAPER signal causes the com-
puter to send no more data until the nor-
mal level is restored.

Are You Being Serialed?
The alternative way of sending data to a
printer is to transmit a series of pulses
along a single line. This has obvious ad-
vantages in that only a single data line is
required instead of eight. The most fre-
quently used system of serial data transfer
is known as the RS232C standard. The
standard specifies voltage levels and rates
of data transfer, and the system to be used
for coding the data. The standard also

covers the types of connector to be used so
that any pair of devices employing
RS232C may be coupled together and ex-
pected to communicate reliably.

In Figure 12, the pulses drawn above
the parallel data lines indicate that the
computer is sending 0100 0001 (or 65
decimal, the ASCII code for `A'). In
Figure 13, the same ASCII code is being
sent serially along one data line. Sending
eight bits one after another is obviously
slower than sending them in parallel, a
byte at a time, as in Figure 12, but since
printers are relatively slow, this is not a
great disadvantage.

There are various ICs available for
converting parallel data to serial data. A
simple parallel -in -serial -out (PISO) shift
register, such as the 74LS166, will do the
job, but ICs specially designed for com-
puters do it better. A universal asyn-
chronous receiver transmitter (UART) is
an example of such an IC. This provides
two-way communication, being able to
receive parallel data from the CPU and
transmit it as serial data, and to receive
serial data from a peripheral and pass it to
the CPU as parallel data. The latter func-
tion is not reuqired for use with a printer,
but would be used, for example, when two

computers are required to communicate
with each other. Not only does the UART
convert from parallel to serial (or the
other way about), but it takes the parallel
data, makes it into a train of eight pulses,
and adds a 'start' pulse and 'stop' pulse to
the beginning and end of the train.

Correcting The Errors
Since it requires only one data line, serial
data transmission is suited for long
distance. Parallel data transmission is
rarely used under such circumstances. The
longer the line, the greater the chance of
stray electromagnetic interference finding
its way onto the line and into the data
receiving circuit. This is why the train of
pulses often includes an extra pusles
known as the parity bit. The idea of this is
to allow the receiving device to check that
no spurious pulse has been added as a
result of interference during transmission.
The parity bit is calculated by the UART
before the data is transmitted, and is add-
ed to the end of the train of data pulses,
then followed by the stop bit or bits. The
value to be given to the parity bit is found
by counting how many Is are present in
the data. If the number is even, the parity
bit is made 1, so the total number of Is

continued on page 63
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Sam's
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B. T. W. Electronic Parts
4164 150 ns 8 gg 5.5 LB. 60/40 resin core
4164 200 ns 8 85 solder 1mm $59.00

4116 200 ns 1 70 1350K UNGAR SOLDERING
IRON $19.804116 150 ns 190 7365 UNGAR SOLDERING

6502A 6 99 IRON $ 7.79
6522A 6 99 7874A UNGAR DESOLDERING
Z80A-CPU 6 75 PUMP $19.49
MC6800 3 95 STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR
MC6809EP .... 11.90 FOR THE FOLLOWING:
MC68A45 .... ... 7.50 CHEMTRONICS chemicals
6116 120 ns 8 85 GLOBAL SPECIALTIES bread
HM4315P 7 10 boarding
2708 5 20 OK TOOL wire wrap
2732A 9 25 MINIFUS fuses
27128 35.00 MODE plugs, jacks, adapters
MCM68764 25.90 BUG BOX IC storage, protection.
TMS2564 22.50 and retrieval systems
MM76EL 11.00 EDUKIT educational kits

TMS9927 8 00
INTEGRATED PLASTICS plastic

drawers
LM1889N 2 50 DAETRON digital capacitance

meter
Mail orders minimum MICRO INSTRUCTIONAL audio
$10.00, add 7% PST tutorial tapes
for Ontario. $3.00 SAM'S books
minimum shipping, TAB books
VISA accepted. UNGAR Soldering and

De -Soldering Equipment
1542 WARDEN AVENUE SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO M1R 2S8 (416) 441 1733
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At the time of going to press, the articles mentioned are in an advanced stage of preparation. However, circumstances may result in changes to the final
contents of the magazine.

Does your modem talk
and talk and never hear
from anyone? Add this

simple project and it
can answer as well as

originate

Test out those junkbox
op amps with this inexpensive
gadget. All you'll need to read
its output is a Cray high-speed

32 -bit mainframe.

Plus!!!
Test Gear Special! Taking a look at equipment for your testbench.

ZX81 Burglar Alarm! Monitor up to eight devices. 14441,
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Subscribe Now To
CANADA'S PERSONAL

COMPUTING MAGAZINE.

Computing Now! is Canada's only serious computer magazine. Unlike
American imports and specialist publications, Computing Now! speaks

to the entire field of personal computer users from beginners right
up to serious business users. It contains applications, hardware
and software reviews, background, market surveys and up to the

minute news about the rapidly changing micro -computer industry.

The March issue of CN! for example, will be featuring the usual
double helping of articles and features that CN!'s readers have

come to know, including "Receiving Radio Teletype on an Apple",
an interface to allow one to pick up news wire transmissions from

a short wave radio and decode them into text. There will also be
"Machine Language on VIC-20's and 64's" to help Commodore
system users to explore the inner workings of their machines.

A Look At Dedicated Terminals" and "An Introduction to Multi-
user/Multi-tasking Systems" will dispel! a lot of the myth and

confusion that's built up around this aspect of high end
business micros.

March will also bring our valuable reference feature "The
Directory of Computer Stores". It will be a complete listing

of the computer retailers across Canada ... invaluable for
you for months after the magazine has been released.

Coned... WHO COONOwiting
MeearIcerr

Save up to 50% on Newsstand price
AND

receive a FREE copy of Your First Computer.

Please enter my name as a Subscriber to Computing Now! I understand that I may cancel my subscription
at any time and receive a refund on the unexpired portion.

One year (12 issues) $19.95 0 Two years (24 issues) $34.95.
(For US add $3.00 per year, other countries add $5.00 per year).

Cheque enclosed Name
 Bill Me School (If applicable)
Please Charge
L Visa E Mastercard [ Amex Address

No. City: Province:

Expiry Date Postal Code Date

MAIL TO: Moorshead Publications, Suite 601, 25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario M4H 1B1.
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The Fun of Electronics
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"Why would you spend thirty bucks on a rain alarm kit, when
you can achieve the same results by drilling a hole in the roof?"
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"None of them ever pass this test, but boy, it's a lot of fun!"
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From
Computers in Education
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Moorshead Publications, publisher of
Electronics Today and Computing Now!
magazines, is proud to announce the first
issue of Computers In Education, a merge
of two other successful magazines: Com-
puters In The Classroom, and Teaching
Electronics and Computing.

Microcomputer
assroom use is be- \

in Ontario

In the
Beginning
was the
Word .\

We're bringing the strengths of both to
the new edition. There are news articles
on the latest events and products, begin-
ner's guides to using computers and
languages, book and software reviews, a
build -it -yourself project, technical tips,
and more.

In future issues we'll be looking at how
people use computers effectively in the
classroom, how administrative policies
affect computer use, and reports on how
the educational system is meeting the
challenges of high technology.

w you hale 3 YES, I want to subscribe!
I
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MAIL TO:
Moorshead Publications,
Suite 601, 25 Overlea Blvd.,
Toronto, Ontario M4H 1131.
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Designing Microsystems continued from page 56

becomes odd. If the number of is in the
data is already odd, the parity bit is made
0, so retaining the odd number of Is. At
the receiving end, the UART simply has to
count the number of is in the train. If it is
odd, all is well and it then sends on the
train (minus the parity bit) to be decoded.
If the number of is is even, a transmission
error has occurred and the device or its
operator can be alerted. This sytem is not
absolutely error -proof, for two errors
could occur which would be self -
cancelling. However, if the average rate of
error is, say 1 in 100,000 bits on any occa-
sion, the chance of two errors occurring
on that occasion is 1 in 10,000,000,000
bits, which can be fairy safely disregard-
ed.

The system described above is known
as odd parity. It is also possible to work
with even parity, in which the parity bit
makes up the is to an even number. Most
UARTs can be programmed to deal with
either type of parity.

It's Your Timing That's
Crucial
Figure 10 shows the train of pulses re-
quired to transmit the ASCII code for 'A'
serially. It includes an even parity bit. The
voltage level specified for signalling 0 is
+3 V or more, while the level for 1 is any
voltage lower than -3 V. The interval be-
tween successive groups of pulses can be
as long as necessary. The receiver waits
until a start bit arrives, and then decodes
the nine or so bits which follow. There is
no interval between successive pulses. The
sequence of five Os, for example, is receiv-
ed as one long high pulse. It follows that
the transmitter and receiver must both
have a method of timing the duration of
pulses. Both circuits have oscillators or
clocks built into them to fix the rate at
which they work. When two devices are
coupled, both clocks must operate at the
same frequency. To assist standardiza-
tion, a number of frequencies have been
selected for use with RS232C interfaces.

The rate of transmission of data is ex-
pressed in baud. This unit, named after
the French engineer, J.M.E. Baudot, is
equal to the number of bits transmitted
per second. Standard rates are 110, 150,
300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 and
19200 baud, though the higher ones are
not included in the RS232C standard. To
simplify circuit design, there are baud rate
generator ICs. These are driven by a high
frequency crystal oscillator circuit; the
high frequency is divided by internal
counter circuits to produce a range of out-
put frequencies at standard baud rates. A
UART may be connected to one or other
of these outputs, depending on which
baud rate is to be used. An interface
usually has the facility for switching the
UART to any one of the generator out -

DATA
(ASCII CODEX

114S8
'HOLDING' 0.0,

STOP

'1'
'EVEN'
PARITY

LS8

0.0,0 1.0,
START

BIT

'HOLDING'

'1'

Fig. 14. The waveform of a serial signal (see text). There may be one or two 'stop' bits. The holding
period between successive signals may be any length, which is why the system is called asyn-
chronous.

puts so that the rates on transmitter and
receiver may be matched.

Since this is an asynchronous system,
matching of timing does not have to be of
high precision. Timing at the receiver
begins when a start bit is received. The
clock at the receiver has to remain in
phase with the transmitting clock only for
the duration of 10 to 11 pulses. The
receiving clock probably runs slightly
slower or faster than the transmitting
clock, but this does not matter. It can get

only a fraction of a pulse out of phase in
such a short time, and this is not enough
to cause errors in decoding. When the
next train of pulses arrives, timing begins
all over again from the arrival of the start
pulse. Any discrepancies of timing which
might have accumulated between trains
are eliminated.

Next month, Owen Bishop concludes
the series with a look at the most popular
methods for storing and retrieving infor-
mation. ETI

Moving?
Renewing?
Affix your
present
mailing
label(s)
here. Mail
entire form
to address
shown
below.

I.

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

MOVING? RENEWING?
NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS?

 I'm moving, please change my address as
indicated below.

 Please extend my subscription for
one year at $19.95 for 12 issues.

 I'd like to become a subscriber for one year
(12 issues) at $19.95.

 My cheque is enclosed  Bill me
 Bill my/Mastercard/Visa/Amex
 Card No.
 Expiry Date

Name (please print)

Address

City

Province/Postal Code

Subscription to:  Electronics Today and/or
 Computing Now!

Mail to: Moorshead Publications, Subscriptions Department,
Suite 601, 25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario M4H 161
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Moorshead Publications
If you are enjoying this issue,
why not try some of our highly
successful special publications.
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Computing Today continued from page 16 Product Review continued from page 12

10 PK=1065:34453281:VC532413:01MCOLS(15)1P04200:61=VC+39:C14PEEK(S1)AND15
20 S2=VC+381C24PEEK(62)AN015:C44PEEK(64)AND15153462-1:C34PEEK(63)AN015
30 PRINT"6:12 "IFOR141T011
32 PRINT"S g

I "'NEXT
33 PP1NT"a g "IFORI41709
34 PR1NT"a d ":NEXT
35 PRINT"a
40 ONS.-"dairfiggilel":
42 LI=13:COL=5:STS."ONE MOMENT PLEASE".GOSUB2000
45 FORI40T0339:POKE552964.1,11NE7
50 LI=1:C0=28:STS.", NAggg MMMMM MUPAGE: laginmeggeggi .GOSUB20
00
51 L1=4:C0.28:STAI=" Slag MMMMMM MC iqmommosimes ":GOSU820
00
52 LI=7:C0.28:STS=",-- MMMMM N I II AMMOMMOMMEI-----" " "":GOSUB20
00
53 1.1-10.00-28:3TS-". Alg II II Lam ..GOSUE12
000
54 LI=12:03-26:ET3=",- MMMM IIIIX/4/S/L lagglA01111211111 ,-GOSUB2
eizio

55 Lx.16:c0=28ssTs..,_ II C/R/O .:GOSUB2
000
56 FORI.ITO2G:POKE1983+1,1:NEXT:FOR1=0T08:POKE2010+1,1+48:NEXT:POKE2020,31
57 MC=12s4036:FOKE2021,141
58 PEBOH:IFA=-ITHEN60
53 POKEMC,A.MC.142.1:407058
60 FORI.OT015:READCOLS(1):NEXT
61 L1=5:C0=29.STS="HIGH-RES":1FPEEKVC428)AN132,CSTHENSTS."MULTICOL"
GE G0SU62000
70 4031J6500:606U875:130SU860:00T0100
75, FOKEE040,PU:POKEVC,16.2tCSIPOKEVCCS*2,20:POKEVC+1+CS*2,200:POKEVC.21.2tCS
76 GOSUB2010:PETURN
30 LI=8:C0=29:STS.COLS(C1):GOSU62000
82 L1=8:C0=34:2TS.COLS(C2):GOSU62000

L1411:C0=29:9TS.COLICkC2::GU3UB2000
36 1.1.11:C0.24.2T8=COLS<C4/:GO3U62000
39 PETUPN
100

101

110

120
122

125
130

135
140

142
144

146
143

ITO

152

153
154
200
400
402
405
407
410
415
420
450
455
456
457
460
462
464
466
468
469
470
472
475
RN
430
465
499
500
96
510
600
610
620

V.FEEKPK.PX.:+11,40,:POKEPK+PXPY*40,1280RV
IFFEEK..562,20).:127THEN120
BET,.$:IFAS.""THEN101
J.PEEK(562:20):POKEPKPX+PYS40,V
IFAS="3"ORliJAND2,=0)THENPY=PY.1
IPAS4170R<JAN01:40:THENPY4PY-1
IFAS="g"ORC(JAN0.3)=0)THENPX4PX41
IFAS="11"OP.CJANC14:=0)THENPX.PX-1
IFPEEKePP.I.PX,F1*40:160THEN150
IFPX.-1THENPX=22
IFPX=E4THENPX.0
IFPC=2ITHENPY40
IFPYm-ITHENPY420
IF(JAND16).00RA104" "THENGOSUB400

1FPX)37THENPX437
IFPY>2ITHENPY421
IFPY(OTHENPY40
GOT0100
IFPX>24THEN450
PP4P01.644INTCPX/8).PY,X3
IPPEEK(PK+PXPYIt40)432THENFOKEPK.PX.PY440,81100T0410
IFPEEK(PKPX4PY*40)131THENPOKEPK4PX.PY40,32:61070415
POKEPP,PEEK(PP)OR(2917-(PX-1NT(PX/B)I11)))10070420
POREPP,PEEK(PP)AND255-<29(7-(PX-INT(PX/13)48)))
RETURN
IF(PX>27ANDPX<36)ANOPYOTHENGOSUB10001RETURN
IF(PX>27ANDPX136)ANDPY=3THENO0=2611GOSUB600iLl.51C042916141...MULTICOL'
IF1PX:27ANOPH<36/ANOPY=3ANDTGITHENSTII."HIGH-RES"
IF(P8)27ANDPX(36,ANDPY43THENCIOSUB20001RETURN
IFPX=28ANOPY412THEN00429:GOSU8600
IFPX=30ANDPY=12THEN00.23:GOSU8600
IF(P8,27ANOPX<31)ANDPY46THENC14(C44.1)AN015:POKESI,C111305UBB0
IF(PX>32ANDPX<36)ANDPY.6THENC2.(C2.1)AND15:POKESE,C2:GOSUBB2
IF(PX>27ANDPX<31)ANDPY=9THENC34:C341)AN015:POKES3,C3:GOSUB84
IF(PX:32ANDPX:36)ANDPY49THENC44<C44.1/AND151POKES4,C4:00SUBB6
IFPX.29ANOPY415THENFORI4PG464TOPG*64.0.64:POKEI,OINEXTIGOSUB5001RETURN
IFPX=33ANOPY.15THENPOKEVC.21,0:PRINT'Zr1lEND
IFPX=31AN0PY=15THENFORI4PG4.64TOPB*644.641POKEI,255-PEEKCI)1NEXT:GOSUB500.RETU

IFPX=32ANDP4'=12THEN1200
IFPX=34ANDPY. 1260T0 1500
RETURN
PPINT"de"::F0R1=0T020:PRINT"11"::FORJ.0T021POKE8211,PEEMPG64.134J1rSYS124.40

NEXT:PR 1NT:NEXT:RETURN
TG=0:1F<PEEK(JC00)AlvD2fCS)THEN620
POKEVC.00,PEEKVC+0120R2/CS:RETURN
POKEVC+00,PEEK(VC.00)6N0255-2tCS:7641:RETURN

1000 J=PEEY/56320):IFJ4127THEN1000
1010 IFkJAN04:40THENPG=PG-1:30SUB75
1020 IF(JANOB)=OTHENPG.P5+1:GOSUB75
1030 1P<JAND16,=0THENGOSUB500:RETURN
1040 00,01000
1200 ,-1.24:C0.0.STS="FROM PAGEI":GOSUB2000:GOSUB30001PA=VAL(INS)116PB-OTHEN100
1210 L1=24:C0=0:STS=" "IGOSU62000
1220 LI=24:C0.13:STS."TO PAGE1":GOSU820001GOSU83000:PH4VAL(INS)11FPH-OTHEN1200
1E20 L1=24:C040:STS." ":GOSU82000

continued on page 66

and binary-coded decimal.
The B series ends with a short discus-

sion on the actual characteristics of the
hardware that you'd use to implement the
demonstrated circuits, and covers logic
voltages, noise immunity, clock frequen-
cies, and so forth.

More Cards
There are lots of logic applications that
don't use integrated circuits. A heavy-
duty power control device with very sim-
ple logic requirements would probably use
relays and switches. The R series of cards
and the supplementary manual start you
off on relays. A seemingly simple circuit
may not operate because a circuit breaker
hasn't been closed, or an over -tempera-
ture protector has opened. All these can
be investigated; successful completion of
the circuit cause the "relay" to operate
and the "load" to be energized in the
same way as the gate displays.

Diodes and Transistors
Diode -to -diode logic is still used; it's a
simple way to implement basic functions.
These are shown in the DIO cards, with
the diode polarities selected by the input
switches. The concept of reverse- and
forward -biasing will lead you into the sec-
tion on transistors: The transistors are
hooked up as saturated switches, and this
section will give a good grounding in tran-
sistor theory for later tours through the
innards of TTL chips.

Summary
In conclusion, I haven't come across a
better way to learn basic logic and its cir-
cuitry. As I mentioned, the fun appeal of
solving the problems with a sort of game
eases a lot of the tedious "if this is high,
then that is low" business. In fact, I

doodled with this thing for hours.
The unit is very well made, and since

the cards don't actually operate any little
toggles or catches, they should stand up to
a fair amount of handling. There didn't
seem to be any mention of battery life,
though liquid -crystal displays are
notoriously stingy with current; I suspect
you could leave it on for thousands of
hours before needing a new 9-volter.

It's a tad expensive at $240.62, but it
has the advantages of being comprehen-
sive, easy to use, portable and a whole
bunch of fun.

ETI
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Computers for
small Businesses
Small companies across Canada are hungry for
knowledge about the microcomputer revolu-
tion. Many of them believe that they alone are
ignorant about what is going on and what
equipment is available.

This Special publication is addressed ex-
clusively to this market. The articles will com-
prise reprints of the very best material already
published in Computing Now! magazine to-
gether with several specially commissioned
features to form a well balanced publication.
We believe this Special will be of real use to the
hundreds of thousands of small companies on
the verge of buying a microcomputer.

To Be Published

For Circulation Call (416) 423-3262

Moorshead Publications,
25 Overlea Boulevard, Suite 601,
Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1

DEALERS
WANTED

Reputable wholesaler looking for
active dealers to distribute its
quality products.
 Monitors color, green & amber
 IBM compatible computers
 Apple compatible computers
 Peripheral boards
 disk drives
 supplies and more...
All products are fully guaranteed
at very competitive prices. Mail
orders welcome. Why not give us
a call today.

KCE
Wholesale & Distribution Ltd.

(416) 499-6261
P.O. Box 284, Station "J",

Toronto, Ontario M4J 4Y1

Mail orders accepted: 10 day money -back
guarantee. Send certified cheque or money order.
Ont. residents add 7% P.S.T. Add $10.00 for shipp-
ing and handling.

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED

Computing Today continued from page 65

1240 8E.PA464:EN=PH64.64:AB=INT<BE/256,1Lb=BE-H84,2561HE=INT<EN/256)
1350 LE.EN-H.E*256:L1=24:C0=0:1*="FILENAmEr":GOSUB20001GOSUE130001FL*.INS
1360 LI=24:CO=0:STS= ",00SU82000

170 ...1.2-,:C0=0:STS="VTOPEE OR 2OMISKI":00SUE1200011305U8300010.ASUIN*)

13.90 1%:68THEN FLS="0:".FLS.",PRG,WRITE":0EV.8
1400 GOT01600
1500 LI=24:C0=0:STS."FILENAME:":60Su620001GOSU830001FL*.INS
1510 LI.24:C0=0:ST*=" "IGOSUB2000

1520 L1.24:C0=0:514."1111PPL OR CLJOISK.":GOSUB20001GOSU6300011).ASC(IN*)
1530 PRINT"0";:DEV=1
1540 IFG=613THENFFLS= "0 ".FLS:DEV.13

1550 PRINT adlialnaliD.M.66pWW1121111LOADING "FL*

1550 PPINT d_GAE."2HRs(24,FL*CHR*k34)","DEV",11RUN"IPOKE631,19:POFE632,131POKE198
,2: END

1500 PRINT" .19t61662111121MIMIIWEAVING "FL*IPOKE646,PEEK(53281)AND15
1605 PRINT"gPF43,"LB"H.P1-44,"HBAII.PF45,"LE"HIPF46,"HE'lliSio'CHR*(34)FL*EAR*(34),
1610 PRINT","DEV111,1"
1620 PRINT".10*********VMMFE43,1:PF44,8:PF45,136.P1746,26:RUNA"
1630 POKE631,19:FOR1.63270640:POKE1,13:NEXT:POKE198,10
1399 ENO
2000 PPINTLEFTCONS,L1)TAB(CO)STsitcRETURN
2010 1_1=2:COL=34:ST*=M10*(STRS(PG),2)ilFPG(100THENST*.ST**"
2011 GOSU62000:RETURN
2001 PS.1984:78.1:IN*." "

3005 X=PEEK(PS):POKEPS,1280RX
3010 J.PEEK(56320)8IFJ.127THEN3010
3020 POKEPS,X
3030 IF(JAND4)=0THENPSPS-1:1FPS(1984THENPS2021
3040 IF!JANDB)=OTHENPS=PS+111FPS>2021THENPS-1984
3050 IF(JAN016)=OTHEN3070
3060 GOT03005
3070 IFX=31ANDTB)ITHENIN*=LEFT*(IN*,TB-1)8111.143-11PRINT°11 111"7.60T03005

3072 IFX31THEN3005
3075 IFx=141THEN3100
3080 IFX>OANDX<27THENX=X+64
3090 INS=INIF.CHR*(>01PRINTCHRWX)iiT6.TB.liGOT03005
3100 INiimMIDWIN*,2):RETURN
63390 OATA173,60,3,41,128,32,65,192,173,60,3,41,64,32,65,192,173,60,3,41
63992 DATA32,32,65,192,173,60,3,41,16,32,65,192,173,60,3,41,8,32.65,192
63394 DATA173,60,3,41.4,32,65,192,173,60,3,41.2,32,85.192.173,60.3.41
63996 DATA1,32,65,192,96,206,5,169,32,76,74,192,189,209,32,210,255,96,-I
63998 DATABLK,WHT,RED,CYN,PUR,GRN,BLU,YEL.ORG,BRN,LTR,GRI,GR2,LTO,LTS,GR3

Circle No. 5 on Reader Service Card.
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Lightsaver continued from page 15

HOW IT WORKS PARTS LIST

Up to about 40V, RI and R2 cause there to be
less than 0.4V between the base and emitter of
Q1. This is too small to switch the transistor
on, so the current flowing through R3 is
directed to SCR1.

Above 40V or so, Q1 conducts and the
gate of the thyristor is held low. This prevents
it from switching on; if the lamp switch is
flicked on at this moment, the circuit will wait
for the mains voltage to fall again before swit-
ching the SCR on.

It was considered that the easiest way of
maintaining operation during the negative
half -cycle was to duplicate the circuit the other
way around; hence R4-6, Q2 and SCR2.

RI and R2 must be selected so that the
voltage across R2 never exceeds the maximum
Vann of the transistor, and the value of R3
must be sufficiently high for it to be able to
cope with the power it will dissipate when Q1
is conducting and the resistor is effectively
clamped across the mains.

RESISTORS
R1,4 100k, 1/4W

R2,5 1k0, 1/4W
R3,6 220k, 1/4W

SEMICONDUCTORS
Q1,2 2N3904
SCR1,2 C106D or similar

(400V 3 A)

MISCELLANEOUS
PCB; PCB mounting screw connector, (suit-
able for mains voltage); short bolts & nuts;
case to choice

LOAD/NEUTRAL

10 SWITCH/LIVE

BULB
60.100W

ETI Arc de Triomphe Set

History buffs who happen to also be into electronics and com-
puting are hereby offered the deal of a lifetime: the ETI Arc de
Triomphe Set. Just think, you too can set up a scale model of
Paris in your own living room. (Good luck with the Eiffel
Tower.)

The Arc de Triomphe set needs to be weighted down, or
else it will blow over easily. This is best done with a year's sup-
ply of ETI magazine, which can be installed into the 'ETI'
pillar without cutting or punching. The other two can be
ballasted with a year's supply of Computing Now!, our sister
magazine, and a collection of Moorshead Publications' special
publications ('50 Top Projects', 'Your First Computer', etc.),
respectively.

In what we think is the really brilliant part of the design,
the pillars are hinged so they open on the same side as the
magazines. You can read them without having to disassemble
the whole works, and they stay safe and organized. You
wouldn't believe how many cups of coffee we drank before
thinking of that.

Pillars are available for $9.25 each - don't forget to
specify which ones you need - from: ETI Binders, 25 Overlea
Blvd., Suite 601, Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1. Ontario
residents please add 7% PST.
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CMOS monostable
Geoff Nichols
This circuit was adapted from the familiar
RS flip-flop by adding R and C.

Two gates, (a) and (b) from a 4093

J

quad Schmitt NAND gate, form a useful
monostable multivibrator.

On power up, C ensures that the
mono is in the reset state, and is charged
up to the rail by R. If the pushbutton is

iffi4 Active

izaa 471.- (777-71
!le

47%. Tk
91

1984 Mail Order Catalog

The One Stop Shop For All
Your Electronic Needs!

Conveniently located across Canada
Montreal
5651 Rue Ferrier
Montreal, Quebec
H4P 1N1
(514) 731-7441

Ottawa
1023 Merivale Road
Ottawa, Ontario
K1Z 6A6
(613) 728-7900

Toronto
14 Carlton Street
Toronto. Ontario
M5B 1K5
(416) 977-7692
Calgary
3220 -5th Ave. N.E.
Bay 2
Calgary, Alberta
T2A 5N1
(403) 235-5300

' Mail Orders to Montreal Address.
Visit your nearest Active store, call, write or circle

the Reader Service Card for your copy of Active's new catalog.

Downsview
86 St. Regis Cr. N.
Downsview. Ontario
M3J 1Y8
(416) 630-0400
Vancouver
3070 Kingsway
Vancouver, B.C.
V5R 5J7
(604) 438-3321

0 V

operated, gate (a) goes high and (b) goes
low. R then discharges C to the switching
point when the monostable resets, thus
charging C back up ready for the next
period.

The recharging may be speeded up by
adding a diode across R, with the cathode
to the capacitor side. The timing period,
with R = 1M and C = 100n, was 100 ms.

LED bracket
David Sambrosky
An LED display with irregularities in the
alignment and uneveness in the spacing
between LEDs can make a project look
very unprofessional.

Overcome this problem with a simple
and effective method for mounting the
LEDs in an array for display typically for
the ETI-438 audio level meter.

A piece of matrix board with stand-
dard spacing between the pre -punched
holes was used. The pre -punched holes
can be drilled slightly smaller than the
diameter of the LEDs being used, so that
the LEDs will fit securely into the holes
drilled, without falling out.

The precise nature of spacing bet-
ween the pre -punched holes in the matrix
board makes it an ideal mounting bracket
for a display using an array of LEDs as
shown below.

A time to love
Support the new Salvation Army
Grace Hospital

The Salvation Army
Grace Hospital
$11 million Building Fund
3 Heintzman Street
Toronto. Ontario M6P 2J7

Circle No. 25 on Reader Service Card.
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Product Mart Where Buyers Find Sellers

Advertising in the Product Mart section allows you to reach over 30,000 Canadian readers nation wide for $1.00 per word (minimum 25 words).

Please contact us for further details on the various sizes and styles available.
WHAT DO YOU DO?
Send us your typewritten or clearly printed words, your permanent address and telephone number and your money (no cash please). Make your
cheque or money order payable to Moorshead Publications. We're at Suite 601, 25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1.

WHAT DO WE DO?
We typeset your words (and put the first word and your company name in BOLD capital letters). If we get your message by the 14th of the month,
it will appear 11/2 months later. For example if we receive it by October 14th you and our readers will see it in the December issue.

CMOS Sale. MC14023, MC14040, MC14049,
MC14070, 74S00, 7490, 74S74, 74LS273,
74S374 and lots more. FREE FLYER. M.O.
Enterprises, Box 2066E, Bramalea, On-
tario L6T 3S3.

APPLEtm BUILDERS NEED "APPLE -
SEED" 1 -Motherboard Assembly Manual,
$9.95: Self -directing, simple -to -follow
guide to building the 6502.
2 -Peripheral Card Assembly Manual,
$9.95: Parts list, component placement,
condensed instructions for building
THIRTY-FIVE cards. A NEW REFERENCE
for Apple enthusiasts & hobbyists.
Both 1 & 2 Manuals: $18.00. Send cheque
(includes P&H) to NuScope Associates,
P.O. Box 742, Stn. B, Willowdale, Ont, M2K
2R1.

FOR $10 per kit $2 handling, receive free
flyer and any of the following. #1: 1000
asst'd pcs, choke - capacitor - resistor
-transistor - hardware - etc. Capacitor
specials: #2: 200 asst'd ceramic - #3: 100
asst'd silver mica - #4: 100 asst'd mylar !
#5: 50 asst'd tantalum - #6:50 asst'd elec-
trolytic - #7: 50 asst'd feed -through - #8: 50
asst'd metallic silver mica (Elmenco) - #9:
25 asst'd variable. All new material. Un-
conditional guarantee. SURPLUS ELEC-
TRO QUEBEC, 2264 Montee Gagnon,
Blai nvi I le, Quebec J7E 4H5.

ACTIVE COMPONENTS 5651 Ferrier
Street, Montreal, Que., H4P 1N1 (514)
731-7441. Canada's first and foremost
leader in ICS, computer products,
peripherals and micro -computers. All new
1984 product catalogue is now available.

PLANS to build your own backyard
satellite dish and pay -TV decoders. Send
a S.A.S.E. to: J.C. SYSTEMS INTERNA-
TIONAL, Dept. 306, 7305 Woodbine Ave.,
Markham, Ont. L3R 3V7 for free informa-
tion.

CORONET ELECTRONICS, 649A Notre
Dame W., Montreal, Que. H3C 1H8,
Catalogue IC's, Semi's, Parts, send $1.00
to cover postage. Monthly specials at
crazy prices.

TIMEX-SINCLAIR Software and Hardware.
Brand name products at incredible prices!
Send for FREE catalogue - pricelist.
TORONTO SOFTWARE WORLD, Box 84,
Dept. CN, Agincourt, Ontario M1S 3B4.

ACTIVE COMPONENTS 14 Carlton Street,
Toronto, Ontario M5B 1K5 (416) 977-7692
ACTIVE has largest electronics inventory
- all at truly wholesale prices affordable
to your budget. All new 1984 product
catalogue now available.

NEW - just released, descriptive
catalogue and directory of over 2400
books on computers, electricity and elec-
tronics. Send $5.00 to ELECTECH BOOK
SERVICE, 3223 Broadwater Rd., Dept. ETI,
Castlegar, B.C., V1M 3H3.

DIGITAL Organ and Digital Drum Kits.
Prices starting from $495.00. Demo LP
$8.00 and free information available from
SELTRON INSTRUMENTS, 35 South-
bridge St., Leamington, Ont. N8H 4N4.

NEW! Build these easy, fascinating IC
projects. Combination lock controls com-
puters, stereos, etc! Programmable light
show controller! Intelligent auto alarm.
Logic probe! Vocal blanker. Digital dice!
Most cost under $20.00. $10.95 for com-
plete, full-size glossy manual.
Schematics, theory, trouble -shooting,
operation, sources, etc. Extra details
$1.00 (order credited). STARK ELEC-
TRONICS, Box 11963, Edmonton, Alberta,
T5J 3L1.

ATARI owners, with 48K RAM minimum
backup any 8K or 16K cartridges on disk
or tape. As many as 15 cartridges on 1
disk, DOS transferable. Send $125 che-
que, money order to LO -COST COM-
PUTERS LTD. 619B Corydon Ave., Win-
nipeg, Man. R3L OP3. 204-482-1737 Visa
accepted.

We will not be undersold. If you find iden-
tical pcbs (glass epoxy) being sold for less
elsewhere (within 30 days) - show us and
we'll refund the difference. Send 32o for
pricelist: SPECTRUM ELECTRONICS 14
Knightswood Gres., Brantford, Ontario,
N3R 7E6.

ACTIVE COMPONENTS - 3070
Kingsway, Vancouver, B.C. V5R 5J7 (604)
438-3321. Increase the memory capacity
of your present system or add peripherals
such as a disk drive, printer terminal,
keyboard or controller board - ACTIVE
has all the top names at prices you can af-
ford All new product catalogue 1984 is
now available.

Software evaluation club. No membership
fee. AppleTM games, utilities & CP/MTM
programs. Send $8.00 per disk and your
program request (almost all available) to:
J.A. Box 83, Station "E", Montreal, P.Q.
H2T 3A5.

MODEM one card plugs in any Apple"
slot, 110-300 baud, auto dial/answer, on
board firmware, direct phone connect lie
compatible and terminal softwares. Cer-
tified Cheque or M.O. $275. CRIS P.O. Box
21, Oakville, Ontario, L6J 4Z5.

BRIDGE is our computer game. Adjustable
skill. Point count bidding. 1 to 4 players.
T199/4A, APPLE2 +, 2E, 3 TRS80-1, 3, 4
IBM-PC/PCJr. $29.95. JOHN & LYNDA
ALLAN. 93 Laurier St., Dept. ETI, Box 313,
Azilda, Ont. POM 1B0, 705-983-4341

ACTIVE COMPONENTS - 4800 Dufferin
Street, Downsview, Ont. M3H 5S8 (416)
661-1115. Thousands of electronic
students, professionals and hobbyists
make ACTIVE their No.1 choice for elec-
tronic projects needs. All new 1984 pro-
duct catalogue is now available.

1984 WORLD RADIO -TV HANDBOOKS $23
+ $2 S&H, WSI 1984 Catalogue $2.00, WSI
RADIO, Box 400, Kitchener, Ontario N2G
3Yg.

SHURE V15V stereo cartridge only $260.00
Retail $400.00 for info write DRAGON
SOUND P.O. Box 151, Prince George B.C.
V2L 4S1.

Visit your HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CEN-
TRE for computers, robots software and
peripherals. Also wide range of courses
including Robotics and Electronic Kits.
3058 Kingsway, Vancouver, B.C. V5R 5J7
(604) 437-7626.

continued on page 70



Product Mart Where Buyers Find Sellers

continued from page 68

UNUSUAL BOOKS: Intelligence & In-
vestigative electronics and other covert
technologies, (the real James Bond stuff.)
Fascinating, hard -to -find technical infor-
mation on many subjects. Free brochures:
MENTOR PUBLICATIONS, Dept. CIA,
135-53 No. Blvd., Flushing, New York,
11354.

TIMEX/SINCLAIR software. 2K to 48K pro-
grams. T/S 1000/1500 and 2068. Free
catalogue. JDC 5-14 Sentinel Rd.,
Downsview, Ont. M3M 2Y5.

ACTIVE COMPONENTS Bay 2, 3220 5th
Aven., N.E. Calgary, Alta., T2A 5N1 (403)
235-5300 discover why thousands of elec-
tronics enthusiasts who think electronics,
think ACTIVE - Canada's Electronics
Stores. All new 1984 product catalogue is
now available.

EDJ ELECTRONICS catalog now avail-
able. Send $1 for best prices and selection
on components and replacement parts.
P.O. Box 1122, Saint John, N.B., E2L 4E6.

COMMODORE 64 Owners. We offer a fine
selection of Programs. Send for our new
free catalogue. SANDISON SOFTWARE,
Box 1403, Chatham, Ontario N7M 5W8.

DO SMALL ADS
ATTRACT ATTENTION?
WELL, THIS ONE DID!

PRODUCT MART
Insertions Contact:

Claire Zyvitski

Moorshead Publications
Suite 601, 25 Overlea Blvd.
Toronto, Ontario M4H 1B1
Telephone (416) 423-3262

ACTIVE COMPONENTS, Baxter Centre
1050 Baxter Rd., Ottawa, Ont. K2C 3P2.
(613) 820-9471.
ACTIVE - one stop shop for all your elec-
tronic components and micro -computer
needs at wholesale prices. All new 1984
product catalogue is now available.

LASERS -Surplus units and parts. Infra -
Red Night vision equipment. Best prices
anywhere. Free listing. MEREDITH IN-
STRUMENTS 6517 W. Eva Glendale, Az.
85302 U.S.A.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS for ETI and
Ham Radio projects. NDFL Amplifier
-$6.70; ZX81 A/D Converter - $4.50; NiCad-
dy - $3.50; Precision Pulse Generator
-$9.50. Full list free. Boards from ARRL
Handbook 1983 available. Post and pack
$1.00, Ontario tax 7 % . B -C -D ELEC-
TRONICS, P.O. Box 6326 Station F,
Hamilton Ontario. L9C 6L9.

AMAZING Projects and plans for the hob-
byist. Enter the fascinating world of
Lasers, Ultrasonics, Surveillance, High
Voltage Plasma, Unique Electronics and
many more space age devices. Catalogue
$1.00. Mail order only. DUKER ENTER-
PRISES 8932 - 155 Street, Edmonton,
Alberta T5R 1W4.

VIC20 Battery Powered RAM Kits from
$34.95. Complete 8K cartridge $69.95. C64
RS232 interface coming soon. Free info
Canadian Micro Peripherals, Box 123,
Waterloo, Ont. N2J 3Z9.

J&J ELECTRONICS Ltd., P.O. Box 1437E,
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z4. Surplus and
Semiconductor Specialists. Do you get
our bargain flyer? Send $1.00 to receive
the current literature and specials and to
be placed on the mailing list for future
publications. ETI

Product Mart Where Buyers Find Sellers

NAME COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY PROVINCE

POSTAL CODE TELEPHONE

NO. OF WORDS AMOUNT ENCLOSED

Please print the following in the next available issue of  ELECTRONICS TODAY,  COMPUTING NOW,

or  BOTH. My cheque is enclosed. SIGNATURE

NOTE: A 3 line heading can be added to your advertisement for $30. Also, the whole advertisement can be reversed for effective
presentation also for $30.
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OSCILLOSCOPES!
The Best Buys Available

Model 65810
100 MHz Bench/Portable Scope

O

(WV

S 2595.00'

.prat .26j15;01:F
isoft#:44-40. 4-07, c"""ry r.irbiceisu 8d,oFdST

Model 65601
Dual Trace Bench/Portable Scope

Air

Featuring at no extra cost

 20 MHz (-3dB) Bandwith
 6" CRT Display
 Fully Automatic Triggering

$

S 7 9 5 0 0
g Probes & FST

included-

'The Component Tester'

 Trace Rotator
 5 mV Vertical Sensitivity
 HF Rejection

A HYBRID COMBINING ANALOG AND
LOGIC FUNCTIONS

VERSATILITY +
 Will Display 4 Analog Traces (independently adjustable)

or 8 Logic Channels, or 3 Analog and 8 Logic

 2ns/Div. Sweep Speed

 16 kV CRT Potential cfor A Bright Clear Display

 Scale Illumination

 Delayed Triggered Sweep

Model 65635
Dual Trace Bench/Portable Scope

 35 MHz (-3dB) Bandwith
 Delayed Sweep (selectable)
 Single Sweep (selectable)
 6" CRT Display

S 995.00
Probes & FST

included

1 mV Optimal Sensitivity
 X -Y or X -Y -Z Operation
 120V AC Line Operation
 x5 Sweep Magnifier

MULTIMETERS!
Go for Quality --- Go for The Best Value

REDUCED PRICES... INCREASES YOUR VALUE

Models 78020, 78021, 78022

 AUTO ZERO Supplied with:

 AUTO POLARITY - 28 Page Operating and

31/2 DIGIT LCD Maintenance Manual

 FULL OVERLOAD - Calibration Certificate
PROTECTION ON Traceable to NRC
ALL RANGES - Schematic with com-

 RECESSED - SAFETY plete Parts Listing
DESIGNED INPUT - Safety Test Leads
TERMINALS

- One-year Warranty
"Students 10% discount with

Student Card!"
Circle No. 26 on Reader Service Card.

Metermaster

$ 139.00*

 ±0.1% DC

Inctu

$ 99.00 *

 -±0.25% DC
 10 Amps AC+DC

 2000 hrs Bat. life  200 hrs Bat. life

VISA

590 for Cash,
A Div. of R.H. NICHOLS CO. LTD. Certified Cheque, or Money Order

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Head Office: 214 Dolomite Drive, Downsview, Ontario M3J 2P8
TORONTO (416) 661-3190 MONTREAL (514) 337-0425 EDMONTON (403) 432-7746 OTTAWA (613) 238-7007 U 1.1 1111

 ±0.25% DC
 200 hrs Bat. life

* FST Included

I

All prices F.O.B.
Downsview, Ontario

subject to change with-
out notice. P.S.T. extra

where applicable.



Imagine that there was a single source
for all your Interconnection needs.
There is. A P PRODUCTS has the most com-
plete line of Interconnection
products and accessories. DIP,
Socket and Card -Edge con-
nectors, all styles and sizes
of Headers, and D-Submin
in both IDC and solder ver-
sions. A P PRODUCTS offers
flat cable in both gray and
rainbow, in a wide variety of
widths. And, our new low
cost IDC assembly tool can
help put everything together
without puffing a crimp in your budget.

Imagine that you could find high quality
IDC products at affordable prices.
You can. A P PRODUCTS understands
your prototyping needs. Our I DC products
are manufactured to give you the accu-
rate, dependable connections you must

...

have. They are designed to save you time.
And, they are priced to save you money.

Imagine that there's an easy way to
find the AP PRODUCTS you need.

There is. The AP PRODUCTS Inter-
connection rack at your

electronics dealer has the
complete line of connect-

. ors, cable, tooling, and
accessories. Over one hun-
dred and sixty products in
all. You'll be able to find
what you need fast. So you
can get back to your pro-
ject in a hurry.

Imagine that you need
more information.
No problem. Just call toll free
800-321-9668 for the name of the distri-
butor nearest you. (In Ohio, call collect
(216) 354-2101.)

IMAGINE
THAT

AP PRODUCTS INCORPORATED
9450 Pineneedle Dr.  Box 540

Mentor, Ohio 44061-0540
[216] 354-2101

TWX: 810-425-2250
In Canada. call Lenbrook Electronics

111 Esna Park Dr, Unit 1
Markham, Ontario, L3R1H2

[416) 477-7722, TWX 610-492-3102
Circle No. 14 on Reader Service Card.


